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Editorial 
IJ STANDARDIZATION OF LABOR-A PLAN OF ACTION 
A most clearheaded view in trying to 
account for the ever-increasing difficul-
ties in the cloak industry ia that which 
traces them to the unchecked competi-
tion among the manufacturers on the 
one hand and the workers on the other. 
Recent discussions by representatives of 
the Union and Association and by7 the 
Board of Arbitration have brought out 
this view so dearly as to leave no doubt 
COMPETITION 
IS THE IXPUHTKY 
It is an old and ever-
repeated cry that one 
manufacturer is enabled to Compete with 
another manufacturer and cut the 
ground under bis feet, partly because, 
somehow, he is able to procure cheaper 
labor. In the pre-Protocol period fair 
and humane manufacturers refused to 
unionize their plant unless the plants of 
their competitors—very often next door 
neighbors*—were similarly unionized. 
Another important cause of competi-
tion is that the small employers, by prac-
ticing style piracy, and potty economy 
and contenting themselves with the nar-
rowest imaginable margin of profit, are 
•Mo to produce the samo style garments 
at reduced cost and undersell the large 
manufacturers in the market; but this 
is somothing tliat concerns the manufac-
turers as between themselves. As to 
competition due to cheaper labor—that 
contention is often admitted by tha 
Union representatives as quite reason-
able. 
Obviously, then, the Union could only 
make headway by a successful attempt 
to organize all the workers in the trade. 
Only this could equalize tabor conditions 
and give the organization permanence 
and stability. Only this could give the 
Union a controlling power in the indus-
try and enablo it to protect the workers 
who, for many years, had been crushed 
bv uncrupulous contractors and head-
men. 
This controlling power was realized in 
1910 after the general strike; but since 
the human mind is limited and cannot 
forsce the future, it could not be fore-
soon that a system of sub-manufactnr-
iug would grow up and manage to con-
trive, by means more or less injurious 
to tho workers, to cheapen the cost of 
labor. It did not at that time suggest it-
self to the representatives of the Union 





(in reality methods of driving even meet and being continuously at the job, 
worse than in former years), a certain an opportunity is afforded to the em-
class of employers would re-introduco a 
form of competition as prejudicial to the 
workers as it is ruinous to the industry. 
The concession of price-committees to 
adjust piece prices was hail 
ploycr to speed him up to the utmost 
limit of endurance. 
This advantage the employer follows 
up in many other ways, by having all 
ljust piece prices was hailed in 1910 as accessories ready at hum 1. There is no 
a great victory. As no such right bad necessity for the operator to get up from 
existed before, and the employor had the machine and go into another part of 
been in every case the sole arbiter of the the factory for a spool of cotton or cer-
ricee to be paid, the concession of a tain othor trimming needed to complete 
price committee was considered a dis- his garment If the girl in charge has 
tinct gain. It was not, however, foro- any personal feeling against him, she 
seen that lack of system in determining will show her vindietiveness by letting 
piece prices, which is now being accom- him wait to his own loss and disadvan-
plished in each shop independently,^ tage. 
imulate the mushroom growth 
of small employers and keep alive the 
competition arising from cheap labor. 
• • • 
u ( m x In a series of thoughtful 
OK THE articles on 
rkOBLSH, 
sub-manufac-
turing and other problems 
contributed to the Jewish Daily For-
ward and reprinted in English in our 
columns, President Sohlesinger has giv-
en xm an insight into tills matter which 
should not be lost sight of. Ho points 
out how the small factory employees 
In addition, a host of overseers and 
examiners add to the operator's distrac-
tion by scrutinizing every stitch and fold 
and demanding absolute perfection of 
workmanship. 
Such close scrutiny would not pay the 
sub-manufacturer. With him it is not 
quality but quantity, and speeding up 
to the utmost produces the quantity. 
Consequently his employee mafees more 
garments in any given day than the em-
ployee in the large factory. 
He makes more garments, but does he 
a destructive competition with make more money! Oh, no. "Where the 
of tho large houses, yet operator in the Fifth Avenue establish-
they are not to blame. We are told that ment gets, say, one dollar for a certain 
the employee in that factory is not dis- garment, the operator in the small fac-
turbed or interrupted; that he is not al- tory gets for the same garment only 75 
lowed to lose a minute of his time. cents. Yet the latter works at a much 
In the first place, conditions in the greater speed, a muoh greater expendi-
large Fifth Avenue house require that ture of energy. He is driven, sweated, 
the operator shall make several different and this in a factory far less sanitary, 
styles of garments in one day. Very fre- far more dangerous to health and a veri-
quently he has to change- around from table firetrap,. and while working under 
one style of garment to another This Is this breakneck system, he indirectly 
iturally nttended by loss of time. In competes with his fellow members in the 
sub-factory only a few styles of gar- same Union, by actually getting more 
raeots are made during the entire sea- work to do. 
son. Naturally the operator making He thus practically displaces his con-
large quantities of the same style gar- frere in the bigger establishment; and 
•BH 
• 
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no wonder. For why should a manufac-
turer pay the higher price if he can get 
the same;, garment in the sub-factory at 
reduced costt This system of cheap, 
practically sweated labor, grows and in-
creases, increasing our problems and 
threatening to reduce the trade to the 
lowest level. 
No doubt the system has its defenders 
on the ground of increased efficiency of 
labor. But this is efficiency with a ven-
geance—^efficiency of which the worker 
does not reap the benefit. We' should 
have no objection to increased efficiency 
of labor provided it carried its due re-
ward in. increased wages. Efficiency is 
a necessary corollary of the present sys-
tem of profits from labor plus capital. 
But even efficiency advocates claim that 
the worker derives from the system some 
advantage in increased wages. In onr 
case, however, the worker in the sub-
factory has to speed up in order to catch 
up to about the same pay aa that of his 
confrere in the large and modern shop, 
while breakneck speed, according to ef-
ficiency advocates,' should bring him 
larger returns. President Schlesinger 
has shed much new light on this sub-
manufacturing evil, and it behooves us 
to concert measures as speedily as pos-
sible to check tho evil before it is too 
late. 
• • 
In some quarters a 
price commission 
- I I I . " H I I - A 
o r J M 
raica COMMISSION, j ^
 D e c n proposed 
as a remedy for the evil. It is assumed 
that a price-commission would succeed 
in standardizing or equalizing prices in 
all the shops. But without proper con-
trol over the number of garments, a 
mission would inevitably leave 
i much as they arc at present, and 
pffect only one half of the reform. If 
uniformity of price* is to be maintained, 
all other conditions essential to the elim-
ination of competition between one 
union man and another must be 
equalized. Even if the best safeguards 
for maintaining standardized price* 
could be devised, the sub-factory em-
ployees would still compete with their 
confreres in the large factories. 
For, could the most expert price ad-
justers proeeed on any other method of 
determining piece prices than the pres-
ent f True, instead of each shop settling 
prices independently of the other shops, 
a price commission would try to settle 
the prices of garments on a more or'less 
just basis. But what other basis is 
there than the basis of equal earnings or 
calculation of the time it takes to make 
a certain garment t The price commit-
tee in the large concern determines tho 
prices to be paid for a given grade of 
garment by the number of garment* it 
would take an operator of average skill 
to complete in a day, taking into ac-
count the loss of time occasioned by 
probable changes from one style to an-
other, and so forth. 
If the operator is to earn $6.00 a day, 
the price committee, finding that he 
can make ten garments during the day, 
will determine on 60 cents as Ae-
ing the price of that garment A 
price commission trying to determine 
tho prices in the shops of sub-manu-
facturers must proceed in the Bame way, 
taking into account the number of gar-
ments an operator of average skill can 
complete in. any given day. But since 
in the latter shop thij operator, being 
driven and not allowed to waste a min-
ute of time, can make, say, fifteen of the 
same kind of garments per day, the 
price commission, having in mind that 
the operator must earn not leas than 
$6.00 a day would naturally determine 




Tax LADOS* NT WOBJOJt 
- . 
mont. How, then, would a price com- regulation to our system of piece work 
mission Huccecd in standardizing prices the advocates of the price commission 
--^factory basis or eliminating the idea hare omitted the most important 
competition within the Union unless we 
try at the same time to devise a means 
of standardizing or equalizing the labor 
or number of garments in both the large 
and small factories! 
It is evident, therefore, that while we 
.... 
prices, it ia only a partial solution of 
the problem. 
factor, that of standardization of labor. 
No sort of price regulation would work 
satisfactorily in our trade unless we 
should at tho same time apply a well-
defined measure to the work or number 
of garments; otherwise we shall con-
rdization of tinue to have driving and sweating plus 
destructive competition between one 
worker and another entailing danger to 
the Union and the trade. 




 the price commission w o r k c r i n t h o •»w" ! to™ , s Poetically 
™ o * 8 idea have borrow*! tnmed into a daw. 
The business of our Union is to equal-
ize conditions in oil shops, to eliminate 
the competition between one union man 
and another, and to prevent driving 
and exploitation; and standardization 
of prices without standardization of la-
bor would not solve the problem of com-
petition or regulate and harmonize the 
relations between the inside and outside 
unless ho can complete a certain mess- . 
— of work in a given time, and in- r° '"" 
t from the big American unions, where 
it is applied exclusively to week work. 
In well organized unions it has proven 
acceptable to both employers and em-
ployees. A minimum scale has been es-
tablished, but this minimum scale car-
rie» with it. a standardization of labor. 
No employee is entitled to the minimum 
skill and efficiency are rewarded 
by payment above the scale. Tho scale, 
for example, of a typesetter who can set " ^ r w c X r M ^ 
up 700 lines within six hours, in the STANDARDIZATION 
. . .
 m , . , , , . „ . ft) •• r u t i n : . 
«w mew**! Union No. 83, L, f " " 
a week for thirty-six hours* work; siou and 1 
We mi 
follow the example 
of other unions to 
its logical conclu-
but there are many typesetters who ure 
„-i,i •,. hm**m their skill and . ' 
ciency is above the average.'" In every 
local union tho power of guarding and 
regulating the scale is vested in the loeal 
officers w 
on this basis as soon as it occurs, and 
there is a recognized system of priority 
ntroduce standardization of 
labor to go hand in h*and with a stand-
ardized price a n d * well-defined mini-
scnlo of earnings, having due mum 
regard to seasonal fluctuations and 
pressing demands for increased output. 
10 settle every shop dispute We assume that two months in every 
year, in the height of the season, say 
September and March, there is a press-
and equal distribution of work in slow ing domand for increased output. Let 
period*. it therefore be arranged that in the re-
of gar-
f APBH., 1915 
meats made in the Bmall and sub-factor-
ies shall be regulated by the number of 
garments made in the large, well-regu-
lated establish menta. In other words, 
the. number of garments made in a given 
day in shops under Protocol conditions 
shall set the standard for all other fac-
tories, excepting in the aforesaid two 
busy months of the year, when workers 
shall be free to make as many garments 
as they can in the number of hours pres-
cribed by the Union rules. Both reasou 
and justice demand that when work is 
slow and hundreds or thousands of 
workers go idle, there shall be no excess 
of work and no driving in any factory. 
II $5.00 or $6.00 a day is to constitute 
a fair rate of earnings, then this regu 
lation or standardization of labor would 
work out thus: If to earn $5.00 a day, 
for example, tho operator in the large 
establishment mnkos ten garments of a 
certain grade at 50 cents a piece, then 
the number of garments at 50 cents in 
the small or sob-factory shall riot exceed 
ten. Tho operator shall not be permit-
ted to make twelve garments. J f the 
. grade of garment has been determined 
at 60 cents apiece, because the operator 
in tho large house can make nine gar-
ments per day, then the operator in the 
>-small or sub-factory shall be restricted 
\ to nine garments a day. A similar ar-
rangement shall hold good with all 
grades of garments higher or lower. 
This standurdization of labor, going 
hand in hand with standardization of 
prices, would have the following efTcct: 
(1) It would eliminate the competi-
tion tatween ono union man and an-
other, for the reason that when the num-
ber of garments made during the day in 
. . . 
the small shops is regulated by the num-
ber of like garments completed in the 
large factories, the workers in the form-
er shops will insist on the same prices 
and thus uniform prices will be main-
tained in all the shops. If ten garments 
a day at 50 cents is the maximum num-
ber the workers in both factories can 
make, the employees in the sub-factories 
will not be foolish enough to work simi-
lar garments for 35 Cents apiece and 
earn *3.50 instead of $5.00 a day to their 
own loss and injury. 
(2) It would equalize the earnings 
along with the labor and energy of the 
workers. 
/ (3) I t would prevent deceit practised 
by unscrupulous employers, In order to 
obtain a maximum of labor at a mini-
mum of cost, and no reduce the workers 
in the small factories to semi-slavery. 
- . • . ' . 
(4) In the two busiest months the 
employees would be duly paid for their 
increased efficiency and extra work. 
(5) The workers would gain at least 
one extra month work during the year 
which would solve discharge problems 
and other vexatious disputes. 
Let cloakmnkers concentrate their 
minds on the proposition and discuss it 
In all its bearings, "Wo shall freely open 
our columns to any^ member wishing to 
express an opinion. In almost all the big 
American unions this standardization 
of work and equalization "of wages, is a 4 
settled proposition. Consequently their 
unions do not constitute ready material *j* 
for fomentors of discord among the rank »j, 
and file, and their relations with the 
employers acquire a steadier apd more 
definite form. 
- i ' 
:"~ 
I 
SPRING SEASON REFLECTIONS. 
The strength and stability of trade 
unions may be judged by the continued 
activity and renewed faith and eonfi-
dtnoe in the organization after protract-
ed periods of depression or other unto-
ward uircumstuiieca. If with the return 
of good times there also returns the 
former enthusiasm, it is a sign that the 
vital principle is deeply rooted and that 
n* crisis, however severe, can weaken or 
destroy i t . > 
That our union posseaw this vital 
principle in a high degree is evident 
fiom the signs of reawakening notice-^ 
able throughout tho country. 
• • • 
In New York re-
AND CONFIDBHCC P ° r , s n t hand show a 
IK sew TOUK brisk activity in sev-
AXD l u m r u K s a
 e f a I branches of the 
Udies' garment industry, the cloak trade 




- tkeir arrears of dues, but some of them 
also make payments in advance. 
Here is evidence of faith and. confi-
dence in the Union -which has j-aaily 
never left the rank and tile. Some 
people have mistaken the disappoint-
ment arising from severe trade dullness 
for discontent with the organization and 
have tried to make all sorts of dednc-
But the actual facia—the revived 
n'on spirit* which may be witnessed 
daily at the union offices—show how . 
gratuitous and vain hat* been'" the task 
of those who tried to jump to conclu-
sions on false premises. * 
But not only in New York,-where the 
majority of our members live, move and 
have their being, is there noticeable a 
welcome change in the situation, but 
also in other cities where ladies' gar-
ments are made. 
• • • 
oBATiryiNO WORK V e r y -ratifying 
At OUBVM^AHD. is the work of the 
lost few months at Cleveland. Wo hive 
there a faithful band of organizers who 
pursue their task with determination. 
They deserve great credit for the results 
already achieved. 
Guided and assisted by the Interna-
tional they have succeeded within the 
last five months in bringing into line 
over* 900 members. As a beginning this 
progress is satisfactory, and there is 
every reason to believe that it will not 
tako long before all the cloakmakcrs of 
Cleveland will realize that only a strong 
union can uplift them and givo them a 
sense of security and reliance on or-
ganized power. 
Our greatest difficulty in organizing 
Cleveland is perhaps the element of wo-
men workers which has been increasing 
within the lost two Or three years. But it 
lies within the character of girls that 
though they are apparently indifferent 
and for a time it is difficult lo move 
them, yet, once they perceive the bene-
""fits of organization they cling to the 
union with loyalty and ikvotiun. It is 
• • . 
difficult to move them because they con-
sider themselves as onty temporarily em-
ployed in tho shop. When, however, 
they realize that thair livelihood and tho 
livelihood of their future husbands "de-
pend on thoir employment, the valuo of 
the union, insisting upon proper remun-
eration and-working condtions, is con-
vincingly brought home to them. 
In the few years that girls have been 
employed as operators in the Cleveland 
. -
. 
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cloak shops they have not had time to the manufacturer* and the workers, it 
realize this truth, but they are gradually is not surprising that a general desire 
beginning to understand It more and should be manifested for a thorough and 
more. The girls in Cleveland will event-
ually act in the same way as their sisters 
—the Waistmakors, and Whitegoods 
workers in New York and the shoe work-
ers in other Slates. They will organize 
and maintain a strong organization. 
lasting change in the situation. 
Now, we are the last people in the 
world to attempt to mar the feeling.of. 
satisfaction with which the rising tide 
of employment is regarded by our local 
officers and rank and file. We have 
Yes, the prospects of a well organized never felt inclined toward pessimism in 
and powerful Union in Cleveland has regard to the future of our Union, On 
never been brighter. 'he contrary, we have often predicted 
• • • great possibilities for the International 
BH-AWAIOWINO A similar upward Ladies' Garment Workers* Union, pro-
is OTUEB cmM, movement is pro- vided certain circumstances are taken 
cceding in Cincinnati, Chicago, fft, Louis into account and certain condition* are 
and other cities. Everywhere a re- fulfilled. We have simply sounded a 
awakening has taken place. The active not* of warning that definite and sys-
workcrs there are straining every nerve 
to reach all the cloakmakers of tho city 
and build up a strong organization. 
A change for the better is particularly 
noticeable in Chicago. Within recent-
years tho ladies' garment trade has 
tematic provision must be made for the 
future if those possibilities are to be 
realized. 
This uoto of warning is timely even 
now. Now, perhaps more than before, it 
is necessary for our members to lend a 
branched out in vftribus directions, but willing ear to suggestions and proposi-
tions for strengthening our union struc-
ture and render it proof against unex-
pected crises. Now, after the experience 
of the recent past, it is the part of 
wisdom to be prepared for emergencies 
—for recurrent trade dullness. While 
sharing the hopes of our local officers 
and members that this Spring season will 
be longer than usual, and so enable the 
workers to make up for the privations 
the workers' organization has not kept 
pace with the development of the indus-
try. Judging from present indications 
the anathy and indifference prevailing 
heretofore are rapidly giving place to a 
desire for action. With the assistance of 
the International a determined Attempt 
u now being made to organize the vari-
ous branches of the ladies' garment 
trade in Chicago. Similar steps arc 
king taken to organize our people in they have endured, we advise them to 
S t Louis. t"ke the necessary steps—to raise the 
• • • dues with a view of enabling the Union 
TIMBXY NOTB This renewed activity ** prevent troubles and alleviate pos-
p* WARNING, ig not unconnected with sible suffering and privation in lubae-
tho return of employment and tho pros- <l"ent hard times. > 
licet of a good Spring season. After a 
trade depression extending for some two 
years it is high time to expect a 
fit prosperity. When, furthermore, it 
borne in mind that the 
tho causes of 
I n th is connect ion 
it is well to think of 
the hard times affecting 
. depression the workers in our industry in partku-







our control ihe brisk seasons are now titics and satisfy the urgent demands 
shorter than in former years. Formerly within a muoh shorter period, 
the Spring styles were determined in 
November arid fce Fall stylet in March; The inevitable con-
work for the Spring season commenced O « A N , ™ row™
 c h l a b n these reflec-
•u December and continued till April, A » r u BWOUBCU. Uon* l e a d •» to * 
and for the Fall Season it commenced in tint whole the afore-
April and continued till Thanksgiving ' ! - "'" ' ! i 
But of late a great change has Day. 
taken place. Until February no manu-
facturer knows with any certainty what 
the Spring styles arc likely to be, and 
until August no one can foretell the 
character of the Fall styles. Naturally 
the seasons come with a rush, and in a 
few weeks, before the workpeople have 
time to settle down to their work, tbo 
slow period seta in. 
That the orders, formerly required 
several months to make up, are now com-
pleted in a few weeks is duo to tho 
increase both in the number of manu-
facturers and workers with every year. 
Twenty-five years ago the total number 
manufacturers in the cloak trade in 
..ew York did not exceed 150, and the 
number of workers was estimated at 
about 25,000. Now there are in New 
m 
m 
ment of the industry, they render diffi-
cult the position of Jhe workers in'the 
trade. Individual manufacturers may 
feel tho pinch of destructive competition 
whicB is of their own making; but the 
industry grows and develops neverthe-
less. It has to grow to keep pace with 
the growing population; and the work-
ers contribute their share—in our opin-
ion the largest share—towards its 
growth and development 
There is therefore no reason why the 
workers should suffer harm—why tliey 
should not be insured with a proper liv-
ing, considering that the industry does 
grow. It is not the workers' fault when 
manufacturers continue to cut each 
others throats in the market. They 
should insist on their rights to liye by 
the industry infe which they are engaged, 
and they can only insist effectively 
ork alone over 2,000 manufacturers through the power of their organization. 
and some 60,000 workers, while through- If uncertainty of styles nnd other causes 
out the United States and Canada there have shortened the seasons, the workers 
nre no less than 4,000 cloak and suit, must see to it that''their earnings shall 
manufacturers and approximately .85,- be such as to carry thGin over tho entire 
000 workers. *Tliia vast number'of pco- year". The organized workers in other 
pic, apparently growing out of propor- industries, stipulate for sufficiently high 
to the growth of th» population, wages to dover their slow periods, and 
satisfy the demand in very short 
me; all the more so, because of the 
n recent years to simplicity 
Formerly the fashions were 
e; hence more time was absorbed 
in this respect ladies' garment workers 
should not be worse. 
So much, however, is quite ctfrtain: 
Our people' will get no such improve-
ments without organized power' and 
finishing "tight-fitting garments, ample resources, which the members, one 
thin the last few years the loose gar- and all, must help to provide. And now, 
ment is much in evidence, entailing loss while the busy season lasts, it is time 
:
-h ing and pressing. Thw enables to think of the'higher dues proposition 
ufacturcra to complete larger quan- to accomplish the en£ in view. 
/ -**** - ^ - i • 
1




PROTOCOL LABEL A REMEDY FOR COMPETITION 
In another column of this issue, Presi- total .-was necessary. Gradually, how-
dent Schlesingcr, in. referring to the do- over, the clouds have been dissipated, 
struct! vo competition among manufac- At our last convention in Cleveland the 
hirers in the cloak and suit industry, proposition was agreed to and has been 
emphasizes the adoption of the Protocol ever since ripe for adoption under well-
Label as ft remedy for some of the #-lls . defined safeguards, 
complained of both by employees and • • • * 
employers. In the decision handt'. 
down by the Board of Arbitration in 
January the proposed label was likewise 
rocommonded as one of the means to en-
list the co-operation of the consuming 
public in the endeavor to mitigate "tho 
present barbaric conditions'* of the in-
dustry. 
• • • ,:f. 
' i i . i s i i-i-. o r 
BrrKCTivK 
< 0 - 0 MIRATION 
. Elsewhere in this issltc 
• 
we daal with a plan of 
eliminating competition 
within tho "Union which would indi-
rectly help to mitigate the barbaric con-
ditions in the industry arising from cut-
throat competition. The Protocol Label, 
by educating the great consuming pub-
lic to the superiority in many respects 
PROTOCOL ftgunct Our idea is that of the labelled garment, would directly 
sow Kirii since we have a collec- mitigate the barbaric conditions in the 
FORAooiTTiow tfve tinderstanduig we industry. I t would help tho manufac-
might as well go the whole length; utiliz- t n r e r a even more than the workers, 
ing every feasible idea it offers for the By supplementing standardisation of 
improvement of conditions.:
 s labor proposed in a previous article, the 
In a definite form the label propoai- adoption of the Protocol Label would 
tion has been before the industry about ease considerably the present dif-
three years. It originally emanated Acuities, 
from the representatives of the ranmi- The best cure for a disease is that 
facturers. At first our people did not
 wi,i(;h seeks to oheck ita ravages by erad-
Krasp iU import. No new idea can j«jating its causes. The best remedy for 
spread and make headway unless the detractive competition is a measure of 
people are educated to an intelligent ap- effective co-operation. The Protocol 
preciation thereof. Involving, as it Utol promise, to introduce this mess-
does, some 80,000 people in both the
 u r e ' o f co-operation m the industry. It 
cloak and suit and waist and dress in- promises to improve the position of the 
dustries the difficulties and delay the
 Wago earners and thus increase their ef-
UbeTMea has encountered in its progress fici0Ucy, It promises to turn over a Dew 
page in the history of thn industries 
concerned. By securing the co-opera-
tion of the public it promises to create 
for itself an atmosphere of public' sup-
port and approval similar to the sup-
port, Approval and admiration won; by 
>. the Joint Board of Sanitary Control. I t . 
were unavoidable. And it cannot bo 
said that we have not done our part to 
Mp forward in the education of our 
members. At first, owing to the exist-
ence of our own union.labely slight op-
position was manifested by a Tew among 
us who could not understand whv a 
• • 
' G A M I K S T WORKER 
promises, also, to dispel Ui« suspicion 
and distrust which often riso to the 
surface mostly becauso of the present 
barbari 
• . -
• of •• ' 
ic condition i>f unhealthy compe-
I t cannot be charged that tho tition. 
wage earners are in any way responsible wage earners are in any way responsible snops ana in every 
for this condition, ye t they a re made to realize the project. 
^ _ _ ' 
bear the brunt f t h i . liniater evil. 
Once more we urge our members and 
officers to absorb themselves in a study 
of this plan in conjunction with the plan 
Tor standardizing their labor in all the 
shops and in every possible way help to 
Monthly News and Events 
Oar Local* in CUmlend, Cincinnati,''Chica/o, St. Laalm, Tot onto and Montreal. 
President Schlesinger returned at the begin-
ning of last month from a too day trip out 
!
West,—as fur as S t Louis, His first stop-
ping- point TTU CIetelan.1, where it vigorous 
organising campaign h u been carried, on 
among the cloak and shirt makers for tho hut 
ate months. 
Upon taking stork of 
President Sehlexinger finds that steady, solid 
By St. n . DANISH 
l a a word, the prime object our organisers 
have set out to accomplish in Cleveland—the 
creation of a strong, influential union—is pret-
t v near in sight 
Upon leaving Cleveland, President Schletiag-
er visited Cincinnati, Chicago and S t tools, 
Ho spoke nt OI&AS nieotinga, met with rrtrlouj 
executive boards of the locals and took up 
tl»! problems confronting our organisations fo 
English and "Yiddish, has been carried on'un-
remittingly. 
The inter-shop organization committe* i Ifl 
doing excellent work. Little by UttU the 
cloakmakers are being drawn into the locals. 
The Cloak operators .Local No. 26, Is at pres-
ent discussing tho advisability of creating a 
relief fund for members who may require help. 
President Schlesingor visited meetings Ot each 
•tb» Cleveland locals, the Cutters, local No.-
43, the Pressors, local No. 37 and^tho Finish-
ers local No. 29, and he found everywhere live 
interest in the activity of the organizatioi and 
abovo all absolute hope that tho Union has 
come to stay, and to be a powerful factor in able heretofore. 
prcsslotiB of the rank and file as well as of the 
activo members of our people In the Middle 
West-are excellent Genuine interest'in a big, 
strong union is manifested everywhere. Tho 
meeting in Chicago, which was called together 
in a hurry brought out some of tho old guard 
who stood a t the Union's side In years gone by. 
Brothers Abraham Bisno and Peter Busman 
nl*o w«re present a t tlAt meeting, and the 
movement for a collective agreement was start-
ed in full earnest. ThoSame spirit was, evident 
in" Cincinnati and in 8 t Louis, where nil signs 
of former discord are gradually disappeariog-
In the latter town they succeeded, lately in 
unionizing a shop which had boon unopproach-
tr*dc 
people w | _ 
joining tho orinuiization—was the most en-
couraging feature at tfaeso meetings. The 
pressors' local and the local of the glcli—the 
Dci§hcrs—make a parttculsrly good impression, 
e Italians and the Bohemians have branches 
own and are gaining in strength. 
President Bchlesinger 's YisiU brought arm 
life Into our locals in the Middle West As a 
sequel to his trip the goueral office has sent 
out a remarkable series of agitation literature 
to bo used in each town in a systematic and 
consecutive nay,"designed to meet the r.i- '• 
of eaeh city and to be used in a follow up 
manner. They we 
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attention of President Schlosloger mod from 
reports already In, have mado a stir wherever 
distributed. Brother Charles Green, business 
agent of the Cincinnati locale, writes in re-
gard to these agitation leaflet*: 
"Mattera are quite lively down here now. 
We have been having very successful meetings, 
aad the leaflets received from the General 
office are Doing eagerly read and arou^o great 
interest Wo hope that before long; our locals 
will bconie just as strong as they worw7only 
a couple of years ago ." 
Brother Nathan Shank, Secretary of the 8 t 
Louis Cloflkmakers Union, writes as follows: 
"The agitation circulars have exceeded all 
our expectations. Wherever one moots our peo-
ple the talk Is about the earnest work the 
International has undertaken lately here. Wo 
have arranged with the local labor press to have 
our circulars reprinted In their papers. Kven 
the big English dailies are taking notice of our 
campaign. Our trades are "busy now and wo 
are going to forgo the iron while it is ho t . " 
"Brother H. Schoolman, Secretary of the 
Chicago Joint Board writes: 
" I am enthusiastic about the manner and 
they had to come to th« halls straight from 
the shops. 
Like the other locals, those of Montreal and 
Toronto in order to lire and be able to pro-
tect their members, Brother Sigman believes, 
will bavo to increase their dues, so as to be 
ablo to give their membership substantial aid 
in time of need. 
VICK-FRKSIBKNT NERCK IN CINCINNATI 
Following the visit of President Schlesingor 
to Cincinnati, Vice President Pierce, attached 
to tho Cleveland office of the International, 
was requested to proceed to Cincinnati to help 
the work of the locals. Brother Pierce, being 
a garment cutter by trade, would be able to 
get the cutters of the Bishoff, Stern and Steia 
firm into line and thus solve a diffflicolt prob-
lem. From reports received his stay to Cin-
cinnati, together with the literature campaign 
prepared by the general office will be of last-
ing benefit to tho Cincinnati locals. 
BROTHER WKIMIKfttl |N NEW TORR AND 
ON HIS TOUR 
Brother Weinberg.aompletcd a month'* work 
way the literature you are tending' to us is In New York in the middle of last month aad 
gotten op. We want similar literature also in left on a Western tour under the direction of 
the Polish language, as we have a large num- the general office. 
berof Polish workers in our trade in Chicago." Bis work in New York, which consisted of 
Brother Labensohn of the Montreal Joint attending several shop meetings grouped to-
Board writes In similar strain: getiier and maw meetings, has met with re-
"Tho literature you have sent as makes a marknble success. Brother Weinberg's mis-
stir in our city. Tho circulars. wera very sion, in which he was tirelessly assisted by 
eireriy read and ws distributed them in a very Brother Sigman, Secretary of .tho Interaa-
systematio way." tlonal, was to come in close touch with the 
C —— masses and explain to them the vital necessity 
of placing tho cloalunakers' organization on a 
•.ROTH** 8IOMAN XX CANADA ^ ^ ^ ^ „ „ „
 l n r o u g h * „ M t i o o 
Brother Morris- Sigman spent part of last of various relief funds and a powerful reserve 
Boath in tbs two mala Canadian cloak centers treasary for the International, Union. Hs 
Owing to an enor- urged tho —Montreal and Toronto, 
mom demand from Europe for all sorts of 
fitments' our people ate working at top speed, 
and the active members of our locals there sea 
is this prosperous state of trade nn oppor-
tunity to build up their organisations. Brother 
Sigman went there a t their urgent request, 
ond his stay thero has been of considerable 
benefit to the locals. He addressed a mass 
ousting in each town besides attending nunier-
oos other meetings, and was enthusiastically 
received everywhere. Brother Sigman reports 
tnst the Canadian cloakmakers are working 
overtime and that In order to attend meetings 
of the dues to meet these 
necessities and put the Union on the soma 
utanding as the other g r a t union*. ; a the 
American labor movement 
On March 8, Brother Weinborg left for the 
West. He intends to pursue the same line and 
ideas of agitation while addressing the cloak-
maker* out of town. His tour was laid out 
for tho entire month of March to cover. Cleve-
land, Toledo, Cincinnati, Chicago and S t Louis.; 
On Friday, March 12, be addressed a meeting 
of -1,200 at the TaeJuicalixligh School Audi-
torium la Cleveland and subsequently attended, 
a number of local meetings. 
GARMENT WORKER 
O F F I C I A L OBGAN OF T H E 
li LADIES' GAEMENT WORKERS' UNION 
P U B L I S H E D M O N T H L Y 
. 
— 
Address all communications to 
-r 
!.A!tiES' GARMENT WORKER, 82 UNION SQUARE, NEW YORK CITY 
Telephone, 8 tuyvesaa t 11261127 
S U B S C R I P T I O N P R I C E . 
C O P Y 10 C E N T S PER ONE DOLLAR P E R YEAR 
Ente red a s second*cla»« mat te r a t t he New York Poe t Office, 
G E N E R A L O F F I C E R S 
!'. Svfalralnanr, President 
J o h a F. Pierce. 1st Vice-Prcal dear, 
32 Colon Square. New York City. 
»***m»n Mela. 2nd vioe-P.-ealdeet, 
JBBBockawa, Avenue. Brooklya, N. T. 
- Mux Amdur. « b Vice-Preridpot. 
39 North 10th Street. Philadelphia, Pa. 
Jacob Halpern, e ta VlcartPnttdent, 
1*1 Oration Street. Brooklyn, N. T. 
S. Koldof-ky, 8tb Vfce-PreaMeat, 
101 Srmdln* Avenue, Toronto. Canada. 
M. Slgmaa. General SeertUry-TrmMarM 
Ab. Itaroff, 8th Vice-President, 
<-•, Boat 31*t Street. New York City. 
!i Kurland, « h vice,I*r*»tdeot, 
20 Lawrence Street,- Boatoa, Mas*. 
Bar ry p u b l m k r , I«l> Vice-President. 
122 (mlvemlty Place. New Vork City. 
A. Co. M. l l t h Vice-r resident, 
7013 AmoH Avi-"i.-. Cleveland, Ohio. 
S. LefkovlU, 12th Vice-President, 
40 East 23rd Street, New York Cltyi 
J . KM«. ISO Vice-President, 
1142 Baker Street, Toledo. Ohio. 
WIPING OL'T THK ARKKAUS I t became recently appa ren t t o tho contractors 
lent result*. E i g h t y p e r tors brazenly waving revolvers In the faces of our 
i up their "debt", *>?*i*m ngonW threatened them wi th deatb. 
meats . I t i f ***X ' l o n ' t leave Jersey City ana clean up or a r e paying up In weekly install 
«eenis cer ta in Uiat t h e worker* wbo have not 
ye t n e t their obl igat ion" will do BO in a very 
abort t ime. Many members who r ea l iw tha t 
tho office. Of eonrae, our officers ordered 
iheoi out . A week af ter , t he office « M broken 
in to a t night," the derfta rifled and t he papers, . , 
owing to t he seasonal naturo of o a r t rades *<>"> » n i 1 H^ttortad. A black hand lo t ter left 
they a r e a t cer ta in t imes of tho year unable *y **« »«*<«• threatened t he Union, official* 
to p a j their dues regulnr ly , have B ta ' r t e ipay iag with destruction unless they leave t h e eity in 
i a advance dur ing the b a s y Mason * h a r r j . T h i s let ter « - Ukca over to police 
r the alaek period. This loyalty and headquar ter . . Then another l e t t e r w i th a almi-
Ition of the impor tance of the Union is >«r warning reached the office in a few day*. 
of -the J o i n t Board . 0 n Monday, March 0, two police detectives aeon in ovi 
'' camo over to tho office of the Union and 
r I N J B R S K T c i » f
 o f f j W i Brotl»er Duhinsky, a loiter in which it 
Of tho 
Dovn been doing substantial work among 
Jersey contractor*. Shop af ter shop has 
tied favorably, so tha t 
was s ta ted m a t there were concealed in tho 
office in one of t he old dn*kst dynami te b o m l ' 
Brother Dubinsky 
* r e h t he place-: 
jokingly iKvitcd them to 
Imagine t he cowt t rna t ioa 
I 
Al 'RH. , 1 9 1 5 13 
ot everyone in the place- when o superficial 
tearcb rcevalod lo one of the open drawer* 
of an old desk a real bomb. When it wa» 
(akca over lo tbe police headquar te rs It was 
f.-.und by the inspector of c o m b u s t i b l e s ^ eon-, 
tain no lean than a pound and a half of dyna-
mite—enough of i t to blow the building to 
piece*. 
Of course, the " p l a n t " was too apparent to 
have tbe officers of tbe Union connected in 
any way with this outrage. T h e entire force 
of tbe Je r sey City detective* la on the job 
now t ry ing to ge t af ter the malefactor*. Our 
officers, undaunted, continue their work, a n d 
ike very desperation of the scab contractors 
shows clearly where tbe wind blows. Willi 
fifteen shops under the control of the Union, 
with price* ra i ted in most o f tho others, be-
tides the ' th i r ty - two shops t h a t morod out of 
there during the last eight month*, the fu ture 
in honor of their President , Brother Insaes, 
who has been in tho chair of tho local from the ' 
day of it* formation. 
THE KM BROIDERY WORKERS. LOCALS 
B. • AND M 
A t last , af ter month" of depression, , this 
trade seems to be fairly well on the way to 
recovery. Together with the opening of tho 
shops, activity in the Union begins to grow 
apace. Last month both locals had agitat ion 
mass meetings, one in the la rge Forward Hall, 
rind tho other in Spr ing Ha l l , West Hobokm. 
These meeting* were well a t tended and were 
addressed b y speakers sent f rom the In terna-
tional Office. The Internat ional Is aga in tak-
ing up the organization of th is t rade , now t h a t 
work has been resumed In the factories. 
The Bonoa* Embroiderers ' Union, Local 96, 
THE B T » I K « AT THB EAST »ROU»VAV ^ ^ - ^
 f o p ^ ^ ^ ^ MA ^ 
RAINCOAT CONTRACTOR*
 M ^ i m t tha t they will be able to build 
February and p a r t Of March saw more life up
 ftn organisation among the 1,509 workers 
among the raincoat makers tbaii wo have wit- in this ci ty. They a re a t present t ry ing to 
ncssed among them in a long while. organ!** the Singer embroiderers, a big t rade 
This trade, which hits gone through a critical in New York, and ore meeting *o f a r with 
lime for the last fine years, allowed ila decline. ion.«iilr>rab!o TOcceW. 
Vjtiore thau anywhere else on the lower East ' — • 
Side. There tbe contractor*—the prevalent B A L T I M O R E LAUIE*' T A I L O R S ' H T H I K K 
type of emptoyara—wera slashing prices, season Baltimore has a number o f ladles * tailor* 
ufter neason, In such a merciless way that tho out on strike in shop" where, in sp i te of 
workers found themselves a t t h e beginning of abundance of workf wages a re the lowest and 
the 'year making raincoats actually a t oue the t reatment accorded to th> workers, is the 
fourth of the prices tha t were- s tandard in the meanest. Local No. 4, to which all the ladles* 
trade a couple of years ago . There a re about garment workers in the elty belong, is in charge 
400 of these people working for tho e o n t r a c
 0 f tni, s tr ike. The Internat ional has seat 
i on aod when they saw tha t there was not a Brother J . Woolf lo Balt imore to look into the 
ghost of a chanco for thetn to make the barest matter . 
l l t ingsjit the " l a t e s t " prices, the Union re-
lactantly consented to lead th*m oat on strike I * I T T S B I - R O I I L O C A L C O M E S T O i i r r 
and they walked out to n m a n . In two week* Our local No. 0!>
 0 f P i l t aburgb , U d l e * ' 
tney settled practically all o f those contract- Tailora, have informed the ganera l office, t h i t ; 
Ing shops and have also taken down a big tbey ' a re a s k i n g up and, s t a r t i ng organizing 
nontonion shop in Mount Vernon, X . Y. The work, Thoy have elected new officials and 
-ttfUnmt of this striko tins added a lot of have laid out plana for getting every tailor 
good new mater ia l to tho Union. Local No. in town into the Union, par t icular ly those who 
SO is at present located at SO Ea«t 10ih Street. «o rk in the b i g depar tment rtorcs. Pi t tsburgh 
——
 v
 has no cloak shops, bu t has hundred* of lad ies ' 
The Montreal raincoat makers local N o .102, tailors, and there is no reason, why a strong 
have a good compact organization and are loyal local to protect their interests should not be 




Remedy for tke Evil in the 
Cloak Trade 
The Cloakmakera are suffering from the sub-
manufactarorj tbin iro bare proretl in the 
previous articles. Both suffer—thoso working 
in the sub-fnctury and thoso employed In tho 
" t h Aventio house. In the sub-factory the 
are driven and enslaved; everything 
True, the sub-factory employees do not earn torlee alike. 
competition wan the creation of trusts. An U-
their output during the day is larger. Natural- lustraUon Is afforded by the tobacco industry. 
)r the workplaces ifl the sub-factorloa nre Year* ago every cigarmaker was able to mnn-
smaller, and therefore tho sub-manufacturer ufacture on his own account. Cigars were 
secures a large ooantlty of the work that could made In tenement homevpetty stores and bed-
i - .....*. i - L i . ^ m . . Tho Urge cigar 
made inside. 
HOW TUB CN'ION CAN COMPEL TUB SMALL MASlTACTUli : ! ! - TO OIVK T i t fc 111 
EMPLOYEES THE SAME CONDITl6\Nrl AS IN T H E I.ABGK HOUSES 
Br B. 6onLER!NaEa 
that ahoe-productioo is conducted on a large 
coflUy libor-MTing machinery. In or-
to produce shoos for the market it to 
; first of all, to acquire tho machine*, 
and for these machine* large factories arr 
required. .Today only a big capitalist can be-
is arrimged so as to turn the worker* come a shoe manufacturer. Owing to the co*l-
to human machines. Then, as ban been ly machines, the cut-throat competition—tho 
own, tho sub-factory usually is insanitary competition of a n a r m y . o f " d w a r f s " with 
endangering tho workers-' "gianta"—was abolished. Every shoe man-
largo factory tho workers suffer bo-
i sub-factory makes tho work cheaper. 
ufacturcr is a largo employer. The condition! 
in all the shoe factories are about the earn* 
and the Union Is able to control all the fnc-
I s d ' t h a n tho inside employees; but, aa ha..-
Itceo stated, they baro to work harder and 
Another factor that led to the abolition 
manufacturers 
To abolish sub-manufacturing is a sheer im-
raibility. The oloakmakon should understand 
The sub-manufacturer was 
by the large manufacturer to protect 
him from the competition «f the small, in do-
dent manufacturer; and no king as this 
petition lasts, so long will tho system of 
ib-manufacturing continua to exist 
Sub-manufacturing would disappear ' i f -It 
those days suffered fkom the competition of 
such small employers in the same way as' tho 
large cloak manufacturer suffers today. 
Then a -number of millionaires got together 
and organized the tobacco trust. They bought 
up the largest tobacco plantations and built 
tho biggest* possible cigar factories. More-
over, they have opened retail stores—.the United 
Cigar Store* • for the sale of their own prod-
ro poseil'le to abolish the Knell,, iodepend- act. By that Hearing a hold of every branch 
t manufacturer engaged in cut-throat com- of trade, they closed to the small competitor 
Itlon with the large firms. But this Is s 
n hope. There ia no prospect In sight of 
tag the cloak trade of the small manufae-
1
 who starts bupnnean with empty hands 
content* himself with tho smallest profit*. 
In other Industries similar competition was 
Ished by tho development of machinery. 
us, for Instance, it la Impossible today far 
shoemaker, unless he hs> a large capital, 
small shoe factory and compete with 
slice manufacturers, for the reason 
every avenuo of manufacture. He found him-
self unable to buy the raw material and he 
could not sell his manufactured goods even 
If he had been able to produce It. 
Tho cloak Industry has neither of these fac-
tors—there Is no machinery and no trusts. Tho 
small sowing machine, or the slightly more 
complicated cutting machine con be procured 
for a small sum of money which every work-
man' can borrow from his friends- A trutf 
Is perhaps within the region of possibility. At 
A m i * 1915 1 5 
present, however, there U oo sign Or tendency 
ia this direction, possibly bocause, after all, 
t!rtro are no very rich men In this business. 
To create a trust nowadays many milliona ate 
required. 
One Means of protection against the harm-
ful competition of the small employer! ia for 
the largg manufacturers to advertise and spread 
abroad his lino of goods by a certain trade 
mark or label, and create for himself a special 
market and a dwnand for bis product But 
only a select few manufacturers are in a post-
would do away with the differences between 
the two classet of factories which now render" 
it possible for tho small flrinj to cut the 
throat* of the largo ones. Tho proposition of 
a land is not altogether newj i t has bees in 
contemplation for a long time; it has been dis-
cussed in conferences with the nunufaetarers; 
it occupied thg attention of tho delegates a t . 
some of our regular conventions, and in 1913 
a special convention was held almost for the 
crprfc-s purpose. The label proposition is 
ipeciScally provided for In the Protocol of 
tioa to do this; only those whose wares possess the waist and dress industry, and a prom-
wnw special feature or quality, and who have 
besides an enormous capital to advertise them 
extensively. In the tailoring industry there is 
such a firm; namely, Bart, Scliaffner & Marx, 
of Chicago. 
To a certain eitent Hart, Schaffncr & Mars 
have no reason to fear the small manufacturers. 
Their name or label protects them. . But, as 
ha* just been shown, they are exceptions, while 
the entire tailoring Industry Is infested with 
d<*mietivo competition, from which the .work-
e r s suffer most. 
What is the remedyt 
There i s only ono remedy. Wo must en-
dearer to bring about a situation nhereby the 
small manufacturer shall be compelled to con-
ccdo to the worker tho samo conditions ai 
obtain in the large Anns. He must provide 
a spacious, clean and sanitary shop. He must 
ui:.!«rtako to abstain from driving and turn-
ing tho workers into human machines, Bo 
must be made to observe every rule and regu-
lation of the Union. We must, in short, create 
a condition of affairs that would render it 
unnecessary for tho large manufacturers to 
entourage the growth of nub-manufacturing as 
a meansof protection against the small inde-
pendont employer. 
To attain that end we roust pursue a courw 
which, although difficult, requiring consider-
able energy and effort. LB yet more or i*ss 
sure and would bo productive of good results. 
We mean the idea of a label, which the Union 
should adopt as speedily as possible. 
Allusion has just been made to the fact that 
a label, extensively advertised and made known 
by a vigorous agitation, serves as a shield 
against competition. Wo would urge the Intro-
duction, of a label in tho ladies' garment trade 
by the operation of which the small employers 
ihould have to concede all the working con-
iae Is made for a raise in the wages and 
shortening of hours after it shall have been 
one year in operation. 
'! ''••• a plan is that tho Union shall jointly with 
the Manufacturers' Association and Joint 
Board of Sanitary Control issue a white label 
This Label shall be affixed to every garment 
mode in factories that obsorvo the Union stand-
ards as to hiring and discharging help, wages, 
prices, working hours, legal holidays, etc., and 
comply with the requirements of tho Joint 
Board of Sanitary Control in regard to clean-
Lines*, ventilation, light, and safety of lif* and 
limb. 
Th« white label proposition should not be 
mistaken for the Union label proper. The N»« 
llonal Consumers' League wos tlio first to pro-
pound the idea of a sanitary label in order 
to protect the publie against garments made 
iD insanitary surrounding* by disease-infected 
workers.- I t has been proven that such gar-
ments spread the moat infectious diseases. 
Such a label would be generally backed 
by the Union, tho Manufacturers* Association, 
tho numerous women 'a organisations, all the 
unions of tho country and especially the Label 
Trades Department of too American Federa-
tion of Labor. All will help to advertise and 
spread it. Each of these bodies will appeal 
on different grounds to n distinct section of 
the public The unions and labor organbutions 
will appeal to progressive people of all shades 
of opinion. The Consumers' League will ap-
peal lo buyers and customers. The Joint 
Board of Sanitary Control will appeal to the. 
general publie. Thero can be no doubt that 
such a general and extensive appeal will evoke 
a, universal response among the American 
people. Especially now, when the advance in 
tho knowledge of hygieno is imbalng people 
necessity of guarding against cloth-
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States arc no progressive that they have evcu 
introduced eo.ual suffrage, we may to n i t of 
a general rcspoosc 
I t should be clearly understood that the 
Intel will not be given only to manufacturers 
who are members of tha Association, Evory 
employer complying with TJnioa conditions 
• glutwitceu' by the i'rotocoi and sanitary stand' 
•tds required by tho .'fint Board of Baaltary 
Control will bo entitled 1o use tho label. Ai 
rangemcats will be made to take the label awuy 
ftorn any employer a t any time i t will be found 
that be does not comply with the written stip-
ulation.. , 
The email sum of money that the mimufnc-
turura will pay for its mo to the Joint Board 
of Sanitary Control will be utilised for the 
purpose of advertising and extending the 
label 
Wo do not nay tbat the l«bel will entirely 
aod at once do away with the competition 
between ibe Urge and s*naU aannnfaeturera. 
All wo any is that by pursuing tbia project 
with''zeal and energy we shall accomplish a 
great deal. W* shall have Uio means of com-
pelling the email firms to introduce condition* 
essentially and 
tho condition* in the huge factories. When th.; 
small einployer will Gad that there U a de-
iimnd for the white label, and that bo can-
not do business without it, be will have to rent 
n commodious and well-ventilated shop; ho will 
have to introduce safety devices against fire 
and grant other working condition* required. 
The etnployyo will ce.ve to bo in a condition 
of semi-slavery to wbich he is now reduced in 
tho small shop. Ho wilt stop "hurrying hi« 
life ou t , " and In order to esun a sufficient 
wage he will call for tbo Mime prices paid tn 
his confreres in the large establish men ts. The 
competition between tho Jsro classes of man-
ufacturers will bo substantially diminished. 
Tba number of sub-manufacturers will dim 
inbtS in proportion, and tbo competition be-
tween inride and"outsido worknra will cease to 
be the vexing problem it is a t present. 
IX i t will not proY* a complete solution of 
tbo sub-manufacturing problem it will.certainly 
nfford much relief. 
But Bob-manufacturing is not the only evil 
from which Uic elonkumkers suffer* How to 
remedy them and what means to adopt will be 
p in « » «p«u ^ U r i. t ^ | . 4 . „„. .Hi*. 
A n m rt o£ Cloak Pressors' Union 
. -
• , 
- Lra l No. 35 
• 
Tho year 1914 has boon a y « r of good, hard 
-
• 
practical work for l«cal No. 35. Event* hava 
transpired in connection with our Union that 
afforded us considerable experience and are 
bound to bring good fruit. 
It has been no easy task t o carry on our 
activity in 1914. Bight a t the beginning 
obstacles barred our progress. Tho 
i in particular stood in the way of 
work taing undertaken, ^dded to 
wis , a wave of indifference swept over the 
ictivc and energetic memborj^and chilled tho 
courage and enthusiasm for enterprising work. 
As troubles usually come thick and fast wa 
1 
time- then prevailing. Thi* frnmoup 
deeply touched all the local* of the Inter-
national, but it affectod Locn3 36 even more, 
aud for a time every sort of activity in our 
local was paralysed. 
Tho election of Brother SIgman as secre-
tary of tho International "was another low to 
Local 35. Howover pleasant it was to think 
that a member of our local had been elevated 
to this high position, still, sre wore by no 
means pleased to lose a competent and de-
voted secretary. Kven now, nine months later, 
wo cannot find anyone to carry on the duties 
of this office with such ability as did Bro. Big 
clr-d an unexpected blow early in 1B14. man. But in spite of all thettu untoward 
M. Sittman. who was then the Mere- canutaoce* the past tear was marked ther . P e , b   a  . 
of our lotnl, -was arrested, and with 




i we may well be proud. 
Owing to our recently instituted benefit-system 
we came in direct contact witb close on 4,000 
activity and life of a Union 
-• i-
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find* It* bMt expression in the fterriee i t can 
rendu to iU members; for In thi* It prove* 
to them the value of organisation. l a this 
sense our work: was a success* 
MKMBKKftHl* 
Local No. 33 hat 6,973 members eompo-ed 
of fl,105 Jew*, 386 Italian* and 472 Hessians 
and Poles. Of these ninety pt>r cent aro jacket 
pressors, thirty per cent are jacket uoderprea-
sers, twenty-live per cent skirt prcssers, Ave 
per cent skirt underpresaera and ten per cent 
reefer pressor*. Numerically wo are in a sta-
tionary position—we neither increase? nor de-
crease. We lost a certain number of members, 
bat tbe gaps arc filled by new comers and 
so we are always in a state of equilibrium. 
Wo admitted 700 members In 1914, 209 leas 
than in 1913. Of tfaese, 24] bad been mem-
bers of our local before and 451 were now 
candidate*. Most of tbem have been working 
in the trade for years. Only 120 have worked 
in the trade not more than, one year. All 
the other* have been in the trade from two 
to twenty-five yearn. The decrease in the num-
ber of new member* was duo to the fact that 
the source of candidates for membership In 
oai> local Is the old country. These are mostly 
preaaera who, after storking here a couple of 
years', go home and then return to America. 
Owing to the war we admitted a smaller 
number of members in the second half year 
tkan over before. 
meeting be is initiated a* a member of the 
lecal, is Informed of the principle* the Union 
stands for and the duties devolving upon him, 
and is introduced to his fellow member* of the 
section. 
Tho work of dealing with candidates tor 
admission, and those wishing to be reio-tated 
after having been erased for nonpayment of 
dues, or those who seek a remission of due* 
on various grounds, is performed by the mem-
bership committee. During 1914, 1,094 can-
didate* applied for admission; 821 desired a 
remission of arrears; 211 asked to be per-
mitted to start working and pay up their ar-
rears gradually. Thus tbe membership com-
mittee had to deal with a total of !,-!/> 
Considering that each ease require* 
thought and attention, the members of our 
Executive Board doing thi* work deserve the 
thanks of our entire local. 
Of the 521 members who bad asked for a 
remission of arrears amounting in* all lo 15,507 
weeks due*, only 200 had their requests granted. 
Our local is of the opinion that remission of 
due* gives no bread and creates no work in the 
shops. When a member works he caa grad-
ually pay up his arrears. Excepting cases 
where it I* found that remission of dues will 
afford the member an opportunity to retain 
hi* membership, which bo would otherwise 
reluctantly lose, no general practice is made 
of remission of due*. 
Compared with other local* of the Cloak-
' Usually we hare a permanent influx of new maker*' Union the member* of Local 35 ar* 
member*' amounting to one-sevcufb of our to-
la! membership, and for this reason we have 
to guard against tho new comers placing in 
jeopardy the structure we have built up with 
much painful effort. Being week worker* It 
V U> our duty to make suro that tbe candidate! 
deriring to join oor Union shall be experienced 
worker*, In order .to prevent them working be-
low the scale and *o'displacing other mem-
oers. 
The method of initiating members Is as fol-
lows; Every candidate must appear before 
the most regular dues-paying member*. Not-
withstanding the fact that ninrty-two per cent 
of our members aro family men, and perhaps 
tho lowest paid in tbe industry, they keep as 
a rule in (rood standing with the Union. This 
may be attributed to the feeling pervading our 
member* that the Union glvea them certain 
advantage)". Our local appeal* to tho member's 
hearts more than oar sister locals. 
On December 81, 1914, w j found that of the 
6,973 inenabera/'more than fifty one per cent 
were in arrears from one week to four months; 
the membership "committee and answer var- thirty per cent from four to six month* and 
lous questions as, for instance, how long he one per cent over six month*. In view of 
the fact that on that date the majority of o n 
members have not been working for seven or 
('ergbt weeks, we cannot really complain of their 
' payments. If not for the severe slackness nine-
ty per can t of our members would have been in 
good standing to date. 
has.been working in tho trade, etc. Then he 
has to pass a trade examination showing that 
he is a competent pressor, and a medical ex-
amination certifying to hi* health. After that, 
he appear* before the section or branch meet-
lug in hi* district, and if approved by the 
TIM hum' GARMENT WO 
AKD operation. 80 far 245 members have applied 
The question of assisting our neiubers in 
and distress occupies a good deal of *t-
1 in our local. A spacial committaa, 
elected for this purpose ewry year, U in 
chnrgo of the relief fund which » managed 
intly of the other local funds. 
The work of tho committee includes: 
(1) To pay eonmimption benefit to tho mem-
ben entitled thereto and maintain those aont 
to the country to effect ft cure. (2) To pay 
sick benefit to thota who owing to sickness 
cannot follow their employment. ;3) To aa 
member* in distress with t ie aura of 
.10.00. 
ffi 
Consumption bouefl£*has been ptid In our 
•bee April, 1913. Boon after tbc Toronto 
rontion in June, 1012, when the ronntitution 
anrended prohibiting pecuniary relief to 
from tho general treasury not intend-
our local was tlio first to 
enforce the new law. But the question arose; 
What should be done with the members suffer-
ing from distress and especially from tubercu-
losis—the proletarian diseaeef As an answer to 
question we established the consumption 
For the year 1913 every member paid 
fund for this purpose asd the 
j t lve member was entitled to ten 
ilmuuL iu tho country or 9)100 in e**lu 
for sick relief and have been paid in the ag-
gregate, (1,710. This benefit is paid to every 
momber prevented by sickness from following 
his employment, a t the rate of $5.00 a week for 
ten weeks in the year. Judging from the ex-
perience of tho- first six months tho success of 
this fond seems certain, notwithstanding the 
small sum of $3.00 paid by every member. Of 
all the benefit-paying unions known to us, ours 
is the only Union requiring the certificate of our 
own doctor before paying any benefit. Wo 
do not accept certificates brought by members 
from doctors of their own choice. In case of 
sickness the offleo must bo notified. We send 
our own doctor and pay benefit upon his re-
port. 
Ninety members were found sick and re-
ceived benefit amounting in the aggregate to 
342 weeks. Ten of those were paid for ten 
weeks each; one member1 nine weeks; four 
members eight weeks each; three members sev-
en weeks each; four members six weeks each. 
In tho very first week we paid to twenty-right 
members at one week benefit—(140. Sixty-
two members wer© paid more than one Week. 
This shows that this benefit reached mainly the 
more needy mombers. 
Unemployed members we have always with 
a' us. Although we subject candidates for" mem-
bership to a strip* e«nmtnstIon. yet we d«> not 
end of the first year the fund was increased, recollect the time when all our members have 
member has since been paying (3.00 a been working. Even In the height of the sea-
nnd the consumptive member Is entitled son we have a number of unemployed members, 
r weeks'treatment in the country. In Unemployment is a source of poverty and 
. a general sick fund waa established. want, and our local has a hard task in 
During the twenty months of tho existence 
of the consumption fund we have paid a total 
sum cf (6,427.04. Sixty-four members applied 
far benefit. Thirty-two of theae were sent to 
for their health at the cost of tho fund; 
five were sent to California and other States; 
eleven were sent to Europe a t their own re-
quest nml twelvo were paid their benefits in 
cash and remained In New York. Of the thirty-
sent to Liberty, N, Y.,. eighteen returned 
sufficiently recovered to be abto to resume work 
nt pressing. Some returned half cu;ed, able 
trying to relieve the needy as far as possible. 
In 1914 our relief committee has dealt with 
600 appeals for relief. To 275 of these we 
granted loans of various snail sums; 326 were 
given relief and the rest wero sent away empty 
banded, cither because the committee had no 
funds or becauso the applicants were found 
not entitled. Since the existence of tho relief 
commit tee there has been distributed in dona-
tions to members, 91,573; in loans (1,420; 
tal, (2.PP3—a monthly average of (200 for 
time being. 
follow an outdoor occupation and four returned By means of these four forms of relief our 
not cured. Of tho sixty-four applieants, "some local contca in contact with tho sick and needy 
were In an advanced stage of the disease. They members. We are not aware of any other 
enuld have been saved bad the Union been In local of our international, except perhaps !-o-
a position to come to their relief collier. - cal 2 of Philadelphia, that should 
Aa to the general sick fund, this Is a' new members cognisant of being part of an 
f rnture and it is still premature to speak of its sation which interests itself in their affairs in 
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mud ou t of tho shop, In t ime of Mtkatm a n d 
Drwmplojment, 
Wo shall know sooner o r la te r whether oa r 
members appreciate the value of the Union to 
Iti'm and the arduous work Involved in those 
efforts on their behalf. 8 0 f a r oa r members 
i r a n to approve of these effort*, t ry ing to 
keep op their payments, without which th i i re-
lief work could not he maintained. 
80 far wo have failed to notice any grow-
ing indifference to union problems which, it Is 
claimed hero a n d there, exists in the nnions hav-
ing benefit feature*. Our membera a re a s ever 
possessed of the spirit and enthusiasm required 
to engage in a s truggle for bet ter conditions, 
were this necessary. There if, however, th is 
difference: Whereas formerly, when a strike 
* w u lost, the members lost their interest in the 
Union, now they feel tho value of the Union 
a t al l t imes.
 r 
OC» STATISTICAL DCrABTKaJKT. 
We have, besides, a s tat is t ical department , 
wacrc da ta of members ' earnings a re collected, 
which ar« destined to be of much use to u i In 
t!m« to w m » This work Is done by » M N of 
working cards which every member is required 
to have along with his union card. On this card 
be enters the amount of pay ho receives every 
wsek. A t the end of three months this card Is 
exchanged for a new one. The contents of those 
cards ore earefully copied in tho office. I t is 
thus possible for us a t the end of the year to 
asfertaln the-average earnings of our members 
id th is or t h a t shop. 
These cards furnish us with much useful in-
formation. They tell iu», for Instance, how 
often a manufacturer changes his p r e f e r s ; 
hew many weeks a preseer works in course of 
the year ; bow many weeks he works only a few 
henrs a day. Tho Btate Labor Department is 
greatly interested in th is work and may publish 
ths compiled figures in bulletin form. 
This was the first year t h a t these s ta t i s t ics 
wire collected. Let onr members continue us-
ing their cards for this purpose: . Wo shall 
thus always have data ready a t hand, and shall 
act need to wai t three or four months for re-
s e t s of investigations, a s in 1013. 
OBOAMZING WORK 
By tho. term " o r g a n i z i n g w o r k " we mean 
the shop meetings held daily a t the office or a t ' 
halls. These meetings are attended by mem-
bers of the Executive Board or by the manager our local treasury. 
of tho local who supervises th is work. They 
listen to the members ' stories, advise them how 
t o act and adjus t differences ar is ing in the 
shops betwoeu one member a n d another. An 
opportunity of direct communication with' tho 
members and a means of counselling aad guid-
ing them as to their relations to each other 
and their duties a s union man is thereby af-
forded to tho Executive Board, leading to the 
maintenance of harmony a n d fraternity In the 
ranks. Many a t ime serious and complicated 
grievances are obviated a t a single shop meet-
ing, if called in time, from which practical ad-
vantages accrue to tho members. Thus , for ex-
ample, when work is scarce In the shops, press 
era have a co-operative ar rangement for the en-
tire slack season. Instead of six o r seven press-
ors coming in and wat t iug to do one h o u r ' s 
work each, every day one of them does the en-
tire work and a t the end of the .week they pool 
the pay equally. 
In 1013 over 1,000 shop meetings were hold 
under the direction of Brother Signlnn a n d 
everyone felt their good effects. After Brother 
Slgman bad left, this organis ing work fell Into 
a s ta te of neg lec t Neither Brother Braalover, 
who succeeded Brother Sigrasa a s tomporary 
manager, nor Brother Lubbwky who followed, 
were able to infuse in to these meetings tha t 
spiri t and conviction which b a d made them 
FO useful and interest ing before. In 1014 this 
work was thrown backward. I t now devolves 
on the new executive to revive the act ivi ty and. 
spiri t of former times. 
'Financially our local is not in bad shape, y e t 
the si tuation leaves much to bo desired. Tho 
continual strikes t h a t have occurred during the 
year have cost us the sum ot 96,432, aside from 
st r ike expenses, amount ing to t cents a week 
of every member ' s duo*. Our income is mainly 
derived from the 16 cents weekly dues paid by 
every member of which more than half Is paid 
a w a y In pe r eapi ta to the J o i n t Board a n d In-
ternational. Upon a close analysis of .tin- lo-
ca l ' s expenditures i t will be seen tha t the pres-
ent duos leave no margin and natural ly onr 
treasury is not as big as it should be. We shall 
quickly have to concert measures to strengthen 
our local fond". Wo cannot allow this p a r t of 
our union citadel to remain defenseless and un-
prepared. I t i»" to be hopeo tha t our members " 
will be able to device 
§ * • • • • • • 
THE LADMS GABJIENT WORKER 
Ot'» EDUCATIONAL WOW. 
Our educational work in the past year was 
carried on by nipiin- of lc^liirrs and books. 
The lectures wore few ami fur between; thin 
form of education is Btiil in an experimental 
atage. Our circulating library, however, has 
been in existence the second year and U in-
creasing in extent, ^ t the present time our li-
brary of Yiddish book" consists of 400 vol-
umes, of which in 1!>M 1,007 loans were nude 
to tee w « b e « , Every Yolume W „ read on 
the average of two and a ha^f time*. The num-
ber of reader* is Increasing daily. Oflen mem-
ben from other locals apply for books. In 
time a clerk may 1* required to attend to the 
library alone. The books are loaned out with-
out any cash deposit, and although our organi-
sation Is large, we have aa yet lo#t only a few 
volumes, having lost track of the members who 
borrowed them. Every year our Exeeutivo 
Board appropriated a certain sum for the li-
brary and thtf library committee determines tbo 
books to be bought At present the ontire 
work connected with the library, which is open 
three times n week to change readers' books; 
the Beading of letters to those who fail to re-
turn the books on time; tin- wrapping of the 
books la coven; and so forth, in done volun-
tarily by our library committee. This commit-
too consists of three members. E»eb one of 
them attends at the appointed timo and the 
work is done with promptness and dispatch. 
The library committee hope* to sec realized 
nt no distant date an extensive library of books 
in several language* maintained by the Cloak-
makers' Union for use by the entire member-
ship. 
We have.enumerated the manifold nature of 
the work of our local in 1914—a» ardnous and 
important work; and, having rognrd to the cir-
cumstances, the results may bo considered satis-
factory. A firm fo6ndatfoti was laid In lt>13 
through organizing work on a large scale which 
contributed to oar success in 191.4 
[ Questions of more or less importance remain 
to be tackled and solved. Mistakes of the past 
'hate to be corrected and energetic work is re-
quired all around. Our next" Important atep 
appears to be tbo establishment of an out of 
work benefit fund, the strengthening of the 
finances and the improvement of the lot of our 
member*. I t should be our aim to havo their 
earning* advanced. At present flrst-rata work-
ers eani $23.50 a week in the season—aomo 
fourteen or fifteen weeks in the year. We 
should aim a t their earning a real living wage. 
All these are questions for the immediate 
future. 
A. A. KAXEN, 
Financial Seerelary. 
Union Finance and Accounting 
By BEN M. RABINOVITCH. 
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cab which had been employing " r e g u l a r " 
iber 1.', 1914, I sent a balance bookkeepora for years could not make tip a 
form to oaeh local, with fuirexplanations t «« Blanco sheet. 
•bowing the secretary how to 1 * same. The » **• *>und t t a l t h . books of our largest 
raturns wa have received from some quarters loco'" did not contain accounts showing what 
have convinced us that maay could not quite 
make up the4r minde whether a balance sheet l 
was a new patent medicine or aomo fancy 
drink. Somo of the more experienced secre-
taries and bookkeepers were rash enough to 
jump to the conclusion that it had aomething 
to do with Again, bet were too mindful of 
their reputations to care to eommit themselves 
any further, a t flrtt. 
Further developments showed that, even 
the local owned. All that the Awoke tried to show 
was what the locals received and spent and 
what woniM they had.left. Other property which 
belonged to them, miehas furuituro a i d fixtures, 
due* and assessment stamps, constitution 
books, cash deposit with the landlord or with 
the gas and electric companies, were not re-
flected by the hooka. The mouey for these 
proper ty had passed throogh the books in 
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« for postage, and had left nothing on t he 
book* to indicate tha t any th ing had been «£• 
ouired ' o r this expenditure, 
la a few isolated caw* a t tempts had been 
made to give an independent summary in the 
( ) Assets, or wha t the business own*, and 
(2 ) Liabili t ies, or wha t the busiiiss owes. 
I t t he Aral b> greater t h a n the second then 
the business lias a surplus whieh expresses tho 
ne t worth of the buiincss to it* owner*. I f 
ash hook showing what the local owed and the second is grea ter than t he first then there 
d W d _ i U assets and liabilities, and the re- in a deficit. 
Nit* were extremely ludicrous, since none of Toe balance sheet in present i tg these facts, 
ifceee had any clear idea of what an asset or should do so ia a logical manner, and fob 
a liability is . And these summaries woriUl low a cer ta in sequence and axraDgement. Cur-
«nUin old chairs and desks listed as an asset rent assets should be opposite current llabili-
(and properly so) b a t would not have due t i e s ; fixed assets opposite fixed liabilities; and1 
.unuHS constitution books, etc., listed as such.
 ra on. 
When one stops to consider—even If one is not 
a " i r g u l a r " bookkeeper—that old chairs and 
desk* cannot very easily be converted into cash, 
while doc s tamps a r c continually being sold, 
one wonders wherein lies the logie of listing 
the former as an asset, a n d ignoring t he lat-
ter entirely in the s t a t e m e n t And owing to 
these omissions we found t h a t some of the lo-
r s b had their balance sheets some five thou-
Hind ilollarn out of the way. 
All stock of s tamps, books, buttons, bonds, 
furni ture , etc., should be taken a t actual cos t 
and not a t selling pr ice . 
. Below is a properly made-up balance sheet, 
giving all necessary detailed explanations in 
P a r t 2. I f such a balance BhMt is correctly 
made for the local, it can always be used to 
prove all subsequent income anii expendi tu re ; 
for, t ak ing the ledger asset* a t the beginning 
of the year , adding thereto the Income of the 
year and deducting from the total of the 
two tho disbursements of the tear, yon will 
A balance sheet is a s ta tement of the flnan- ge t a balance representing the assets a t t he 
cinl rtntiis of a business, as of n certain date, end of the year. This is called a proof of 
sad shows ledger asset- . 
P A * T 1 
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UahUitlt* and Surplus. 
Duos to Internat ional 
Autt$ 








• - . • • • > ! beproits . . , 
Loans (duo a s ) 
Stock, duo stamps #50.00 
Legal Defense 1,625.00 
Phil Asan . ,1,050.00 














saw rf Uc*l Stamp. 
10.000 Tuberculosis S tamps , a t .25 
5,000 Death Benefit S tamps , a t 1.00 
i> 
. . 
•* 1 •»_ <.*! kH J.ira h ^ ' * - ^ - 0 *_£* 
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PART 2 . 
BalaiK* SKttt SchtdvUa 
C M h ^ l B caeek Mcoot l«fc National Bank, »6Q0.0Q 
— -
Savings -* ID Union Saving* Bank $2,000.00 
" Phwnlx " " 500.00 
" Monopol ** " 2,500.00 
$5,000.00 
Petty Caah Fund — In hands of Sec'y Goldberg 15.00 
• ' , : 
-. 
Bond. — 
Ser)*e V17 Not 208, 297, 298, 299, .300, 310, 302, 303, 304, 305, 306, 307, 308. 
& * » V16 MM. 67, «8( 78, 79. *17,0W.Q0. 
Oepodti — 
irilh nwdlord-J. Scowartx 46.00 





Loans due ui —
 # • 
from Joint Board 1,200.00 




2000 Due Stamp-, at . 02^ 50.00 
4200 Phil AminH., at .25 1,050.00 
6000 Legal Defame, at .25 1 ' 
, ,
 1 2 5 0 « " a t lQ ( , '*-5"0 0 
100 Const Bka^ at .10 10,00 




Pimitnre and Pizfjret 
1 Moaler Safe . . . 85.00 
1 Underwood No. 5 Tvp., 67218 80.00 
50 Feet Partition, at 2 ,25. . . ; 112.50 
-x 1 Burroughs Add. Mach, 250.00 
Membership Ledgers 47.5* 
Membership Ledger Cabinet 50.00 
2 Plat Top Peeks 3*00 
• fl chairs 12.00 
. 1 Flat Top desk 8.00 
. " ' • 




Otir "Women 'WbrKers 
Conduct** b / Masts* D M M A 
UMIHT AND DRESSMAKERS' UNION, 
LOCAL N». SS 
The present season in not coming up to tho 
Wirkers* expectations, bu t there U a good 
dftl more to do now than a month or so ago. 
iiartieularlr in the waist booses. 
The entire energy of tlio big organization, 
aetoiding to manager Polakoff of the Protocol 
Division, ia being diverted now Into one d i r ec t 
tioD m J that is to safeguard and retain for 
tiic iccmbors all tha t has been won for them 
i«e years ago. Th i s is partieuL-iHi t rue of 
(he Association shops. During tho bard times 
naay employers began to forget tho existence 
of the Union; a n d fla tho weaken a n d warmest 
•{•it ia the makeup of an employer la h is pay-
roll, it naturally came nbout tha t price cut t ing 
wu being indulged in in most every shop with 
unusual arrogance. The crop of complaints 
Inm the workers on th is score was unusually 
teaty, a n d i t required al l t he t ime of 
- " Caion officers to tackle th is downward 
priro movement and cheek i t in time. 
The independent shops division of the Union 
hi meanwhile- been busy renewing the yearly 
sjreemf nts with the employers. Brother 
«aroffr tho manager of thia- department, has 
bul Mi hands full of the work of these agree-
ment renewals. Over 200 firms signed up in 
lie'first half of March, tho reet wer© following 
«H ia short Order. Aa t o ' the few stubborn 
<*e», the workers will no t consent to work 
; o J « non-union conditions in any of the. shops. 
Brother Elner is now i n " eharge of the 
! f ini te Dressmakers Branch, instead of Bro-
i ler A. Silver, who was sent by the Intef-
jtttloaal Union to organise the Philadelphia 
wfc ;t*d dressmakers. 
**»1 So . 25, is sow located In new head-
J**rt*w. both department*, t he executive and 
*"*&, a t 16 West 81st Street. The change 
u
 calculated to produce a great deal snore 
coherence and economy in the work of the 
organirntion. 
CHICAGO WAIST. I>RBHrt AND WHITE GOOD* 
WORKER*. LOCAL St 
The slogan" of tho day is—every waist, dress 
a u d white goods worker in the country must 
be organized. They must be organised for 
their own welfare, a n d for the very impor tant 
reason tha t working, as they do to-day In 
some cities, al l kinds of hours and for all kinds i 
of wages tbey aro a menace to tho welfare of 
tho girls and the men who through great per-
sonal sacrifices btfilt up unions in their t rades 
and improved their conditions. 
Chicago with Its five or six thousand girls 
lit these trades has become a big factor in the 
wais t and dress industry, part icularly for the 
Western market. The Internat ional Union, 
quick to realize the situation, sent an orgaairer 
into the territory l a s t Fal l . Local 59 was 
organized and began to do business a lmost 
right from tho s t a r t Mis* Rose Schneidcnoao, 
organizer for the International Union, has 
recently come to Chicago to look af ter the 
Interests of the Wais t and Whi te Goods Work-
e r s ' loca l . . 
Miss Behaeidermao wri tes t h a t she fonnd 
splendid material within the budding young 
local and expect* to make good headway. The 
President of the local, Miss Fann ie Cohen, 
lately of^New York and ex-ehaJrlady of the 
ExeeatiTe* Board of local No. 4 1 , fa giving 
Miss Sehneiderraao all possible assistance. 
Shop meetings a re being called and a per-
sistent, follow-up shop to shop campaign has 
been •farted. A mass meeting is being planned 
for the Polish girls who a re a big element io 
the t rade , with Polish speakers to adarees tho 
meeting. 
When the conditions of the t rade in tha t city 




TH«: liABncs GABMENT WOIKER 
• • " • : -
; : 
| 
. a n d ^ b i t e Rood* trade*, the womm and men 
working In the faetoriee in the East will feel 
an f* | abont t b . i N N . r i t r / ' ^ t t ^ r ^ ^ U 
which they ha re r » b n d for tkiansfbrea in the 
last for yearn 
KfcWAKK 
Internat ional officer" 
l a t h e * of the Now T o r t Wais t 
Union plans have been prepared to 
commence the work in tho Newark waist , and 
d rew terri tory with new vigor. Cpon the advice 
of the B e e n County Trades Coaaeil, M l « Ma-
bel Crate. • woman organiser of experience 
and ll resident of Newark, has been antrmlod 
with thin work. 
T h a t her task is by noy means easy, Mis* 
Craig renlixea folly. " T h e employers in New-
ark have opened their factories here largely in 
order to have our Newark girls scab i t on their 
sitters in New York nnd elsewhere," sho said, 
" b a t this gome ran bo easily seen through. 
The ^employers hero keep the girls away from 
the Union by sheer terror. They are simply 
forbidden to .ment ion onion in the shop* or go 
near the Union office. Of couyse, we will have 
- to be careful in making a slow start . Bu t we 
have the entire labor movement of the eity 
bsek of us, nnd wo are going to make g o o d . " 
" ' £ 
' 
Brothers, at 96 Spring Street. This firm, under 
tho mant le of belonging to the tmployers ' As-
sociation, ha* put a' certain Until on the ears-
Ing abilities of their workers and "ha* r*t 
given any ef them a raise in UM last two yean. 
In consequence the girls in this place, goo.] 
workers, average^ nboot 5 6 dollars per week. 
In the middle of March the girln elected a com-
mittee to ace the firm about a raise. The flra 
scenting the visit of the committee, arrogantl? 
locked o u t the workers and even defied the 
order of the Association to takn the girls h a * 
to work and adjust tho matter •nbeequc&tlj. 
T h e Union has taken a p t h e fight with wal 
end the girls are enthusiastic about the ost-
eoma of this lockout. There is little doubt, 
that thi* fight will be won for the Union not 
for the forty girls insolved in it with firing 
colors. 
The long expected conference between the 
Children 's Dress Association and tho Inter-
national Union, regarding tho revision of th* 
agreement and the sifting of the past a&J 
present relations between both organization?, 
started March £2. The entire course sa-i 
policy of the Union towards the Assoeistiftn 




CH1T.DRKSS RHKMMAKKKK, LOOAI. M*. SB 
Local No . SO has once more lifted its head 
and t h e organisation la growing stronger dally. 
The business meetings of the Union, both in 
Newi Tork and Brownsville, have become regu-
lar find the girl* come, as of old, to share in 
the ;work and rwsponslbilitie* of their weal. 
The month of Mareh haa been marked In local 
No. 50 by a eanfpnlgn among the independent 
shops in New Tork . There are in the t rade 
abont SO shops whose owners have in tho past 
dealt directly with the Union. Dnrfng tho 
period of general apa thy they dropped out of 
mUTJE GOODS WORKRHK* 
LOCAL No. <•>. 
I M I J V 
Tho White Goods Workers ha re signed *itb 
their ' employers. After negotiations ui<m'Bg 
over two months the difficulties in the nay of 
a settlement were eliminated and pcaec in lbs 
induatrv made sure for another period of 
two years: 
That dur ing these industrial hard ti*e> 
tho Whi t e Good-- .Workers Union was sh» 
t i t h o u t a n y strike a t all to gain for its mem-
bership coaraderable improvements and strong-
er recognition, Is ample tr ibute to tho makeup 
of tho organization, and , wo may a s well ndi 
to the leadership of tho local for the pout " control of tho Union. One month of agerws.Y0 
wm* baa brought almost all of them into the yearn. Tho employers fe l t that with a body 
folA The employers,, rushed with work a t of nenplu who knew how to guard their right* 
present, hare signed up without a murmur, and •*$ stand by their demands peace is a better 
The Union has a fight on hand now in one 
e,r\Uheir so-called Association shops, Velaler 
according t e t W statement of Brother Mart in, al ternative than str i fe . 
the Manager of Ixwal No. 50, in almost all Among the concessions, tho»o deserving of 
rases without executions, the g i r t , ha re received record, a r e the raisiaa; af the basis of ndjo* 
mtn l of piece prices from 20 cenU sn aett_ 
to the average , experienced operator to ?'. 
eonts; the cutters have also raeeived s«lnt«-
tlai increases, and i t was rondo ohflghtorr np« 
increases ranging from one dollar to a dollar 
a half 
• ' • 
BH nHn 
APRIL, 1915 
rv.T.r manufa.-lunr to employ at'least one cot-
ter In hi* factory even whom no cutter wa* pre-
viously employed. . 
An Important feature of the new arraoge-
meat issate* to the problem of anioniziDg the 
shop* of the member* of tho Cotton Garment 
AwodaUon. While, generally, the girls of the 
trade stood loyally by tho Union all through 
tho last tico years, th^ro wers a- number of 
exceptions among tome A**oeiatioa shop* where 
the girls, though they ha4 joined the Union at 
one time and shared in th# benefit* of tho last 
»trlko, selfishly kept aloof frem sharing tho 
burden vt pieaerrina; t W e besoflt*. CUtve 8 
of Ibe new agreement, therefore, provide* that, 
"Those worker* who have at any,time during 
the last twonty-one months been or may here-
lifter bo, member* of tho Unhn shall bo ro-
quired to be member* in good itandlng In the 
Union whilo In the employ of iho member* of 
tho Association." Wage* for learner* and. 
newcomer* into tho trade were also increased 
and refuhttsd. 
The saw agreement brought forth a veritable 
storm of enthusiastic approval *hen it was read 
before a great meeting of whito goods work-
er* on tho day i t m j aigned, a t the big 
Beethoven Hall, on East 5th Street Presi-
dent Sflhlesinger of the International Union, 
Elmer Bosenbcrg and Max Pine addressed the 
meeting and Brother H. Lang presidod. Bro-
ther Samuel Shore, the manager of the or-
C animation, read the agreement before the 
avembled girls. 
PHILADKI,riIIA WA1HT AND CniLnRKN-SI 
DRKSiXAKF.KS 
llrnlhfr Silver Appointed International Org»*lter 
At the January meeting of the General Exe-
cutive Board in Baltimore, in response to an 
earnest call from the Philadelphia Wnlstmnkers 
to Investigate condition* in tho waist and dree* 
Hade In Philadelphia, Brother Max Amdur 
and Abraham Baroff upon investigation recom-
mended the necessity of on Imniediato. organis-
ing campaign, and the..International office 
has put Brother A. Silver, manager of the 
I'rivato Dressmaker*' Division ef Local No. 25 happened, 
in charge of the situation. The das* tUr*ady ass a conception of the 
Brother Silver writes that lie found the field methods of organi*a;lon and development of 
very encouraging and the' people very reepon- *, Dumber of big onions, n e b as the United 
live, Saving been an organiecr. of women Mino Workers. Wo had lectures also on thn 
worker* for the last ai* yean. Brother Silver way* and mean* created to condnet various 
odght to know. The work a t prteent 1* being *tikm and their molt*. Of these the most 
conducted *Jo»f ft* Una of aaasetea* shop 
• meeting* preparatory to a big mass meeting 
which will take, plaea March 25, at Gsrriek 
nail, 8th and Lombard Street*, a t which prom-
Inent spaker* will 1* present Thl* meeting 
in to launch the campaign of organlxatiott of 




T U B i-Aoirs- O A B J B N T w o a * n w c o t n u * 
AT THE BAND SCHOOL 
Editor, LAMBS' O.IBVI-NT WOBKER. 
| As a member of the' ladies' garment work-
ers ' course in the Rand School permit me to, 
giro *o outline of tht work in this class abont 
which so little ha* been said, althoogh it should 
have received more publicity; 
When the clafa organized, a nnsabtr of too** 
who registered were netivo members in various 
locals. These came with the intention of study-
ing the labor movement from as broad a view 
as possible, so as to add to their personal 
experience gained in the shop a knowledge of 
the work of other mi0n«, to mafca their w>»V 
in the local union* more efficient, and'to eaabl« 
them to compare cortnia development^ in their 
locals with similar development* In o\mg union* 
anil tho labor movement as a "TtfMT 
Other member* registered agajBdent* who 
were not yet active members fffroeir local*, but 
In order that this coarse may qualify them t<> 
engngo In active wort 
Mr. Lee, the director of the Band School, 
who personally coodneta this class, is not a 
practical trade onloitit, but ho poetesaes a 
thorough theoretical knowledge of the labor 
movement So that in addition to hi* lec-
tor** on the history of the labor movement 
there or* also lecture* by practical trade union-
ista'who have been through the mill of labor 
organization. All these lecturer* talk to tb» 
elan from their personal experience of thing* 
they have gone through and faet* as they really 
^^'WM 
/ 
THE LADIES O.M WORKER 
important referred to were the strike a t Cain* asked to And solutions of problems based on 
facta la their personal experience. This 1* a 
meat valuable lesson coming direct from actual 
practice In our Industry, as the class la com-
posed of members of almost all locals working 
in every branch of the industry. All t«c*c men 
and women exchange-Ideas and facta about the 
trade. 
Thore is however one fact about the course 
that I can' t help mentioning; namely, pub-
licity. Sinco' its organization little has been 
said about It in splto of the fact that a strong 
met, Michigan, of the copper miners and the. 
strike of «)cctriuJ worker* in fjeh neetady, 
New York. 
All these lecturca on practical trades} union' 
tan, In addition to the history of the labor 
movement give the class * general under-
standing of trades unionism of today. 
The poriod of history of the labor movement 
that has been covered, dates from the later 
j * r t of the 17tb century, before tho invention 
of the Btenm engine, ly^ti) the present day. 
Tba dot eloptnent of gigantic steam and electric agitation had been conducted for its organuta-
engincs, the changes brought about in Industry, tion. However, let us hope that this Interna-
th* growth of the present factory system, tional course tor our members will bring abont 
labor legislation and events jjonnoeted with the proper results not only in Now York, whore ' 
this period havo been brought up and dis- we already have an organized class, but where 
torn* by the class. ever t han are local- of the International. 
§ Outside of the lectures special trade union ^ 
miaatione are discussed—question*,' jHirtainlng •*• SWAOK, 
to our International Union. The students ar« Member, I^ocal No. 20. 
' 
Named shoes are frequently made In Non-Union 
factories 
DO NOT BUY ANY SHOE 
no matter what its name, unless it. bears a plain 
and readable impression of this UNION STAMP 
AU shoes without the UNION 
STAMP are always Non-union 
Do not accept any excuse for absence of the UNION STAMP 
BOOT AND SHOE WORKERS* UNION 
246 Summer Street, Boston, Mass. 
JOHN F. TOBIN, 
of the I&UeV Garment Worker, published monthly a t Now York, N. Y., for J ipr l l 1, 
Editor, Benjamin Schleelnger, 32 Union. Sqonro, New York, N. Y.; Managing Editor, A. 
liosebary, 32 Union 8quare, New York, N. Y.; Business Manager, none; Publisher, Inter-
national Indies ' Garment Workers' Union, 32 Union Square, New York, N. Y.; owners. In-
ternational Ijndlea* Garment Worker** Union. 32 Union Square, New York, V Y. Member-
ship, over 100,000. Benjamin tV)hee»>lnger, President; Morris Sigiuan,' Soerotnry-Treasurer. 
Known bondholders, mortgagee*, anil ether *e*'urlty holders, holding 1 per cflnt or mOro of 
< H o f bond*, mortgages, or other eecurities: None. None. 
A.ZtOSEBi'B\, 
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LOCAL U N I O N . 
0.'!. Cincinnati Cloak makers 
Gt. New York Buttonhole Mafctw.'.t 
Brooklyn lad les ' Tailor* 
New York Bonruiz Embroiderers 
TolCdO < iii.'it. II.D •;!•'•• 
Philadelphia Cloak P i n c h e r s . . . 
Toronto Hkiit and l>res.-nmkera. 
Chicago Lad ies ' Tailors 
Boston Amalgamated Cut 
Worcester, MM*, Cloakmft 
Toledo Cloak and Sui t C u t l e r s . . 
St. Louis Cloak Operators 
llridgvpori I r i d i c Tailors 
Chicago Cloak and Sui t C o t t e r * . . . . 
Knlnmuroo, Mich., Corset Workers . 
Toronto Cut tera 
Cincinnati Skirtniokore . - . 
Buffalo Garment Worker*. 













t i , OLi* 
. . . 5 7 W. 2 1 K Si , New York City 
fi (jrahaui Ate . , Brooklyn, N. 
St . Mark* Place, New York 
. . . .222 Beacon 8 t , Toledo, Obi< 
39 M. 10tb St. , Philadelphia, 
491 Sat-kvifle St. , Toronto, Can, 
1447 3 . Spauldlog Ave., Chicago, I1L 
8 Lovering St. , Button. M s * . 
- . » Bench Hi., Woroe*tcr, Mn-«s. 
«15 Main St. , Toledo, O a * 
Fra ternal Bldg., 11th ami Franklin Ave*. 
6? OUve S t , Bridgeport , Conn. 
. . . : 1 5 3 l W. H t h St. , Chicago, l i t 
. . . 5 0 2 Second St., Kulainaroo, Mich. 
101 Dundaa S t . , To ron to , Can 
" W. iltli St . , Cincinnati, Ohio 
Burials . N. Y 7H WUliam Si 
Toronto, Can., Clonk Pressor*. 71 Nassau St. , Toronto, Ca*. 
Cincinnati Sk i r t Pressors 4 1 " David St. , Cincinnati, Ohio 
99. P i t t sburg Lad les ' Tai lors 1815 U n i o n 8 t , J^itUburg, Pa . 
100. Providence Ind ies * Tailors * " 3 N . Main St.. Providence, R. 1-
101. Richmond Lad ies ' Ta i lo rs . .11 la N. Smith St., Richmond, V*. 
102. Montreal Raincoat Makers 20 fit. Cecilo St . . Montreal, Can. 
105. S t Louis L a d i e s ' Tailors Fraternal Ijldg.. 11th and Franklin Ana, 
106. Stockton, Cal., Lad ies ' Tai lors 507 E. Miner Ave-, Stockton, Cal. 
10S. Lad ies ' Neckwear Cutters . . 8 9 0 Pa rk A v e , Brooklyn, N. Y. 
109. Fal l B i r e r Lad ies ' Garment Workers 160 S t a t* St. , Fal l Blver, Mass. 
110. Omaha, Neb., L a d i e s ' Ta i lo rs . .2009 N. 15th St., Omaha, Nob . 
111. Cleveland Baincoat Makers . . 3611 Burwell Ave., Cleveland, Ohio 
112. Montreal, Can., L a d i e s ' Wais t Makers . H 7 Colonial Ave., Montreal, Can. 
113. Waist aatj Whi te Goods Workers 118 Market S t , Newark, N. J . 
114. Raincoat Makers of S t Louis , Fra ternal Building, S t Louis, Mo. 
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J:NDJK ]i)2"-\v IX C8ii B»n nn^ K a w .jnyM^iK o nynu Qrtqwvft VK "T 
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V* l*tiD ^»maw linyn ins-iopo M»D3ytf 
MIK jyaymyo ix OIK mow n . IPJK-'DMIK 
•»opjfD yoMia n PK m* ia PIPM( ni 5U'D 
-Boo "'DWDV,, p»P PK oy 1K11 ,D'i 
•pyowKo 3«o iyan< IVDPJI^- y^ K pipn * 
-ysoMiK ip»npte oarpurii o*n 33>ne>o 
lypuysa* o*n iy .U#P<DIK y i " i pK oasis 
K .^ya'K JK PK 33*11tfDpyB13KD 380 OKI 
ni Jyjr MIK »io ipatom 5pS'K -WVDPKII 
•Ijnyn Dyo8iy3DMK T^yo 
. 
• * 
K 1«B [JlilpV PaJKO 
K D^K JKff'DBP 1«1B l ywu i» 
! 
ijN* jwrmiDMK 5yo'o 
33ia»D »i Agra jyr 
•pi D5KII IKCDKP »«*» K DKI PK m»»t 
yoowya K tya»o i y i * |pa<<feDMK Dipp 
lya* ,-iyayp yf>K> PK jypns n IKB DKO 
IPP*IB n jyjyp MIK MI .P^DD'O K PK DKI 
o*n IKP'OKP H 33K* «i ,iyiyn ura»fcy»MK 
ooaymw 5n«x n iyau< ?81D3BP \»p oo 
33«& «t .jyaso 5K: iyo"aiK nyiy OKII 
inyo lyaso jyjyp BBF I«K pK oyn jyo w 
H D1K ?IBP jyO'MlY K pK Ml D03P01K3* 
-pp P*K PK i»*a I"t V*PIMI i#8i w i i 
paJpii D3KB»I3KP nnaK P5K pito ,•»• 
ipe^aiK n jycMiy r an ipw o»o ipu<na 
lyatfayaoMK IMK ,Ty§y»? yanvenyo PK 
.jBnoya DO ouni DKI ipa.8 JJK^ BT .myn 
•"is HOVSJDMK po tyfo'D yooya n iy5jm 
pK iyo'»aiK m DKi jy-P'oiyo DO jyi 
i"i b»o imnWKp 5«t 'TKWPB atp *un 
.'IBOPPB iyoMis Tin pK iy ina 
3"K 1'383 PK PBT1H JDKPim H 
o»n tyaKD TM5S \VP JKP'OKP 
J3ity2 jyvna »n lyJoyo 5«t BKP TFTP* 
inyo'na K *IMK (jnjni jBnoya oy s«t 
m oo^opya nyas .ay« ijrwoytfK 
; »»»x iyn ^83 a»5Tjm imyii lypnB n IJKT 
co3yoiK3 n iyo»3-!K IK Biynys Dy DKM 
.nyovK iBnoys oiyn DKI MI MW ,iya«o IY 
oi* ;BKE* jyoMna K 1*K yo'OKP i" is n 
pe n m oyn TyovK oo^ocya ^y^Bd'a 
jyi3y:58B oyi IMK ojyoiw lyoMiyj K-
5y»BMi iyn»iD DMK wuya pa :bn« 
;»K jyo • .yfivw iyo D "3 IK nippyc 38= 
oiyn iKD"iyBK lyn .033ynQ2»y338 inyo 
-Bopye n iy3»! i n n PK jysnoys pupt) 
•pyo 380 n IKI I BKC ~\]t-\ .ynyaiy KBU on 
K .Tyasy IK ^ ^snyiiys PK v t 03'Dyj »18D 
-»»anK iv [yoiKT .ypoDBs iy»B K ,iy58ot? 
n»Mnycya P-K -UHM I'IKD V * W I»K mo 
-inpBK n n OKII o'o nyn pK .tysy^ ["IKE 
tut Mm ^M Da*1 'iMopyo 380 i n PK I I 
Dpynn3'K ,ny omiP38P ,0"3->K inyo 031 
TyOM-i3 i n PK TyO"31K i n n s PM D'D 
I'TKB 03K0 IV IK ,DMK DD1P Dy .'TKDWO 
.ipi^»3 0»3-iK >T Dy3»l 083 
,*1BDpyD 380 i y i pK 1KD"TyBK i n 
]1B D"3nK H pyilK C"0P8D 0DHy3 ,KK 
.H80pyB nyoMi3 nyn pK i n n s IBOV p»i 
-pyD13KO 1PDM13 i y i ^81 DK111KE Dill 
•3-K PM I-»K pns inysyn K iy5n8v i n i f o 
0"3TK n lyanp jyp iy IK .TBOWB I "D 
iy?y«i ? 'I8opyo 380 K pK i»a»^a 03Koyj 
o**aiK "BKP oyiio^ pj»5»a po DPOD*O 
Diyil 131K 1KB pK V^DMPDTPD I1K D0P811 
iys3w i p i DKi inKoya i n iyon3 r^ K 
lya'-wo « vvn iPPJMaijiK oo 5*r Tno 
.13B0C 
, , 
jy3H»noiyB OKII y3Mm an ivru oy 
o'D aaniBPopyoisKo 380 PB opeco jytyn 
pK oBii iyo OKII D33«i3 OKI tK .niyo i n 
-yn ^ i n IK
 fDD".i OKI ,",D3yE*,Ey„ B'*^ 3ay 
mpo D3Koya e^aiK H oiyu oyoo^D iyt 
PK -'D3PB"By„ .iy^y3P IIK E^DSOPOD-D 
oi8o ly iyn po iy38 ,^8i yoia K ypwo 
DinicT3pyBi3KD 380 H DKii ."^ Dayc'By™ 
183 lyo^aiK i n DTD'MpB' pnK,jy33"13 
oiyo^ya ou raiK PB jyp "^ oayK'^ By. .00 
i n oo^yn oyoo'D i y i 3MK iyaa .\mvt\ 
•»aiK H ,i»o IP5MI p'oya^K pK noona'K 
,013 PK"«D»B«DP. .lyooya T « p n n ,iyo 
TnTiPD ivo»3iK n *K o»na ^ ya *i 'K jyn 
1KB m'ooK OKII n .VPO ona in t?3 
',nnnp5p*ip D I » I D piyuK pK "»D3yB»fiy,. 
iyy3K3 i y i oooya oyoo'D tytyn T" i DK" 
-oyt-ys T ' I O i n PM iya»M OKII y5K , i " io 
n .M1K DO iy38 OKI PK 131K "3 .03'0 





.TjjpTKii Bsp t ruu D * I ^ Tjn 2 
•3i»%> TPT i'K TPO"3TK TPT MIR «n iya 
1KB .I'ffKD R I'K D*PT3K»TPD DTPM 'TBDPPO 
jrunKaiKc IK T^ys j iK umnip hM C V R 
DXU TP .D»X D13*0 K JPD»T1X IX ,P3T K 
.ipnBMR 1R ins- 3BD 1WJW M i - D 3 " T « pK 
DHIJE3PJfD l'JtfW yDB3'D PDMT3 H PR 
DKT ,KIK D"3TR T»T pD DPDD'O TPT I'R 
'TPB PS'foP 3*0 I'TMI Oy-iP TRO"TPBR TPT 
D?"DO n |iro»3 TPT .D5"DD P J P T P ' C 
IVIID **» TPD»3TK i n w ,o'D D U » - ) 3 
,TP3B /TBDPPB 2BD Tin pK .D"X IP3"TW 
-»P Pl>3 D3BDP3 |KPD (PXJN3 | ' f M |VT]m 
OKI ^»>VD10 WW t'K Op .D*"DO ID'S 
-Byt?P3 D"X PX3R3 H PR TPD"3TK JR JP11 
n DH3 TPT DSH D»3TK I"5 p'R " 3 Di'D 
IPH'XIXDMTR |IR , ! « « ' ix G»T»K D'Wfcwo 
cjn ]\D nina yoxp5 n m D^BTK 5p'D MIX 
.]P3P3DMTK i i p lyjyp TPD"3TK 
u n pK TPD»3TR u n Danp DPT TPD-IR 
-»TPBR Tin .T3R.T DW Dp5« nBDppB 31(0 
}10 IWW1DMH DO fclKD3"P V» *1TKT SKD 
TjnR TPD'X |PD"PX R pR IP.TP3 IX p&KD 
JKODRP &1BD R JPDP3 TKR^B IPD'MIX R <1'W 
-ma H pK i'K >KB Tyi ni .Daa'oonD nyiR 
•"! m p p y o TPDMT3 TPT pR .onsoppB yo 
jm»5T»D .DDjyTjyoj'RTyeio JKTKB T I R \yi 
IPD3BTDP3 PR IPP1PP3 P35pl1 DTP3'DRIPP 
IR lyiyiRB P R D " 3 T K TPT P R wav i i n y 
TPT pR .oia DBPJBD IPTPM oasopa >BI DP?R 
|1D DO TPD"3TR TPT D"ll nKBPPD 3«D 
IBB MIR |»M 0*3 1TKT Ty pK ^B* W " 1 
n DR11 *1«1R m"-\m DV1RT |yp TP J '03 ' l 
."Dnyoi? o h m 
1'1R DO.Dplp TPTWDPPBOKO 3B0 iyT 
TP .^0 R TB3 5*tt Ty .D"3TR JTDU |y3RO 
•yiOMTR jy^B' " i iyo"3TR n p i DTPTBB 
•myo VPKO ua^Tp Ty pR "inyo DKII . ]V2 
.'iyb»ru TJH m 3*0 I ' ^ T H DSMOPJ D"3TK 
»Tjn«W3pJfDUR0 
'TBDPyD 3B0 Tjn pR TKO"TyBK Tyi 
nyo iy op oo^n .SBO R O^STR inya DDRS 
OjyDTBi DPT TKD -DO DR"1 ?TnjfO DiP'T 
^ 2 l»3jnw yDD3»B V1K TRD^TyBK Ti/T DR» 
TPT pR TKD»HyBR TPT D3'TD .IK^BT R D31P 
iyi pR .D3yo 75 MI Tnyo D O n i p p w 3BD 
-iBB D*3 IBT DHKT DB<T 'yo HR ,Dxy3jnay3 
*)3Ko 3B0 PB DVOD^O K DRT [ynvtyao'iR 
-p»11D3y D"X TJH D'O Tt Dyil 33 'TIPDPJB 
-^3 Trrni Djm Dyoo'D Tyiyn IK pit ,iy^ 
tvavn Tjnn'D pp3i» n ' J ) " 3 T R IPSBD T P 3 ^ 
iyT C o tsyii oy DRT ta^yDcyjTBB DO $>I 
-^yn DK3 DTBO "OTMIM R iyn?Di?D:y o^x 
I » jyTB-TDyo yDJBjyaijr r » i omi TPB 
T V « TPT pR onyorya 335yii) "'D3PB"BPW 
nye»3TR H JPpm PR B>3»TD pO D"P3*5 
pn :x OyriTB* yj'?BOR *ii I'R ni TP3TP ^B3 
-1P3BP DTBD R T»TD TPT PR 1P33"T33"TR 
TPD"3TR H 'K IPTRP DU"T3 P3^P11 ,r3PT 
.P*DP35K pK 'TDD1T3'R H »R 
"P3P33B3 1910 pR 1P3BH DPDK3 M |Pll 
"D'lR |y>BI |P1"TB »! DKT 331TPTBB »T JP3 
IP3B-T .DPD'DBP l "Ti ^TH IPTjni D"3TRP3 
TP.TTB -3P'I 1PDMT3 R D*R DD'T3y3 DP T*D 
DR3 TPT .DR.TP3 D'3 D3PT PIp'T VD ]P3BiT 
D1TRT PK
 #!PI»TB H iyD'Dt?P3 D3P?B |»>fc 
D^B D3BTDP3 DPD'OKp P»T1 H T»D JP3B" 
"DMRTBB D'3 I«T TP3B JJ3BH TO .D3'11P3 K 
-3TH TR ,V*0P3 ,DPRB JP3'D3M1 R IPHPUJ3 
"BHDPD R DD'Df P3 D'3 IP3BH TD DK11 DPT 
jpny33B IP^Bi oyo'DBP i»nB H »»K nj yr 
"31UO BRl? |piy» pK IP3M3BMM PTy»l D'D 
T33y D"X TPT D'D ^ 1 Dpll DPT3T1T IR ,1P1 
,0yDB3 y3"^P PB POPWIO TPXJK3 R IV P^Ml 
yj'^BOK *T IPap^C'IK ()?TW IP^PII P3?V11 




• * 4 
•^T3>T3 p i y'TyD K pK 
-3BD TP3'K jy^P'DTR P3 
-PTJR pK 33'Tlt?OPPD13ltD 
-MjnB P3^yn IPSRTB in 
-IBB. PR WWWVi CB.T TP33ny^P D3PT 
•ya DpmyaTya^R jy3"i ys^yii pR "DDTPII 
PR ,5K3TlB»t lyiP^T pK V*$W PR IPTB11 
.IPTBHP3 iPD3'^ya THB^P ^ B I yxjB: y i p n 
H pR TPD"3TR H Ml [K lPDT^ D?"M Ty 
-3BP ya^PPTB' R IB trvvB DHBDpya P3'^P 
"PPB PDMT3 n pB TPD"3TK *} D'D /apTlP 
TP DP»\1W D"X Ty35yt TPT IX pK ,DTBD 
D'TBDPPB P3"*P n ITS TyD"3TK 'T CRT 
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no ov p * D»ru T ^ P P I C *vpt n p » D*BO 
iB3 M1 0 " 3 i 8 5jno MIH ipimi 1P3P3P3D'HR 
. 0"P3*03P"ip3 n 'R 53tf i p i 'K ip3R .Tfcyp 
pK. i r fo P R D » 3 I R n IPIV'DRI ,iyipiBD 
, r i p 5 o n « jnya P I S P P I D "Wiy PDiyiaw 
T» >TBW 1P1R IP3R' IPIBD DO 1PD 58! 
p» P X Dy 1811 iyxy5e n pn u ru" i t t e ;y 
-D"31H 81 
- a m JPP I » 5 B l y i y n m pi.iyi T O R > 
-38 . T P W J P V I I T T I P H IPIPII DT,TDP3 
380 K *18>8T Dpyi IDIR HJ'B 081 |PD13P3 
rnBT 1R0"1PBH |8 D811 DPBrtVUl 1 PH 
1PDOT3 1»1 pK 18 | n « t TD10 .ipaympB 
-183 jnpv jpsso I R O ^ I P B R i p i n o I B O P P D 
t w r w D iv DIH t«5 lyooipa 8 pa oo3yo 
ITT 081 ,Rt*R ,DD"rt DR1 .18J81 *t3*0 H 
•pye TyD'113 i r w p R p»S T P I P H JIB P H B 
H181 R>*R .03PD1B3 8 D3PD 50 PM H8D 
58' 'iRDpyD 380 Tjn p8 t8 ivnyi W O P *I 
380 f ^ r i 1P3RD IPIRC} BO 1RD"1PBR w 
-183 ys'ojyo BO WISH |ifi inyx 01 inyo 
•UKPVO i y i pR I R O " T P B K u n 3 ' I B .DD3PD 
ojyo 60 i"> nyoMiys 8 pH D P I P ^ B O P P E -
« i po p o m inyo JPP ip 5 " U ,03PDTB3 8 
pR iyD"3lR I P ! $W IK1 »IP3«0 DO 380 R 
lySRO IX 030*19 pU DO 'IBOPPB 380 IPI 
J R D R |M5 jyiyn IIE DOSPOIBJ p o oi inpo 
.0"31B D3"> P^B D'Q MIB PR j 
~1R 080 »1 )tf3»9»OK |1D [B5» TPljm 
D*811 TPBPC P?R PR JPPnB h pR D»3 
' : lPB8D5llin P1JP358D O D3813PJ 
r3yilp38P *J DD8B»P33S D?Bll DV (1 
WOP iyi iR Dpi |1R IRS W O P jt»H pnpl t t 
"»8 IP^yil iyo>OtR H 1*8301 D118P ,IRO 
-pvb 380 n pR ;yi»iB n jy^yii 3 :B5 MIK 
-PPO yo«pa n pK *n i p i m o | « i o-iyc 
J '180 
OJH 1P031R 01 D3"VP338 iy38H TO 
38Q pR T J O ' ^ I R i y i P R oyoD'o U»PBV'R 
WOP TP131R .18>PP 8 f'DPBB nipppc 
"WD'IR P383BMR IH'R O R^ iy$PO!P '^T 11*3 
"D'IR /umjre* y^R i*R D3RB"138P H |M"53 
IRO W O P P»R jypMiv rjynp38P H IPORIW 
r o y s ' n o H iyB8K-38 p« ipo^iix DPI p« 
in* IPPHB SRD 08O R J3!D"30'1R H |Ut 
O B P po PIB;IB n oyii O»3-IR IRD DBO K 
081 PR jyiy^ DO iyD"31R |yr» l« V3P11P 
,08oiRn jp33»*i3
 riPT5Din D O v w Dyn 
pR lyo 'onR *1 lyp'iiy iy33in'vp3 n px 
380 pR T|0»OnK H PR iPflyB' T'DJ'R 
. . . .O'lBDPi 
D«S y=o*s?^ e 
B'D lyrwiiy 
C((D JT=D»D»P3 * 
.B»31K 1HD 
.ovafiR frupf ys^yi n lysso jpno J S T P S 
- « I B P3>yi n iyiyi8B 
PH TRO»lyBR IP"! ,»PI B f " 3 blV ,3'18 .iyi 
inyo DPP nsoppo 380 nm 
•pri PR y/to**wH Tin » ^ n i T W D03W 
DO P'Df R D3yD 50 D3'1P '180PPD ^0*113 
i8D"ipBR i y i y n wi oyp ,iP38o l i m p 
•^RB onRi |pna T O 
PB 5p^BC»3 Cjn tV3 
8 »P1R D3BOP inyi3R 
iPno T O .DiR prcoB* 
D85#R TK lJhn»BJ"R 
]yn»a 5RT D"3i8 IRB 
•lypna IKB DRD i n D*O i38n pR ISRH 
18B J"pD D«30»D R IB38.1 T1R jytlO TO 
H 1J83 IPTPP DT5131H 58t P^PU DSE'IT'll 
.^ 1^3 D3RPD 
,1.18' pR IHD838D WW 18 W pttttW I 'D 
myt IRPD u n P R ,(?DIRD pR lysoyoBpc 
•pii iy3y3P30'iiR no D^BORI P R jHjjypis 
TOR? ,T53PQ 183 Ml D"31R 5P'B OIR JP1 
inpv yiyuR n pR DRI IPTK-ISRIR oiiRt 
ib*vu W H D O P R *na n urn , J P D 8 3 8 " 
PR D'IRDPyB y3'»5p n PR D» '31R H ^B' 
n ^83 ipiyii D i ^ o j n onBDpyD 3RD n pR 
DRI .0>1BDpyB yO»113 n pR 183 D^'318 
o iyn DP DR11 DD3y01B3 5H8X »1 18 ,*DO'*n 
-Pl/b 58P83R1B VD13 R pR 38D R D3ROy3 
JHRX n K^D oBo R O5K jyspn 5R» »IBD 
I ' m n pni'ii D38oy3 ejisi DRII DDJPOIBJ 
fl PR 1P18 OnRDPPD 38D.H PR 3RD 
3 MtH PO DO nROPPB 380 1P1 PR "80PPD 380 H PR IR ,6'IRDpyB y3»*P 
T . PR P*DC» R oayo 35 Pi^3 i p o n w i w n P R MI D*»3IR m p o IVJBO D O jyo 58i o n 
.380 R 1R5R1 358,1 R pK " 1 1 D>0 ^3»313P3 yo,lR3DOR JR IP380 TD .IPBPty 5RPRDR15 
OP'TiyD ^1 iy3'53y3DM8 D58M DP (2 "HI 5»!1 ,IPD83BO PD3801P1 »MW H D»0 
.lypiKii oayoiio DH«^ -»jn 
p» T^yaff'^ 
I« iihipiM D3*iB3P3 1*5 
•IPM TV 1K11 ,D38'3P Tp3RPnyoR PDMT3 n 
-DU >i P R -0"3n« I S M "IRB Dpi;ynp3;s 
Ittffl nytyn i n osn D38*3i> POTP3R3"IS 
H -me n* ^ p o p j i n y n D i Y os'MtyaomB 
:;"K P R jponip .DPDSS n IKO u o v o ^ a i R 
1p3« .DUBTPM*. pD ^ "PD DlD'3'0 K DT.TBP3 
8 DT,TEP33"R V1R PR Din O'O IPORIIY 
DKT .D»3nK nKD DBD R "HHS "TtfTUPOO,, 
ix ej'oainpa D'J t '« * I P B » 3 ™ IK ,DD"n 
iP3p3DMTR ]PP TP IPT'D J"pD D10*3'0 DJTI 
-0"V POO'OCPB K pR D"31K DSD PDM1P3 8 
-D>nK jyp lya^pn ,*ipo"a-)B npiyopa iy i 
>PO j'TKB -inyo D3np ,0"a-iR v y o tpsps 
w 5 p n nyxpioDns' K : 5 P ' B C " 3 R P K O S 
itroibB* DPPT pR n n w 700 jyvymnR \VP 
-.R i m m r 36 TRB W\ R ™ 5 B I 30 w n p 
lyvyioonp P>P*B S I |M"t DP i p a s .jy'a 
»i >»?« / I R 5 B I 30 TRB inyo IP3»TP ya^pii 
-SB 5"pO I P ! Ml 0"3HR -B1J» DM1R |P3*3 
n iPasn D3i('3P piyn pa i y i y pn .o-ijn 
PR lyDKBOMM IV 03BD H DpD'BB P5BPB5 
D^patpo iptepo iv pK $ " P D n jyvJ ian 
oy .yasnB i p i p n pR DMIK IPDPBII ORII 
PB Qpt3D»D R OT.TBP33"R tyW t3">ST PR 
PR ,|RPD 18?D pR D"31R lpi*3 |P*»nD3"R 
- D ^ a i n B p ^ TPtP>1 |1D D03PO1B3 
t i n ,380 R PR JP3RS 1PP *>RD"-.PBR TJO»5 
1R -\jn 0811 D"V n D3R"loy33R pR i n w o 
- "3 pR V5»P1W IPD-IIP DTP**TPD TPO"3 
•R ,033'DOnD 183 UR1)B PR ,05«DD H JPO 
-yBR ]R TR (yoijy33« V» Oy 3MR ,n .TR • 
,380 K TR^Ip DPP1 IP3»'TlpB «n«1 "WD"1 
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IPDPTPDTR yj'osm nonto -ipipn pR can 
PK DP P3*yp MI irtpo .IPOS'SBB poMna PK 
'3p5 P$RTO"3 W -i»njK3 P5RTD"3 PTITUR 
PR ?flRX |»R J»3p11 [W"t RBRT'R PB TPt 
DPD»*RT3"3 Tp"t p.R «npp^J?BP3 PR p^p 
-RRDB1 yoa*3*'8TyD H .HRRH R IPIR o»"n 
'R TPj»D3»tt pR TPPTRDP .ivons PR IPO 
-i* Retn-R PR iinjy^ P5RIO"3 P5R TPT 
03H PC N s Utfl>» i m .1PD13P33PCHT 
Htll Tjrtjtf H pK t31R tPCMW B)'5 [RPPR 
P'p D'3 iP3«n TO .JR DJ1P3 <lEOBP ijn 
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JP3'B1?3 QVT pR DPTpD3>R JPSpnyD 
pB iv^nisa *iin pR D5potrp3 1P3"1 T O 
IVB'H y3'¥3"K rj D*3 3'1R .TyD'H OBMH 
TO TP3$JTO pR ftMPlRB B—JPVRP5MPV pB 
PR IP3MOB*»a DO 5.TB03"P W ) B tP3«T 
.jpnyDi? 0^ 3 fciswp *inyo -03»5»D IP5PII 
BR11 IPM1D1V On W '"TD't»3"53 JPP-0 TO 
|yno Vo JStuvefVi T3IR o»n •pnRBom *1 
1V1P3U DR11 MRS P$R D'O tP33P1D5?3R TT 
TO n JPPMW ip-ip'iD ijnsjnpm'K IPBRC 
PR mo jnp* 1P3P3 T> IPtra T O P« !P3¥'if 
PDDBP'D pR PDDP3 JTIPUIR IPCflPrOW 
H IPBRC'SR PB P3B1B 1PT O'O jyPJRT 
*3"R V\H non5o pB yisRa* JOBRH 
S3PO iPTPii ^ROR OPII o^neopo nf IP11 
J3»| JP3'03n DPT PR. |P3RtP3 T^13"1D3pB' 
)IB P'iROD'n Tin n»iR tPP^spnvr n byn 
fib:»0 »* VIR MI iyoR3«o iP3yt"yoxy5 n 
pR DPmpJ Dtp DRll T^3D3PPPTC DPS"^ 
.D^P» H DP'O^pa 
T?3 H PR 1914 ODD'IR 338B3R PR T*3 
-1R3 PB 1P3RDCP3 RBRT'R pB 331TPP5PB 
IP3RH P3^P« .1PC3PD pDTt^ ' lpy pR P^RO 
.TMPHB PR 3t>B3'3TPB' P*l Yi D3"B»y3 
JP3nDP3 PR 13»5 DRT D»3TRP3 |P3Rn " t 
DPD*n3TPE [P3R.T "* .lpnODH3»R PTp«t 
»1 -6D31P H DTM'D^lP PR DER^PDMI 
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-2'2 pTP"t pB ]P3P^ DRT jyDS^IPB 1V D"fl 
DMR "I 1P03«^ 3RD 1PTP* 4*K IPK'Syo 
05»H DRT Ml 0P31B IjnPT3R DPT Tp3"R 
.D^BIR P3> a^po y3-53npnp3 np»r ipiipa 
-P3 n , ^ v nm-yn u n w a PR TTRO 
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IP3P3 ">yiB ,m*no npoiR im ;3iD»?snpc 
om lP3"o W^pil ,yvp:y3 ps^pii IJJHTK 
•npj "i*o om ,iy-mj#pTp ftwBK MI p3^y? 
IP3»» TO .D1P30PO pnj \»t> pHR DO jyo 
ni*T 5KPI0 TPOIH IK ,330"o npi D'D np3» 
DPI HMH "D3R;?"3'DRipy v n o . IP*VPB3"R 
cm I3W oatj: IPD .35 ?KPB> no TPS'-OB-
ipp ^pao'D pK Jyr j R am pK uroJitn 
[ID twjttvw P 'P DO -)P3B T'»* om .nyip* 
. ,D3yo"iiv /IP3HDPIK5P K p s v u t f o 5ya R 
TTIPT DTD8B PDpDD'D IpJ'DVy i n TpDJlK 
.DJKP'^ BK [R P»TV DPMI IPD Dm ,]PD*PI 
"^H\l DPOD'D tKtP'O'DKTPP THQ K TpDJIK 
pK ;>mD3Bp jpiyopa R amps ipas T O jyo 
DO ipanjrj v o cm -inn jpnys IPB5BH 
iinpn w5jm PD»*3BB njnjx p*p pnR 
.5RPB> 1P13W *)MK DDB^ K JRPDjnP* ^»3 
1P*M1 .B'snpsoPo npi3w ivjyn s 'Tiprn 
P1P131K |PB»M1X DHT .IPPTPDPa Tl« TO 
-p^RO'K 3363 TT IPJ'cya OTyaopo 12989 
JHP13H j n y DP03 pD ?HMV V2"$P K pK TP3 
- n ^ u t T O ;yn pit ;(SJrty>3 nnK) JBMTW 
T D IPSMI .B'enpaoyo nyniK M?K pit? m 
PK 1KOPBB IPD3KDP1PD3*K IK jytB^D'lK DO 
iyonp3Tpo Pa5p» —jyMTB n—i»no npi3tR 
B'tnpaoyo *iyv3R3 ipt:iK PB 5yt»»-n R i ^ a 
.4312 ,i*5oM 
IP J'TD IV P")KbC DVP* T ' IPO,,-l3 TO 
OIK jtfK IP13P113R |1#PM TO -IKt'D inJpD 
P B ^ J K * n imyopaTPD iv IPOBPTP p-pt 
DP Dm ,3'oan pn DP .Dnpaoyo pnyt;iK 
: n pa^pii pfi'Ufta'K jnnm TSIK "3 jpcnpn 
PK DP .0'3 1tp JPD'Ml tP&KPV* PTP13K 
tin iPDWP'mya n DKT ,JIBR \>m "»pa« 
OnPHDIV BO inpt |V3"T D"1P3DPD PTyt31K 
pK .TD *P'B [jnyiKD TI Dpll Dy .T3P^PDf 
1"TD TPB"3'D Qin iy>PDS?*.Vpy«K PU1P3P 
DKT ]Pi>pn TD .DUK3 ]P3H3yDP$W K *l '« 
jyn jiK lynsyoroiK P^K TPOSIK |Knp iya« 
IPB p^n taiK oyii 9 5KPB^ |IB ipaopo npny 
V^KDTP •!"» TO'IP^W D"31K TJH pK. 
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.onpaopo injySiKVDTT • Dspvma 42 JIB 
ipso (Cnpaopo jnsp.iPDcp'i ospitmB 58 
1KB D3PD^ BDKP IPD'TU \"P DO T*K ,1V TO 
enim-WRm* ]K m ipas PK DP it 5KPK* 
PK DKT pK DM13 M»K PK DjpvmB TptJPT 
-y; D3soy3 PK 33i3inyD3iK n ^"it .T^OPJ 
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-» IB 27 P3 0PD3 D3pvinB 58 pipn m*v 
tyasn p;o**K D'o om D3"v c m .o:yv 
1PV3B3 PK B'tnyaoPB npt;m opn IVBVBV 
.\mv\\ n3pnporoo 
lyDKTDP-J'HK iy3'M 1914 TflRi e n PK 
pa^jni pfi otyaoyo p*o 1534 IBOT npi pK 
D0n03"K CPP D n^8VP33"K IP3BH 1231 
D^ KPB^  nPUK pB DiyBD3K1D H'lK ."ftjli 
•D3mo 1".K ;188 many : pfSunstw 1P3"T 
-DMK y?KP»i» »1MK PK 89>13K*CnK | » DIPB 
n PD .26 CD^PimT»l„) 1PD1KP-D331D I^? 
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•oyo PTptiiK iPTjity3 ipe^Kii yaSjni ,iyo"3 
.0'>3-lK n n 3 K IK "3 D3*t3BVPP3 ,DTP3 
,iyjBi T D jy^» D"n3y3pJya "ipty>i »3 
•3'^3 IP3'^3iyD TPD»11 DO jy3PP TO DKT 
.Dnyaoyo y o pa y3BTB ip»pn iv 3'D5o 
-p33iK npjyn om D3"npa*K iya"t T O 
D»n ^KPB^ TPT31K PK DplKllKIV 17DP3nP 
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TPU1K TKC 31jyj D'1T3 I'M yTSO'Tyfc Tyt 
-TBT T O MI TDoru 5n*o 5yD ,33Viyp$yDy3 
pprujftDW PK D'J Tl t»3t3'U TO .^D 
I'M T3B* TIH31K .DP'3I^*JP i m « DOPPTBC 
IB ,3'DT«3»TJJ'B'TyD pK ^ T PK OMTJ MB* 
TW3W "1'IM |jr$»'DDWa»J J^ M »3>K D'3 DV 
PK nriVID PD 33nn'D3"TK .raVT3 D'M 
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-a,B3iny3 y^8»y«D v> lye^N* imysMTyD 
-Ki^ BDpy ,r3yTip3»p iyo«i?aK TOB? ! o»«p 
TB TDB^ UBOBP typ'OBSBPy |IK P-VKU 
PK mno3»n T,T'K ,13B^ TytsiK pnii^jw . . . 
ycrjBOTKn PD 03yoKT3\D K H'W D"3T* r^ iK 0D3ipix 'T ;yi3 pKHio-'TyaTBD yr-i 
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.iy3B»VK3 "3 
D^K IIK fn i j acn ,B"DBT3Bys .coBiBr 
,y3B^ KIK pK bJyowj T O iP3»t P^BD S 
P*K po v n a w IP3-DB3OTJ>B \rrw u f t w b m ]Vt&va tyt .Tnw BNPP T»O PR 
ipap* JPJPP |P**t pj tK ,iyp3po.p3'Op3*JTyo .UOWD'W m " a £1 »* lmnw 
in* .imjnaK DPI D^D TP3"R m5s»i otfra D*O Dim T3B;> IPTJIK po P5*B ORT W 
PK p»»r ipa'K |PO"TIYOITR T ^ T W v i 
• .fiDfifo jn« pK IBDBP ins ,oinD3"T 
JIB nem* n ' l powu w OKOPJK -lys* 
K VIR ,!Pt3Knv P$R n n n P3'D»XTRB n 
ODR w i y i T D iPD*n ,JDIR IP3'OD3'3TPD 
.-»DY*R TPT TPD31R .pBTJH IpSp'DB' TpW 
JPD»3 tPP$8D BVT D3RTD DK11 ,P*aTB3B Tp3 
-TPB TPTP' OTPH ."aaup-nB ps^DBst^yipa. 
TP DK11 TT THE) |PBB3TPB IV IP3'TDp3 W 
pM T>811P3 D^ D—TPTK DD3P'npB T^T #t»P 
-PipnjK w H838' T"i I1** snow 
non5D K t»K !Pav5 ip^noonj 'K TJ?T3IR 
TPD"3TK .p 5 K . | p a p a y j K pa 
"IK .3RS7H R TRD IPDBDPP TPD"3TK b'D 
TM»K JPDBDPP TPD»3TK PK TP3P;DD»3 
IPDD^KD'BKp -DPITIJTB DPI po J".TO DPT 
TO -T"TO TRD IPDBDpp IPDD'^ RD'ERp D^ D 
-3Hn O^Pll Din 1KB JPBBBPP 18»VR3 pK |B»* 
YD MJ ,DP DT'DBB MtR (IK D0PPT8D pK JjH 
lVO»np3K3 pK 001KPK* PK DP"TDD IPDKH 
TTRDapDDKD PK ,T38> JPTP\ PK V^RIT pK ^ 
.TPT3P5 |»s»iw non^D w m t a 
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51 .nura P ' P jpa«n DO v o t f > m 
KBtn»K B J J » " S B DRn nonJo PDBBrrtppp 
n DKII OPT ay»Jw tymnp rot T3ru j 'na 
-Ml *IP3M K^3 yjPTW'B-TPD pD iPDD'?RD'BRp 
"B3TPB PR IP3K*Ty3'R PTPT3R H ff3"R |p5 
DP .DP^B^BP PR DapPTRO PPHijtfD'lR JPS 
PK CV .|PD»»TDKB pD flDrtfO |»p D»3 PR 
DPT PD TT8D TPT lTP^T3pn pD non5o R 
mto ItflW PR 38VTp.TD'n3 IP5"3"TODP 
•-ilVWKfTWD PC"DK0»5B>T H /P"H3M8 JK 
T3B5CD»T ,IP'3TPD pR V'TODP |PC»11V |P3 
lP3»t T3«^3P PR 1"VJ»TB ,T3»5Dn |W 
!P33^ T3BnTpB ptyn .nrnw MR TW \p\m 
TKB «TO OPT 0"T3P31V J1R D "^KJf»V JP3B.T 
"1PB D'3 TiT*R IP38n "t TP3R ,HCn^3 TPT 
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Si 03WSP33U I'K non5o p3'D3»n r\ 
. IPJR'SKJ PB«,R"B«T,,R 1 JP11 I*H IPTB11 
-nTPD TPP*DP JPT3RT IP3nHP33« IP3K.T 
IjrpmoMK p i i pR I P D J B ^ p o ' o r JO»VI it 
nysipo TP^P3'onp TPT |p3p3 J3iDD»no3y p»i 
TPTJl'DDTRll PTPT31R 3MR' ; HOn^O TPT |\D 
TPT pD ,p5l(B DRT |P*VU^PD'1R V$3go ]&W\ 
'DPTB TPT pR pK pQTRDOR^B TPT pB .PDH^D 
1«T ^^T3P IPODpOlpl PTPI31R p#P» J D 
TPDTbi^a pa n iprpD3»3DnR p« IPPTMI 
Tpr31K 3MK .RBKT'R |'R TPDBDPP PD'TWS* 
-ROW^BH I.T8 ^3JTP*3jn TJTR PIT Dpll P^ KD 
-DMR PTRDJ? pR T3P33'TT .OP^RSpTPV W D 
IPDP'Jt? W 1P38'VR3 PT3PD»TDB' 'T ]PTPT8D 
*'DD30 R pK ,D3*^P»D , T 0 I^PH .JPTV'TB 
T31K lP^Kt »H tK i'^jlB &T1JB .D3PSK2 ]p3 
•nnpno'iR 
TPT IP3PJ T'O 1P3PP r58 TP2-R TP3R 
•R3 R pD $P'BE"'3 1PDU R 0?JT» T3yT3»R 
T»D .d 'asr pm'H t3'a OI>BO D3p^ DRU itf*v 
|PP T3B^ yt5TM*>MWi B TR .IPt'MI IP3PP 
"TPB D^3 jn» 3'D3PD pR V»T ,0*TTa IPTPII 
J31D»3 
*T) l'R .IPOP^R 1*3 ^ »« 
"DMR IB 1P3B^R3 PS"R"BRT"R H IWTOT 
0«n Dtni: ,tiBD8P IPTPD^3 DPT pB 33iD'na 
n i p l « r\*n BUT PK IPSHWJ pn c a w a 
nS3BP T»T .T.TPO DO .3JB^ H1T1T I»'XR3 
-J"n 11 .PDTRD PTP3TP !R IP013P33B D*.T 
pnynD "IMH DO onpoc P ' X R I ' ^ I V K P3 'D 
•^'T pR D^PXT««P33,,K l'R 'T J^3«OTKn 11R 
.iTOn^ D PR W3BP ,^TPD 
I1R .TD \\D IPT.TR' PbTPT3in P^ tf>B ^»3 
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-1B031R lycjyo .tyay* am VIK lypip ty 
—IVB IKIKD ip3»r,D» ;a^D»ia y\ in^p 
. I « D » oy"3 pMspB lft"Ufb"i3 K iy3«n ya38r> .|ya-o yir-,r? 
*»u T K oKir I w y p "* J i v ^ ^ P W » IPnyi PK p*^ : 
y^isiip pR y5B«x»D tt lysmop mm n jyn " * "W1* I1** W»* w*"1 ! » W » B V B van 
IK ]yDW^B33B VI IPtrfBlV
 (33nyDy3^1K »»''» ^ ' D K "Wa» .ftttM'ID'W PK IW3UW 
•R&y iya3»i3 « jysjnar DR^ ft W-T31K - *? 1^ " f t a ' W " < » » iyny» )»»jy9 
T31R (ya^Bii "i pni ; o"p3*D3yny3 ,yB»»D»3 
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., 
1R ,TOT3S» ynyoys iycsoypD".K lyo^ny: 
Tnyo',n3'3B yiyoys K ,iysy* ty3H3yoB»3R 
nyjvim 1«> ijnsyDc^ oiR pR ,D"V KHny9 
,P!»»D lis D3yx«na 90 IKD t"3iyo»o PR n^o 
po OD*«;n R Di«sry33'*R »k' TO iro^n 
D"31K ly"! 
•IjnsyDE'oiK wsmw 
P3«ny; y^»y*^  PR (yrayo »33KO nw: 
e*3 ^y3"p cn'R oyn ^RT ; "3 3*»n 0 3 ^ 
•"T oy m ,b*3 D^yc^nv ny3*>p .t*/)pp«taf 
•03y3"R DRii .jyoB^p i»3yiy,cnyD IKIKB IVJ 
pu jywyo |y:>n *n ?',yD»*p lya": r 
|"*K vi i»a»nw3 I>D .n3BDtf cysjnp'inyD 
n3»Di? |y3'ii>3 R pD ipp;yow D5R Jnij^ ccii nn) TIKB nam D^ D a^'DWR pa TK. 
D» PR (D'tfiwn PD ipiK^ib ^3K3B0'iR i»"t *»n ? DHKII ."n3Bbt? jynysyn x PK 
r:yo, IUDHT ,Tto>Jit*h ijn asij^b TinyH nx 
9BB1X V I " W -V <VhW PR bl3 y3b3 PK 1"! **» i»3y* i y n 1K( B'O b33»i: 
-3iRiixyj p»i PK B3it3Rn pB iBcsw ]R pnyii .pnJ>* 
W>M DKII tvfcro.-Jftfjn n itoswaw* iys jyny! n38bc jyoMiyj K IID »jfwyo 
imrcnw t*K i » b c m nyi?-cs:s" 
njn iia T'K cm TJ»3K ; trmjys nyp'niys .ito3D3y-npD r«»"i—nwai ly^i b'i* p'w 
PR i»5t338o *i» i»n raBJSPy *"« 1KB TD —noaan n—I«W9KD nyis^ oBjapj' in 
cnyi;K T* 1PP iv .cipDP j'o'o lynya'no pn 3»'V DRT uwayo^oKJp my* TRD DBW 
'•^IjiSsft D»i' oS»o iP»t ,Tin»>p'jJTy"t pB. HOTJUI on 
3P>TP i5J**»xuo iyviy?piy TO TJH"K I V T .onsn jnyn .aunKii ny»» .vsr 
bvy» .iransya yrban iy3»n nynnc TDK* '3R3 W I j-iip ; 33i*"inyD ->y»t .Ptfcrw 
pit cine3"T IRD nx-Ti* ^ B I * TO iy3«n "^y Tyiy^.pR .]yap* lyboso^io'iK yt 
-3"1 TK /lJRDt?lX R IV b3813y3 DRH DRT DJJT H«lKTnyb ^ 183 bPTll "ItjBpKB 1PC»!:8: 
Dinb3"i .»,yiy3 DKI nyr'R lysyn PK oiro IT* nssbP vn .lyeipp cm *I^ IR m oc"i 
uijn (yo' DRII ybayn pK D38o lyaisnya b«n -M0 y3"» bo^b^ys ,ba3«*ya »3yo K jyaW 
oiv iya3R*»3 "t JR .mypiyoK 338* nvin' -yn
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IJDBayp jymD n ;5KIRO jnyj»n R "IRQ -oyo *1 p* ttfyii >i oaRtoya T R jyp 
iv ^BDPO'R pM w ow .oajno'DC YD pnimya lyBBtrya |MMt ORP iyoejnp P3*D 
•?8DCJK npts n .«IBDBP TVOiR PR iyD?yn -yp mm ivoDVnp—"inir (ny* yoyy* H PK 
•"to'U ft tys^yn w iv y>\ .ynrvw |ytt Y ^ 3 w * PR o^ncayo ijn payn jw. 
PVIJK yayny»tnyB «T jy3"i oy ;JJ-)3V\ pJBiya njnjya^D T in 'YD ooip—jyoBo 
"^y^R iyjya tycaoyp DRP lyDDBcnyaiyp pR j w n j w r u nyt v * : napno iyi «m* 
•OVP YD nyaK .DORSUM i n pR I»?3*K .JPMTD PR TIWO JID iy3B'*RP3R3T*j yrosyo 
.p5*o R in* ,nyi)»y3 Tinjr iyei ;jnjm iyjipYKi'2Kn« yo^CEBttfytya yiyn 
unnyppry oaynp y'"3 8 IWBO.VOW? D38oyG"?STRD K D'O DX'DBW PR Dmcyi 
wiya oy MI yyoTR ivtaiR IPYPP'SIP PK DRII jonyayr K PR :JI3"D ys'toayay IR po 
nyiaiR y5R IR ,PR a w o p*o \\p iv T O .e3*D y^D o>j i « : >n»oj"P D«n o^yp H 
ISBB^ yp PR' lynya jyanBi iyatj'SRPWaiR imy3 jya"? BR« .ipcsyo yooamy tR ,03"p 
.Riic D»»VI Din tyay3 .saioan P ' K pK .jyay^R tRB nasDciif iPiyoya R iyEBc iy 
j i i T D t ? y 3» » 5 p—t*R K3ic "iyty*T jyo^anR ix 0*>n3wy5y3 yaoya H ip jy3*n 
Hl"P3t? - p J ' » > P H 3 B ^ 1 V |1R .jyOByip yDTP3R31« b'D TDRT 
- B b > ' a i R y T 3 y p 3 y i R M o ^S3 n3cno "iin n"*iR ^y3» T O D^IP oy 
•31 R ^ > ? 3 y 5 P K j n n ' D y D K T nv yyonR IR JV3**I T O :Ttoya ;paBTya B 
-DKI DR .1 y 3 y ^ 3 * n 3 y-» c 3 R 131H onyof oy .jy-iysR* y3'5Dy i'R o?"no 
vo jyo5y« R3ip "ijn I»R—nnor V)"$P po yoiifB "iyi p» Raic nypiBDc R jy3ypR 
•lysaoypys jyoRpy y?R iyonRT -»D»ynnB pR o>wp3R"iP ,IP*I"? aysymyo 
TaR*ip
 ftjn«5 .lyoinaTpD PB TyEBR n . -^Riirit PR yyoiw nytaiR iy3R .DTIO nya 
'i m*3 lya^n OTIO iy3*D"YnnB JIR b«n >r .P'OPBO'ya'oo'T n o»a oxi3»3 n .IPO 
en PR I0KD DR)I yoyi3winyB p« TOT^D jrunaiipa p« T3 jy« p'R *fk o»3 onya 
.nyooMpy IRD IIIDHP iyo*nj \mt> * b tR ,PR oBO i^tyT Tin ^pruman 
Tjnp rwuM iy5"nmv^'D DRI^ b'onjn yo»o po W.B» Dm lyrpROR DD'*TI D*3 
.IPBOIR jnjna»y3 *m PR jyTpiBo pR iyo .iy33iDDyo y3"! lyiyDyociv PR oayiBo 
"^n .pawl pR niyo \m*yo R T O jysso ima*tn« y o ^ j psyiy^onyB jyaijn T O 
rwoya IRB DBsoyp yyoiR p'R ORW D*O ~y3 p/oaoyp IB3B**RP3R3-I« ysaRo .jyas-x 
T- IRD vows K ,]yj)ia3Hy3 ycoRaijpy -y^iys^R ys^bBBf j w n o*o D"MPJRTP iys 
•no yom R pR jyaaiHnyo y^snijo ynyo jyBBoyp lyDBRtnyaiyp ytys^yi n ;33u 
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»1 IX D3.1PHP3 |M"l iVDBO '1 &»« ,PK 
•YSYDIU ww iwn «i tR ,]Pp)"i "i pR 
pa , « t»WO»P PD W&PM P«m IPnP! TD 
!P>mD uw pn an em PR jwwor TD 
1»Dt»W IpD&'tDlPO K PR OKI tK ,B'31tf3 
ipsopo KI MI ]PP3"i TD ,pn °'> •ns"' P* 
-»OTK jra*?msD» *1 IK .TPD^PD'D pR 
PTfri ,0'TVODH ,IPP*B—IPD'NIPWIP Pi3?p 
pK n w n r ,!Po:y^p in* DTP'RS ,P*X'3OR 
IP3P3 IPTBDPBRIB m .t'nspa Enni IP3P3;BB 
B ' D ipip 'np3w " I . JPSRSRDPI BD»VI ntfip 
-3"iT pD JPX3P13PD PE"DD'i>8'XBD '1 "PP1! 
IPIP*IDIX3IR piRDk? IVJ« I pR B"x T M H 
inPD tfR 01P»>1PD P$BD Dm. DR11 pDTPI 
PS PD3P1 W»Tcn!Sl>3 >1 1RD DPPSDP1 PM< 
-;ny»pj jp3»i " i .DWD3P3"K pR SBO'fiBP 
IPP ]Pn pK T^T'DIPO^R |P3"1 niDJO PR -y; DP3»>P K |"*R ]P3'1P D*mjPIP#D T> 
• : - _ ; • 
n n'iK DO 
• 
- % - " 
.ipovrpc 0'3 "1 a^ opcRn \ntt pR DD'IRIPD jw«i PH-DJR? 
SP3»3P0 riPODro J>13P n jw«, j^yjngpji DPBP w v i lP3«>Bnpi « 
IDC H ]P3«I .BTVDB- JWru PD BT»D DD'R | y 3 B n n» jO*33K3 PR r 'DRfcr 1RD1P1 " I . 
"» .P'XRpSnpx 1PI35R «PIK fppjtfa PBD3*X 
D>^miypa3lR PR D»P3'B3Plp331K tR ,!P3"X 
.IPPM1P2 "T .O'ORIB 3P>*1V DPn?nP3 JPIPU 
"P* DPX3R3 1P»T |PB"31R 13R11 IPft'3PO IR 
|P2'Wti IX D1R 313P3 IP3P»T\PD 0*3 1P3PP 1P3 
P3"?P P1P»» TO iPThl ^R1 JH3PDK'3R 
.ipajtf BIRD TP'M pR mTatP 
TO JPD1R1 1PC3P0 P3'DD3U1JII1 OH 
,P^33tR PR 13P*P IIK twn IR MPHporiPD 
roraf J»»*P ap^is 5STP3'R cinpn DKH 
>P'D T>R ,»rU10B' DD"31R P3*5tT3PD31R pR 
D3PK»3lfD p'R pD DRD l^HTl TPT TTl^K 1P3TP 
D.TK IPP IRt KIK J3l5l3«n PP>5RlR031R 
•RO h pD B»» "Un 1P3R J Jp3nV3-lP P*5R 
.DD»t?^P»P3 PV3R3 »1 D3nT3"lP JPD 
n«D WpnR ]R tK .B3RIP3 BRH ]Kp5«B83 
T?TB«3 BRH TP .IP3*B W H HMH DTP 
P18BP B'3 TT IPP PPB1R H TK ,D3"BP3 
B JUP3 B»3 BRH n T^K»*H ,IM3"1BI7JK 
npn ipspii |P3R» IPO IPP M5»t"Dn .B3R'ii n *«n .iPpnaRD PK |PD»3 H P K D P P ^ 
313P3 B*3 IP3RH DK11 **» JTD8n3PeOPD 1PX383 IS 31JP3 BTPj'llW b»3 ^«3 PR BDBt?^PIP3 
PBD3M»3 H »1MK pi3p5 DK11 *1 ; [POP IX 1XDMR WH'1KB Bi»l$ DP m .IPnpDEnPD 
"DPP P3WW JP3"! ,I»|"»B» PDr5PBP3 [IR ]TC. TPDBR H ; T1 JP33P WPT*<PW IPDR9 
I P ! PD [P3JU3HP3 PB^IDIPD H JP3P3 1PDB "^m
 (1PB»TP3»3 J W l P O ' i n p ^ pR flWnfe 
" p p n ^ - ' l DK1V1RD1P1 IPB'^P3 JP3RH P3 
D»D ipa»3 DP^XRMppBiripru'a P I P ^ T C B 
-311K BD1RU PP*3RB R 5«»fl .PP'J** >* N ^ « 
pR IPTP'BRB P K n n m o po .IDUHI D P I TPD 
]P0DP3 Dpi IB1 t«3»n IPD38^1PPSB' H 
]P3»T "1 J IPinp? PB?^ RD B^ D BBR1P33R T! 
1P3'R ]pn3PBfD1R pb 1PDBR pR P33^aPllE-
^"11 P« 4»1B3»P \»p B'3 IP3R.1 »t Pa^Pll 
.03P131R IRHB "T tR ,B*3 ptf.TB " t pD ID K 
.1P3H3H P0M13 PD^PIR 1RB 0'3 " t TK &*™ 
"R^'D H TO IP3B.1 B"l 1P1P13K 1P1 pD 
VP»P3 pR 1P3U B'DRIB H pD 1PCBR IP3 
1P1 pD IPEItKllDMR »1 ]P3'»I OKI .1P3P13 
IP3"! DK11 IPM1D pR TP3PO—B^P«1PD31R 
,03*30 P3P31RT1PD R pR [P1B11P3 DpDD'SiPp 
-31K PB3P>y ^111 ,IP13PBB'D1K P3^13PC pR 
"T PO^Pll JIB ,mi3P pR IPP'Bt? P3^TB83 
iPB13>B P3«3*'R COlp iPD*3P3 D?R11P3 IP3R.1 
•31R PR PP3K1? n iP3»l*DR1 J]P3'3P31PD 
3P>5lX DRU IPTPO^p pD 1V13*P—PD*>P>^ 3 
"»T IP3R.1 niTDt? P3^3P>P pR p»38iipiwn 
W' D"P3>^3PD |«p BRHP3 B'3 1P13'P PIP 
•»13PBP^«D K pR 1PB1PP 1P13UP3 K IP3R.1 
-Rp ITHPUU IW"» DK11 1PT3'P ; ^IRO 1P3 
IR'J^PI " I IX JP3HP1B .B"X •1P3>DJ"n 
PC0R3RPP TP^T *« 33B^ '11K-5R1K2 
1R11P3DM1R PK IPP31IPJ/BPD PK 
J»»3 
IPP'IB »5P*1KD WPK'O 
-IP3P5 IX D1R JPDMP1PD IPPB Piyi3R 0R11 
-?PIP3 H o n w i IP381TK H ]1C P3"R ' 
mix PK ur^R
 5 5R n «f op^n
 m V r 
BH 
' . . - , . . " - • • - - • 
, i 
' - W W i Djyons; bvp^ njn 32 
•fcrm "wo DpSBDin p«p a*a vjra iB28n "i 
ryiya byT no in ivjifp «i \\* ty3«i w 
DPKD Tin—lyjyonjJD 0*V13 R .IVOMPD'IK 
•^ PR OV 1R11 Jlfty JO' toW R PR |«5» 
p38n .lysyonye oms R lyiwiiya Q^yastya 
•yj |IR* Dytungnya jycjya I D R anon ID 
l^o y^y» p w y o yapTynynyD i»n«E 
•uonj'K -una ivwnttwv oyn VIK ntfiy 
IFSipya ywitD .O>DBTB nno I5»D itfyn 
•z?y iv n«2»3 PR DDV"I3 Tin iyay>nvtB 
wva nyis o y ^ t p yv:w lyrostiB. 
•yn pn B»van» Mtovrw *yn .P^RD JWJKJ 
03>i^ iy rytyj DRI TR ,PR 0"V "UHwn 
DDyi^ yj K jysBa iv [ijnya lya^yii nawvR 
,pD9Vjn ojn JIB D*: [yo'DipB jyo'n pR 
-"3-IK ya*n pp lyoow-nyD n pc i r u n w 
VIR r>8os? jya^yi DVT D*D jypip VD .iyo 
"IK yj^ T oSiijvya OBA Tya*yii ,[y3"*i on 
jysBpys ojnain PK ptf njam R Tyo»3 
,oyT vw m ,-in lya i^naBaam .jypatnp R 
yjya^R O»D D"3iKyjD»nR ?>>ifn nya^ im 
-icr it TyD"3iHD'n y:"T lyayaya PR nwa 
-yiaiRiiya YD .jyD'fiipB *i jw ?"HD jy:n 
•*6 138> w o t ? mravs lyD^n »» .oyn* ™ lie IKO'BKP lyDaajya^pn w e un 
•'cyaya oaypya D^RH DRII T3R5—I«JR in 
-iv »r D>BH iya iyn .ly^ayo ID R UTTD 
D'IK ]yvu yaaRo .]y3*naya iv oy D3*tf 
PR jypayo nruyriD po o»anR n ^ i nxo 
•two pR lypnawi yDa»ya3iR .ys^inyoya 
pK TTWP p.R lynno lyanaoyrya ysjRo 
TV y*WD'38D3iR pR Tyn« Di»ia ys^iyr 
DWI DnyniB p^yDi;Ro jyj^ T yniniR .nya 
{jruitw yj3R> Tyn«m« yiM^-n IVD^RH 
ya^ Sp ya^yw "i iv i^tfv IIR D»3IK -un « i 
U3»nv) R |»a*n DO jyjyp »t IR ^ixvsv 
jn .|p3oy;TyD D»D tyo"3iK 1*-R nu'syj 
"K yDf^ yoyi DH'ipnyc DRH TST iR^ RD. t'R 
D3-ny3 DRII Tin jrwuyoy y^ yaiKTiyD 
"«RJ w "tfy; n pyi^ R o*a PK nyo'^R yj"» 
*5»Di?3R ya'Dyno i^RH pR nipiv yjiny*^ 
,iyvp3R3 .n ;tyo*3 R iyD»ip w T» DIR ,iyo 
pn iy i^38n DRII ]yDJ8>ipyflc m pwtijn,. 
•iWipi jo»m |yo»n .DJWPK D^ D iy^unw . 
-iv v n p'Df iin»iiy; t'R lys^yit /noon 
o«n lysJyii oyi "iyn"R ,nyo"anR W»i ay»5 
DR11 jjnvDiy IR T^n D"aiRy3DMnR ^ M 
0R1 DD>nyD pR D"31R DTyD3»^ TyD DRH 
* * * 
• 
iy3M,n:« \v5w T O *R ,3'D^U PR Dy 
n .jysy? ps jyapBO n lynyoenyD lyoys 
•nyawtpjnw D3n DBO^RD osn DCRc^yryj 
PR ajronan IIE n& »T—nr vm* jys 
DKT . \ T R oynKC DRU janys R [ID—ryw 
i'R 33nyon pn pynv "tin IH -WW yDf»8 
•oyns i n iRD oyou nnyo DRH« tyoRc is 
;|3»: iyniK3K D3"fi oipi "jy^jya 5nijK iyo 
pnyii «n«T 3;ny:yT pn DSBO n„ : ^»5oyj 
*IRD oyou Inyo DRII iyD»p « Din3yi\y«« 
3*IK ."lycjya yoD3«iic pR y o D a ^ n 
-3» i m s iyiyDB1 oy» «i»-uy3 iy»'3 lyum 
ly^asi DRII n pD lynifnoyo n ]y38i«? 
•KJ lyj'U »3?y« ,onyniCDpyDi3Ra pc iyo nam R pn oy ayn IBI .DjysyonyD yoM-u IR 
W ^ R n po ]yo»n iv iy3;iRiivya V5I»D .a?jni ijn IRD 
B3»i5nBV R !RIKD PR oyi rm pR .]yi»TB -3^>K PR DTiD3yv:RP D3yayDTyD V&VM 
"iK paj^sw |"P IRrtDDRii
 fw?wyD yo8?P -»yT IRB. IU P'J i ^ i y p |y^«i i:yn vtiy* 
ffft;B3 j 3 ' n n DiiR T> i jmm ^ ; o " 3 iyvny3 DR» H IRD ipw nia .DQBOytyj 
pn»a m y n jyjn<»naTyD iriR |»an* ,iv 
75 » |yDMn nyiR jyaipya «i ?«n ,D'cyo 
iPv-oya^R iyn jui p^a R" lysiBiiyiiv jyaip 
ia 'M PR r^na 
'i pn lyDniya R J«R iy3«i yovy^ n 
nma y5« D'a lyctyn *n JJ^R pn yoD3-.y 
"3*x iiR y^B^vsD yo^nDnpc n jyoHjnitfDnK 
i^opviJp u»)"i »>r .iy)3U3nya ySynoon 
-ysaiR 5yo jyaj'na Djy3ysTyt yoma .«n 
nwnya j n y n pR lynR^ya »t j>»i»«Day-i 
«. .03BD jnynnyaaiR iv DDI? ys'yaitro R 
DRII T5ip. ,D3»iy3.'n ,PR iy3yoTyD on-u 
h iyo"i3»R 5»ii PR irufiiya yairo PR 
oayayoiyo yoma pu lyvnya n ."o^yn 
po w j y - u n Tya i^R ^yD^iiv' in* \vi"i 
.rvm pR icn^ ^ m * a po










jyaSmi TyoaiR .oayanaR iyivepy5sp cyn 
l»;"t neona'R njniP pR .jytyaTK »> 
istfyoi? DKU (iponK3D*w) w a n R ' ;RIRD 
DnmiBwyfiuiw n IIH lyaanyiRD yattw 
I ' n am PR 33»*iyD IB"* ^»3 frlpDDS !V3'3 
.oayanaR cm pM nsiy o&«n D»n TB .ca 
s ->BD pQtnP Djjmn'sK eyi no D5n n 
-warn D»3 m$t> iyo jttffWo DRI—mou»o 
r i«a ">y3* .WKWB jyiyn •* y D a t « iyt> 
y:*yva"R a»* .nyayn iya"oc* jyayo D»TIV 
-w jyn nyi» aattfnyB RIR tya^niya oyavfl 
.pnn»DOMK oy jyayp nyo"3 
p p o«n ryiya DKT .lyoptnoatp ya^vytya 
newyouieo K tyaamv w ,*e>o* ,D'3 earn 
» D*3 im* INJHO iv "wi*yiK IR im* Tin 
e^.jyi 'n coayonjR n -i«t yoniya H t«no 
.->ya»3TR jya'Dcyrya *iyi« ly^yociv lyayii 
D*J',f9HT|pD nWBT ,PR TlTilK'QpyDIJKS TyT 
-*a K jya'ccyrya imR iy^yonvas anno 
,"1BD"3TB yonw nyis w a T R STRV yen 
-py?«P cm lyancnyoaiK |«JM avn iy can 
lim TK:*T ,Tyt}»3iK ;»P . o w n * IVIVD 
-•ncnynaw csn i * w pn pa iyoa»y3 nm 
^pftytyi ,anno BO t*n .oayanaR oyi iya 
niya R pR lyo^aiK iv ,E">8-tsa nytB 
TrniCDpyciaRa lyaniya R IRB ny.iB P'laKD 
1 vyo &>a t*R oayonaR wapy^BP iyi 
ORJTM ynaycntsc' «tW jypniv iBoaw JR 
no -lyaaya Tya5yv3"R i"P iya* ,tyWXtti 
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pT3"» v n a Din jyttt^iyc DRII nyo^snR ]IR 
BTmitPDpyDiaRo .03VB»i3» Din naiy a%a 
-»n iyo"aiR jm iya»^my3 iv E)ayn R tyaifn 
•jiaanya inyoys iwaK i^PD iv o a n R tvs 
•^R Djn jyaya m>ay IR X I Q ^ O nyn g> iya 
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•noona'K JDMIM K TPIB 13VJP3 ipyjw K 
.13K> IVV3K3 |'K 
-3*3 DoaponaK yipn lpa*'i pn»pn pK 
-pacca-m pK IPO 'OIK n IKD ptfa i3pi 
-»im»Q3iK iyiyii "t 1PD«3 oaypyii PK iy3 
"MP^Pn iy3B D»p3^pv» i ih pK ;]P3 
DK1 P3P3H ipvaw cm pK tnn'DWa-in 
-3^K un.pc jp^"nD n p« TJMK tf'BK .DD^H 
nJ'nreri oBn oaponsK npn vaSvuVnoBn 
PD DMVlPtS IPDP31B H . I P D B S B W K o*a 
1P3R MtK P'1iap5D*3 JP1PH 03P0'13K DPI 
DPCVB paftrn"* TK .'IDDVUK iin p« OJPP 
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C D3PPD b$8 D38-M3P3 iPTjni #& >D 1POHP3 
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?1W DPI JP3VD ipn« JPDP'to l*K D«np3 
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'P'DtK wnn^D H PD KT^K ipnpt TO 
-3JP J'K DT'TB POTT^K3-I« P^ K pK !K ,1^^ 
-3R.JWDMtfiP P3JHP'^ 1PD IPTDDUPP 138? 
"'DDMPP »»t .1P3P:CD»31K H CO C03POH 
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lis fcHpoDB pK y»!38P3 yiy"? PB jpaipD 
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yiyn iPDP»5tr ya^mi ,DIPIVJDPPB^KO n 
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DWl DTPORP" -BRP pK TPBKP p'R IPBD3'3 
21) *«PD Ttfpapr njn .pa TJWJBH jpanp 
TRSRT K DTPsynya tPopp3 ( w i n TR^RI 
.in** K TP3'R TK^Rl K T,R3 pK 
i t D»3"IK *i »n«T pyte po e x pR 
pK Ty»"3iK P5R IPCMIY yx \rw\ o5^no 
-ptna I»K 09 *ii o»« MIR IMK imv i 
.irsvfiwynT car v^3»o pit C»D 
•yoya-tfc y o yoD3'D3Mi n IWM o«n 
D»nn n pa 03yanaH oy"3 am PR tpjavi 
,DTMO ^y™ y5R pR tyo"ir yiyne wow 
H TRD V^P'1CMR31R p i r V* W? • DRM 
DRT ,ty3y3iy iyo ira .OJRPD pa*5oy ycvy? 
m 
iyo^ TyBK "3 Dvyspnays cv- inyJ H o-,pi-
PK jyowijo 4 vovny H IRD (yoyis [in 
~>y n IRB nu onys'cRipy pK DTP3R3'I -,KS 
; 5 D'O I« D338D iy3iy^ R .iPDRJKO 3 PSP 
-yaR ipanp yynjfi IPT 1W3 .^ RM K -\Kty 
-«T 3>RH R PK DPP! DiPDplB PK D1K0"T 
"i Ipanp onK jytJBJRD 'Mix PR PR .ins 
-*v DTp3*DRipy im enwsan .TR^RT K ^ 
iKt-Ri 6 pnnp5 ps iyD«3R0 » n n i«3 ;H 
po p n R iptayaK' JPORJRO ivin pK ^»n K 
-3R P?R 1KB ODBC DRT .IR^ip JP35W1 K 
KMTM1 DIOO'O JPDM1P3 R T n t 3 pK*1P33l(E 
DHRa^TPBR TRD 3^Rn K ]*.R TR^Rl ]P3PM-
TKD 2$m R PR TR>RT DPPT pK DIPDina |1K 
" I Ml Djn3R3 .OTyS'ORIpP PR DTP3R3M 
-y'T .T»'TD pK iyOK3RO 6 D'^IKPaSR [P3RH 
oyn oyaR3 H " 3 iPDBiifSR ptfjro o5n »i 
,DTP3TP> o ' o Tyfiyc p i y n J P ^ B W S R PPT. 
IP3yn 0*31030 P^K IPDRC38 'HMK |P5pll pit. 
.P3RTD TPIPM 
H P R pt faw w n a p t a r H po TP3»K 
•RD TJTlp* DRT ,tPMP3 PR lyByS* DT13 D"i111 
]PO"3 W D3PT DRT DKHP3 Dttn "1PTM7UPPD1J 
MIR*JK» pR T l '*3 DP0D»D DD"31K n 
.^Rl) 1MR P'DP PD ,D?RMP3 DR.T iy Ml DE1J 
t33y?D .D"3TR P'DC *1MR ^RM pfi pM D"31K 
^ t fV 'D n DRT JP03R13R 5n«e8 DH'R 1*1 
BKf pR.03y^D ,0"3TK 313P3 E}»1TR 0'3 !P3'J 
"80 .0"3-lR p»Br IPTPM t3T.TDy33"K i"^3 
,pniP3 3 C O IRPD |PO*0 pH V* TP DKTI TpS 
MV lltfV'D H IP38D D"3TR p'OtC " 3 CK" 
1RM pnn'D3"R 1P1M1 IP DJltfD ,T^p3 5p'C 
"P3 pDTPT IP3RH ORM y3'V3"K *1 .D"31K 
TPT ,V^I '*0 *1 l ^ W i ,V*TBK3 ,IP3"I IPD*^ 
TP1 .5j»»H JPIPH BR bD»e> WPD-T3R TV"J 
IPD"3 IV D»3 D3PT | f l P D i p TPTICOPPCUKS 
BP1"D ,BRP pM pK D"3TK pD DPDD'D " 
-18D J1D OnPDB'pa DR11 .TTR83 WjmjT) IP" 
,tK»"R'DRDOR PR |*»3V TPT pD TPHJICr 
PT3P3"VTP3M< «|MK ]P3M?TP D.TR DP DP" 
-P3 P»3 H |ID DP31B TyOD3'D3Ml TPT 
Dyi PD. 8 I3P31B 5yD'M1V \hlf PR 1PD3"' 
331VP3K3TB n 1P3PM DTJTl &RH fiSSO^» i 
3^1H ;iP3«MC DVT D R ^ 3 R .TyBP^ '1 !'= I 
-
• 
•.nypwi w y o i B i w*vi? "in 
o-o 5y3«iD lyo'vu OKnys ypKO DBH prar 
tD-niropyBi3KO ' D m i n i ^ r a ya»a«K 
JKOORP n i« iyDB&*y;3B VI iya*n o*m 
Tyiyn 'tarn ovy* .IRS»'R'DBOR ajyotw 
-yaiBaiK yaSym » | IKD IJTV'OD'W epaiB 
.BBSIPIV iyi PR lyaannRBiy ywiya 
-JK tan pH DpjiB l y j nya'ss*" K ^((j * 
Jin yasiB iyi o'o pfno IV ovn Dajnan 
ijni .won TO .Tyayp n PK "DycnyBgoD-
I*R oy iyDsii ay»5nt jyay^B iyD"3iK n 
,BKP K pK D"31K *ttn pB jyBBOD yaBniR 
K D£R ijny» oayamiya T'^a DKI O«0B 
*1 PR oare'TaH Din po aawniys mimt? 
Dpyoy: B^DBOBDMR imjni jyay^B -yo^iR 
CRN ojn ayMv ntf3 -iia'.DSRcn yiy»r ps 
DJJ 0"3 DP31B iy"3 i n .oBBtsoya Tjraip «1 
•JIK IK DR1 P'K BVPD PR ,|yV3K3 I'H D1K 
24 pa nyram IRB O"3->R PB aaisyisiyo 
Trtl DiysjniyD-u^ iyv3Ra p« *BT ma ia r^ 
PK oy *«n YBKI ."pnyBRoo,, « IRB m 
n«n D"V nyvmp KIN PK DKT ,i^3po nhyt 
« lyjHTpya tvj ^«a ?BB cyi lis ftW'n 
- D»P3^3yo n Djtnya DO IVJ BBH PK jyo^i 
m m .iy3iiBW"R PK jysinytjjiK *v oy 
w Bin jysyn "»naya K OBH DKII *y3*v3"K 
,ii»yt*> p« -[ft* 5n»OK JUOID "oyrnyaKDD,. 
«5im Htfug n DHII iyo"P3'iyW Vi PR 
-«n omyonaR ywD&y^ BP lyoaiR ftaum 
lyvppsM aa'ia itfyw ,yt m"O0MB PK ;y3 
.DP31B oy"3 lutyn PB D 'woam n 
p'K eayo'TaK ny*»a nyn B ITD iyo"H 
JIK oiyany^ jpay» DPDD'D ytai«yty;DDyB R 
Diia tt«nw *i PR .""no PR iyo"3iR y"3 
liK D*\y3ny^  5y»B v y i I ^ IR proii* lyaytr 
1X3»i1K t31CB »pl *M*tf 0yD83 y3)KO IK^ 
"i ivo^a « pR ^yS»»o y»3 yfcnB iBonya 
.o»v yoD'OB-yssiR iR 1KB Diyaiy? D5K 
D"3IR n DMK T ' iy3Ty^  v J i * « yiyn 
; i D>o " t iinnipjBP Dyia«3 pK 5ya»' raKa 
"181 iyt3"31R DRU BRf PB iy3»iyt3»'31R 
•"OIJTB iv OIK .D"X ya3K^  raR3 K pMr |yo 
7 1 * iyM3 i m t3o*t5E»ya ^ya'R iyry»i jyi 
my* tysim o$n yo^iya oayo 
* 
]yBB>iyo pw"i DRii m r *'nv n ^ m 
DTypiK" DY.3 o^nn H o«n ,1913 Dan 
oy .iyD"v ysjny'Bnys osRtayasnn HT3V 
DiKi'D jnyoy3 .jyo^v ys^ViinB jynya jys'M 
D'D ayo tanyow pK lyoDay-nyB TWO D*O 
D^K iy*3K3 iy i T"i .lyDDaynys a*;yn 
jy3"I DR11 ^ 1 ^ 0 1 PB ]B'3V H V* O^ H 
-KB yny»t IRB iyr»R \vt ^n^av \v:#ovm 
Tnyo K D*O jyo^Knya ,1913 pK-.pwnjn 
!'R oy -D"paDyB pK o*»p3'3"K lyamMi 
-yc IKP^R'aBBK »i pc y^ y*B PR DKI ,m« 
•n jyaKipya iyaw>*i ^ i " o n IKH ,iys 
-yr ya'-ia^R n J*R *n lyaaiTyoysnyB y3^yt 
-yaa« DO JBOV iy i i« i>t »T iya»n ,iys 
-ysD i^iK lyssn "T ,t33Riya nyoy3 ; pDRte 
"J jya'M |B1 D3-T pK 1913 pK ^y^3»3 \yo\i 
iy2B-i PR iyo"ii nyi pfi lynyDC iy3*J3ya 
-iyB Diysoyo wai* o5* jyos^B j n y t 
.oa'Dy^sa 
Dy"3 R nys'K r^ K 1915 PDIBD iyo6 njn 
, iyT lycnw DWD'*UR IK lyitfiiya jyoB^ya 
D"UniPDWB13»« D3jraiB3 IRDORP J1R 1B*31» 
r,B3 .nnB^MIV yDDpya n 1KB JRK">R'DBDK ^ 
jyanvya ^n wzw OR« iyv;jnyB38P y:a«^ 
lyoipya v^isy «l iya»» .jyoRaBO 4 iy3*R 
•Bn DRH ^y^ayp?B« n IiR o3yo^yoyD R IV 
"IB" oyi HMR jya^Y iv lyasRByasB T* iya 
. i rWW tf131R11S?iyB iyV3833'K \V3"1 WRI 
-IK Dnu t3".n« n p.B eayonsK i y a "an 
jyopaia »"3 y5y*B T * I'R o5Rnt33y nyo»a 
-»K -iyt3P3iB ya^K FoiytaysnyB yJyn m 
1KB iyD3>nya ya'03'ii myt jya^r " t pB ys'3 
nynytatriBB yn'R ys^y» IRB .IB^V u n 
-3BP ' i BRM ,D*'V iyv3Ka i n T"i iya*n . 
D'o OBBsypys' ,iya3K3y33B |y3"T lyvayiyo 
OP31B (yocny cm PR V^a .jyoBjnp. yJ« 
lyiB^ya oa^nyo »'K taayo>naR n y o om-ps 
»a irHftuu lyaaKaya TR CRII IP^RVB R 
.DWonan jyo5R oyi pa iy3"icnyo3iR cyi 
i u oRt inB5p tavy DD»Di?y3 BP31B iyty«i 
b«n« PR ">yinyi38 no Diyiit?opyBi3Ro 
oiysoira iynyn ',v oa'Diinys iP3"t onij 
DBH ta"n3ya3K3iyB *i .IK&»'K'DBDR i n PR 
-UST3PyBl3RD y^'B OR! OJaDP^ W I«'3V i n 
D3Kir"R^ OBDR pR |"Tll Tl ty*3\Dt? Din 
41 -
pR jiaipn ijnnaitya K iy-m*BJ»R o n n w ; 
-IVD JRPB* i in D«II aH3yt"ii;»j
 r ^ o P P P 
W. '^w- . iV t fw : .£$ ny 5ynpn JIK 0 3 « O 
sjy'pR oy Don jyo 
- « > ^ : : 
V« 3«n ,1914 ,iMonjn jyo21 cyi 
|injP IV D'B'OWSW B pD J'OIBD B Dp'8?ya 
• - ^ nay Dor«m1.-**My-rK Wonn tvo " * ' ™ * ™ * 2 * "u > u '*y * * Vj 
-
5* 
"DPDDBW IK DKtt *i'*uya im»tfP |»P DR71 
nwiavn jnyn pR > R "»D'$'3>B?„ "unw' 
t w o yo5»i D3yajrtpj3»-,K ,5wtf ,iiny» 
,jy3yonyD B ."oyoDit^  ]fe D5B DPDJTI PR 
imm oy ma* ( a w i r3«3 PR cyatoi) 
.MDWD-on yaya**:uu 03yainya3"nR o'j 
y?iDno*um ya^iny PR ^ a*a iycio'DD3BP 
xrm PR) ,10 oaR^ys jyo jyn .jysBi 
b*3 Tyo^naia Tya'Dfctfyam p»P |yo »nin 
jyo iyp Dpojn pK DTytra Jt)>K IK (p'l 
DBoyoo bw PB w w o a ^ ^ m D>J # * • ^ : ^ 
iv -vnr PR .JWWTW |*M pn p» o**n 
Tp TO DRII o^yioyo yop'pyaPntY n 
TR ,oa»YWR TO iya"t jyotomy 
rat*a jtfiwa o*3 lya^i iinyoyTpyo yaai 
011(0 B PR D*B»D»&I3 B * fltf "3 iy: 
K oyiy ODD nyiB pvnjro yovoayoi 
PK iyiyoyTpyD yayinRciy ya38o .np» 
o n lyaMvys 5y3K> tf'ER lyaBfi'oiyotowia 
0B71 DBll ^«I K PR O'WUtfyS.H IB ,DtfC 
jynya nya* jya"! " ' ;WTTO,X B'o WHO IV 




\"i« D3B"io jyo P*3B^ yaf-yn o»o ipn'naya, 
•ay;"B JB D*B aauyam pK o iypo yo^K *-. 
I'H tJW BVi#aa'« Oflby»D o m n p« ctno 
PR i»D tva»n iny5»nyD y tyn ay*Mv .[yvasa 
.jyaioya &K>& yasBo tie D0'cD3y?ya n 
o^nycya o^r I K ^ B I i symo ni*o T»P !8 :N 
. , . ^
 B
" 
oyi ,yajm n a m R P B o^oay^ya B 
B PD i3BDsnv iy5yx;B3'E 





•^3 >n tR .jyiMiyaD'nB v* OB«I iynaB3 
lyoSKnosy iy?RPB^ yooyT3 yiyniR po Tya 
a n jya^v ly^Bt DRII jyanayan t"p o»a 
|ya"X nya*a H DRII r>8 .jyiyonyD D'^RPB> 
DMR oJnBX pR o^Riny >RPB? TJH TR ,I»R 
yiyn3R .a* T t o?yoc Dy5y»DMi pR n5ya 
*p'Dy33"R , T P O ^ 3 T I D ,u*'m ,Dinp;y3"R 
.DBoyoD oayoDyoR pM Din,,iyaBT yoo 
D»a "twKBjn c y p . .ni^a'a IBCIO^DDJBP 
vw>'\Q?tf'V pR iya H »a I J H B n B ^ a y * 
.C3"xy3 a>a nya'a H P B lyiyii DyjRBoBP 
I R E pnifiiya efci$vyao»w P R OKII n^ya *1 • 
0P3W "iyao n ^ n unya omoaya^R i y i y n 
"cn^oDBE. iy^B"TyD-)Rp.iRQ nwmn m 
;a nyo'v K po lo'D. |»>p 
yoiD yoanawyc- ,1 
,D6y»yj DVT pB ^ RD^BRP 
9i DR^  P R 
^ 
^PD 
inyo P R oy \\» 
I" D I P iyo IR ,jya"v ft iva'a n P B BO'3 
PWH i f i y^Enoiyn oDRtnyD nRvn nyWH IRD 
Kji<n DRV. .iJ»3B! 
m n TmB. JP jyo own yWye ya^yxa»R jwfcav pR 
•MHiBMiBBBBBl 
• • • • • 
.nypiyii B:J;D-ISJ CV*: mi 
H 4PDDKD J'R Smn»' ; 1 1«3 »3"K *KP 
I?MD .B»B iu'p [R'3P DnypiRH D-iu 0»m> 
•DID »1p» yj"K D^K imjni D:ji3jrnpD tsari 
oijn 62 ?Rptp DK11 .DPttTOVP "iy"3 w i 
DTymrBpymaRo y*iy*n pa puippiDDniK 
T>3 K Tnt ,-iyBB* jranw jnw .P'noo K fn* 
OJB'JI1 IvniD n |ys»»v noanmrMtnirwo --^ ph&fnf fij'jp njn n«c jyn nnayo'H 
;-x ODRTP R D>K ,5R3«iryr»yB3n< *ffww lie -jro
 ] y n ; n m»r:iK pn- T J » » 3 W yovt*3Ra 
lPt3«*W Dim y>R :ID w e - y a R pR I»TO tnjniPDpycuKD . i n t e r n a ^ n m »n jys 
.PIR* V3 pRHOOVER tnii D«mi njn pR ^ 
;DVfrun 
v.'Dipyipy i n pc 33*0*0 ly^yajn K »a 
,62 *RpR> |*m» DWHJN onu mmt TWHP 
iyO»y33R I'R ,t?0TR3 jyDl9 Dyi JKO'nD 
: wvtfstin jroytfso in»»y> 
ypuTWirn tjDKncyaw p« anjyonyj 
-yjyo iy)3iR po D'*aiK ya'piywwiK pR 
IPVjjnyDJBP n "3 ,TKC .D.•irni-o ,iys?n 
-DHP„ Tin ona o:yoH3K cyi iy«3ya jyayn 
,l«p"K,Di(DK DiinwDpyDiaKD wyonw IKD 
PR propjinju K iv (TWDW jyaRfl yaJim 
D3yD5yoyD |ya*njyn 
I?pmwDMR vfoayw lvow5rya oy "T 
!?D03'3*R J1K 3313IPTy3R yODDy'D TJ»I31K 
•»H lyum pR ,IBB» .B.iwnywo iv P3«T 
•cano |IK lyovipnm p'i pK tyanSa inyo 
[ ( b « r * ninsa 
&?** . ' . « J .» -nmp ivmpytpy 
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-*>n 
«T B'D TyO^aiK jny'V ^83 BP'aiRj JJO'a 
D3y0183 [RDORP 'T [Pll JIM IVJ'H'DyjM^K 
-*.V3« D»9<WU"K ]y=tp o-,nii?Dpyci3K5 
"*? pD y5yn iy3y3iV3«3 ;IR ^yo"3^R jny 
5"ii ,i«nt3y3 DRT »i iyaijn ,iy33njnitD riy 
jyasn wi TK 3^13 r3«3 oownys jyaip *u 
^33Rt! iyD"31K yOT!'3R3"iR |R D'D llfjID IV 
-iv«nyD lysyp'iyo^a-iH Wi.D«n« n DRI 
nRE coyD |ynyo» PR yaayi jnmn |p3n 
ftpp iin pc yoaRya n .:w:nin*D jny»r 
BPKD ,D»PDDyE El'D D^m3Rny3 (yaw DW1 
JID inv». "iiv vow$ n R^D ^3iy3y pit 
lysy^Tiye ,|R»3ivnyn pD 33ie^»inyD -urn 
~iy cyn IRD onyip ojn po 5"nD jyo»ru R 
n D*o.iy33i>n38n-iyD H pD DI^I? lya'na^ijc 
•sttya ^31(1^3^03^ n .DTinirDpyDUKa 
-W ww "a jyoijiDiyD lynys |y>n vo 
jny»T pR oy^ K tvnosu iiaip PR J*3inyD 
jyoip iv PR W J V H iyv»Bva 'iv tyoDjnp 
'^ya n o*o D'ruyosnyD n ^ i B K IY 
.o»na 
-3yn»5a K pR tsvy i n »3'cya W*3)'-n 
-vs pw pRiT D3yo^yoyo -un ,T3*DCMV IVT 
•a* n .lytasts^Ty-i yD3ya'»vy30^R basna 
-»5 p* pnR twjn lyoiP nyiyc y3p3KDtrya 
DjyoBHa l f S | Bl'lR ^"D R 
ijjnK na |V3"t ys^ni D3JJDD»3 you n m ,I&VW»JH D*SS ^HTyjjwn-ijn 
c"x yo i^jia H 1KB |yVjm p'D» « Diyo 20 -IND D'i'KpK^  n i>( ftrwiyj BD^PIJJD 
-3"K in i^nyu-iyD tw jy^et unyojnpyb ^Kpe^  .jyiyn K $I.BO n^a lyowsp 
Vyjtf lyoMpnyDMK nyan «»jy^yn w* -DiyDBBa ytjri pu PHDD H jyowcix 
cm i^ ayii oy-.J Jya .-lyrvno m t»na pnyiy^p H smiey nm Biyanyo n w 









. 1 9 1 5 , * n i H 
n PR irD<wram n PR *»D<MN> D»T im TIVVTDDVWK po Dy»stBp;RrB PCDD^BD 
..WhVBSTTI pB B"OP«19 wn*K 
;-^ pJ»nVB 'DWP3 tfjPMWD n 'R ,5BD>BBP 
to l«p D»: **» jys'M Djn n n .juo 
iyctf33»o DDRID n irntjn ;«•»s;-:w;-s 
H tm*w« pR iy:»*^D m y ? BsvoftpDnye 
tVDDKP U^D'ODSySP^  »^'D .p^B pD OMH 
-)?—B'VJ^9 i m ." : ap5iv - w n o D3"n 
•iy3« /WOUM PB—'TBDVW*K po IB»*BP3R3 
I 
DO'fiy'wa H pc "no ojn lyaioysoMR e«n |i& MID* tn t jn i *un D*'3IR DOO^D n |<B 
jyjyp ivpnaBB yivoB-iyB««p vm"H DK» 
*«p DBIV,*,M IUPMIV 0"p3-3"K nv*-nK„ 
ivaip cnuac n iitfjm flwn»3 ;s'XB-iya» 
-BIS B OBH ."oo-Bysya mri3K yaynyenyD 
-P3 iB j^rn «t« .oTnj^pv i«nya yo3y3*o 
-KO n 0>0 P31H1P38P Tin pD jjnwi Q"TB 
DIBDO »yr»K'iJD»Ji v&vn Diyri^opPDU 
."p^niB ni* epjnn £Tino jPOMpTyo pK 
,iy3»> ttlfe °JH TRD |yT»D'JR DK11 H 
cm TBC jyp^ T3KB y^'oBiyawsP ysyj'-B IK 
IB PR 01BDD WVDDIBBjn '1 pS D'Dy3y3 
OTJJ$"0«T >1 TBD .^ B&3»B nyD3JI3"Sy3DMB 
"*T *1, .|K3""IID 5yuB n«s pit? oy D>»M 
O » P W wSiflV Dnya^ p-nBDD njn« ,Diy^»D 
jnKBii yossoya ysys'-R JT«PM [PDMPTPB 
BT12 C-:- i"P pK OIPs-DDBP SUftWiR w 
-pycwRo n.pn nmps ip o TBD wa«n CM 
-iropPB«BD n IB .tuitiyr \vo. jyymvo 
• m R pB 33 po D'DBTB B T» jpSyos? D-iyi 
-TBB « | DKII iriBBii Tyr »IMR osyxBTa 5yo 
DID B IK m ,DD"n D«>; D-IBOD H « IPB'lp 
.TJOn-D'Dina V3^yV3"B 
n Dnyn jmnB' "wtep'imwtf n HBD 
•pyD13B0 !PB"1« J313P'iy3 D3B>VBP3B3-)B 
DV'K -TyDjn3 )^ M D'J'DH 3^D Diympo 
D3i«DnBayn n »« ,IB5B B jyayi) IM onyn 
iyo"3™ pB iv3^"mitB V' |y>»» DIBDD 
.IVDB^BBBP nih"5p iy»nB 
pn«« 1*3,, n pK iyny3 t'K DBSBD lyovitf 
pB jyBB Diyii oy IB» ,5yp'onB |M "DD"D 
•IB^B BIB jy»n Dnjnw v5»" i 
-yiiya B IB t)W3 oy3>*3 0113 ^BYI »I pB 
•pyB)3BO D1U *im 1 .3J13*3"BiyB nKB 3 
i n tyvAsKriy no iinyn'onniD PB Dimiiro 
,onyD>DDBP iiB DnyB: y3^nny3m iy3ys 
"BP 3MB ?|j , 0 1 ^ DW D3"$ BI^B lyo DD1P 
Dy PB ,Dni3.-'BTI 1BD DU PR IB'VBiyBB 
"P3 pB .D1B0D D3ySD1»Bjn"1BD 013 ^MR 
ijnn'Dflta'Hi tB ,|yo op3"i lyp'ip yoMi 
PR D1BDD D3yOD1Bfijn H lytTMlV |B^B RtR 
.D"¥ PD yaBiD i ^ H 
1BT "WO |yD"« .ansyrn T31R pjen'ni 
IB -PB yirpR yM'D«nya«BP H IS»3B> MI 
iinB>w on*Hya PR ,B"DPBTB VH PR M 
• • DD'Tpnyo -ttni!?DpyDi;B2 R DBII 
.$6.66 iy D3j»«TiyD .IB^BI 20 nBE onijDD pRjtWWiMir DB»m ^ '.-unsyJ miruB jni 
yD3«opi y3y3»R iy3Bn lyfw DIBOD n jyn -B y^BBBP «1 inn*Div3in .jypnp nyo»3iB 
yoiD «IK o-o lyooBP »t ey t»yii ,mKn« D^nye oy DKII T*H ,35>*mtf B'D pyn»H mpo 
Cyi IPCMP1PB IP3yp ]Vtyl\ *M JIB Ty3'V3 SI PD DD»3 iyT ,5«t3»BBP 1WBM3 iyT 
•JRHDMR pB ippna yD3'oyoy3 iv 5yp»onB w D"P3«nyB *T PR 33icny3iyo3iR DDDyB-
D13R3. H D'o r3in)P3BP **i lyo fl pM PR D"P3'n» ,DDyrp3 DRI iinn^B 
>»o*i IMR niwio lyDMpTPD nfyn n iy3« .sn? m ft>DR |jm"i nya^siR 
IX n3BDC$'R T^B DRM nyB'PiBDD imp* 
*31R ,1*h»DRJ .PIRBIV y3V3»R P3"» JV3H5 
"VfttOb BDU pB iyi3yDBT31R y3*DD3*3 iyo 
pBiya^'a jjfDMpnyD'mBRii H jyp ,o;yo 
D'CBia npiyn .D'EB-ta nnya |R3«n 
B IP JVM iy3P^P |Wt D33»1P33W 
.D*ynirDPpfii3R!: pfi JHRBM jytMp WTOT 
1P3BD |yP •lyB'PlBDD TWfrW^K ]B 3MR 
-y33B MD yD'DBys n pD DVV PB »"p3*nyB 
-y^ y33B DSB'VBPSBSIB 1MB jyipii oyi3Pn 
-pyD13B3 H D'D iy33^138myD pB lyD"!13y3 
3MB MtR IMC 1P3B" yCDBP3 H .DTpniE'D 
,';ypn»inp D»3 IPP jys PB IBTO iy 5y»"Dix 
-iyB ijnBiyp3»n oa^-nw* iitfRr *»i tB 
•3»K ccDyrys yn'DBtyeifBP D*D IM jyeny3 




.iyp-1811 oaymw D*T^ njn 42 
.VHO I ' W M D'tf DO PH !"TB 0D8P DM* 
•P3PJJ« DTjm Djrpn»B PE»>33P n *PW 
'K t>3"V DKU D'CD3p5p3 TjWDDn 8 Jp3 
'-np^pTP pK [PD 'v t fWK p3n3PUOM3 j»^» 
-D3P*P3 KTK um > V I D JPD2 cjn pK jp33n 
',?KPltf DPT TKD D3KOW 3'D3*T DTPH D'» 
*P3 W D1K JP3'1T3P3 TPDD'K 6VK IPO \VP 
"3"K jnUDpit? >1 110 D " M W T J H IP?"11 
D P^DB* U?0 |Vn $»•« -P3K3D*1K pK PC.TKS 
DK11 ."DDPDDK,, »T pD IVTVD'K »T ppllK 
,Tfflfl 3JSD38 pK D^PDBWSK **» I»3*1 
DJH pD PO.TK33"K n IV D3P3PT IPO pK 
DPT PD TPD31TK IPO D3P3PT WT pK TH8» 
DPT VD 1P3K3DMK *T PT"3 H pB 3^.T ^D 
DD«n DK11 D3P*p3 8 38 V* »5»B r ,TW 
OBIT DKT .TflK' PT3P DW "DDPDDK„ >T— 
."TpClTpS' PK DQPDDK n PD P3KTB 8„ ,'PO 
TPB»533P TPT V1H D1B'D3P?P3 DPT Hpt) 
.22—21 TOM CtT'B 
]8T ,POCTP H *11 T.TPO T'K PD'MVf H 3MK 
-D-y'DPT K I«T*tD V3TOW PH 
IP3P3P33H JPTpll D*l?D3P^P3 DPT pK | M 
J V1K imjni (K.TOW CP «n(n ,iPP?BD p ipn 
•DK. PD38T1P .JD1K ]P3'DPD38*B .Ipff'385 B 
IPP DK11 IP3POTPD KTK ,DD'»n DKT ;*DOPD 
"883 tyVt IPTP11 DS"1DMDMK D"* p r y IV 
•'K3P3P3 IPTPll OTiTDP33"K *)T8T ,T^P3 DPT 
IPT^IP DD»n DKT JIPT^B- PD3BT1P TP3 
-pDB' -IPTP11 d^nKXP3D^K f*9i JPI1D DK1V 
1P3POTPD K1K ,BD"n DKT ;-DCPDDKB PT3jm 
.HDTP'l |P3^Pt DPT DP53 TpOD'K D8.T OKI! 
,T83DnprpD D"y Tjnp» iv D O I*K Tp3* 
-PDB1 TP3'K3P3P3 IPTP11 DTn*DP33"K *n8T 
.H .(K M ,[PT5IE> PT3PH 
"B» P^EHDTPll P*S DD".T DKT ;"pKDD„ 
,*
,DT3K3H .D3KDDK3 , ^ 3 * 3 .DBDPDD '11 !P3 
JPTPll D3P3PTP3 «1T8T ,-H -W -K T1PD'3T1D 
TP?p isms 1KB ippnasB PIVDKIJJS^P 
.DPTKD JP'ITD pD IPD"! PD13 'T—pK J31D"TP3 D»1T3 pD DP"3 f'PP'Dl? K 
.'• T l 2 T $ n -K PB 
• 
IP3.TP11P3 T* " t [PUD TPH'TD l ^ l i v ^ V p M IPMTB »T .Tp»p5» P3P^ 0'3 T» DPffir 
-PP *T PK D"p3^TpTT3 pK D«PJU"K IV "8p p'p JP3«0 DW JHP3 TpD"3TK TPT^P 
T3D8K'J,,DP3 |tfPVH TPiT*TD "I |V?*Jt .TpB , ^ I D28T ,I»3"t »t .JPP'TSKC PlVDBTpBK 
TPPTBDC* K TUT 'TDD1T3-K TPT V1K jp> T13 "1 JPJ'ID ^"11 TPT -lVTPT ^IDC D*3T83 
-|»OP TPTpi ,nCK .D5DK3 " 3 IVD"3T* IX ^IK 
1P3"T IK'V8TPB«8P P« Pf^RJOKaiK 5PP'DC K D3»»<D ^ j WM*H T»38DP1K^P 
"P3 |W»t " t .1UPT*K TPD»3TK D3P TP3K T3 TP3'I TP D>811 PPTKDD K IV .PPT8DD 
'3PP1D JftnlD TPD'OTK PK iPTKllW Jjn'U "Pi88P TW» .3^ *D"»P ]K D3KDP3 |1K D3MD 
]1K OTPCBKP3 " t T8D 1P3KH TPD"3TK TPT T1H 0*3 1*3 TP DKH lltTPT—JPD'^TK 1VD8T 
, | P n j H _ W _ T ^ ^ OTplTP 09 PK opotopj o«n ,DP"TDPJ ^IKOK OKT Q8.T I P S .D3"T3 
IPO 1P11 pK DPT13 K Jp!8>P3D'lK PpKO 1'T 
DP tK ,KT10' K T'K ,TpT'1l D3"H DKT DP"TD 
PPKD pit? TK J^KBTP P'P JP3K.T D'J DP11 
• -38 TPH'TD |P^8T TPD"3TK T IK ,TP3"^3 
"t.-IWTU TPOnp3TpD31R PL-'DD^KD'BBp IK 
-TK *T 1PI?»11V ftpB»3 .JPD'BKTB T8D OMK 
Vt3m D3KDP3 IPPT'K *T IP38H . TPD»3 
.DPT3KTB 
•'B8P P3MP*T ^BBS'^ K |M"I DDCKTD n ^n-BP3 IPII'OBTPE^BP DgT D'O ^ ! JPBBr 
. 
^83 P18D8? IV v» 1P38* "T £"ll ,^V^^o npo 
jntfo Tin 
-jro ivajyiiyi j j»n*i w PR 33i3"o H 
IKD 3313jmp3 *t MIR W f f l 3 DR» "lpB»nP3 
-jmoMrwfi tin ,oi«ao ospaonswri -n pK 
JpTlD PROD JPV3R3 j«» JpDMpnPDO'18 JP3 
-ftm D»B TTtt«Wymj»D Ijn PR .TPI^P 
|po -ipi"M ,IJ»:H ^P*D »y* y t v a n jpo ]P3 
~IR P3«j iptaip 5tjr *ip TR ,DTPR i»a o'MriB 
DP:MI ,ptf JPS^PDC^R JR ip*i"a BO**3 
H nKD OlpTlB ^D K ]P3'Tp W: f»imt)DjrHlD 
P 8 .D3BOP3 1VD3"R J«1 tV^ BI l ^ n 
iP**l 1PD"31K H.J1R PP*D 1VI IVP—IPVJ1P 
,?1U onpenpD -iRt'D lpospto R iP3«n 
TU 0*: UVWI K |P3»n OPTRO ^ IN ,R1?« 
PR 1P3B0 Db"ii PR evwb ,PW*P n VIR 
PR Oj'ODpepa |W^; DKII T w a i n PTP^R 
PD MJB»*31R "P1R 1MM "113 ,*")30nJ'R TPT 
•*U*W PR IPDPU H «pl8—D1"T0 pipiJR 
n o n e r v n I P W DRH O T H D HMR oppn 
.nooni'R TPISIK B?I 
-pj PR opi ip *i pB Mipvn o r m H 
iPPim Mno i m cttfpn pnss n .vtoatfp 
foip PD^DP tfl 1'IP PR DP .180 DPT *P1R 
TP ..OilffOPPDURB IP DR11 TpVfo [P'VlD "«0 V ' OV^P TO* R m',|PTfcWU B3ROnpn 
I t DBMpTPE IP^Pll « l IR ,nP3« DDPiTVD IPTOl TP3P0 PBD"0 *1 .»#PEP3 « D1R P ' l 
3MR pK D1»T0 P^jn3H PR V?"*"» 0D»31R .ffHRO T? ajTI"*P DR11 JP'VlD J1D JP3'^P33B 
B>3 " I J P D ^ ,0»3 lP3P»*npD TP^T'D P3P* 'I D |p^Vn39-DMK V» » ^ » **1«0 •* ^ 
.IPT^I? Q»3 3"X 1"P IPP IP 11R I'M M IK ,DP t33"V CPT m .\n 1jn3K3R083: 
T*R P1«3 IP'nB n TR DMK RI?R QDW •Wn»1 J'OD^DSPap^ PR H3HP3—5801B3 
-31D"1P3;10RIT0 t>P8D TP3'^DC8t?5p(P3 R .WDW»BD3'R V>W JR3 1P331> TP?BD18J 
jjhrt5p H n-B3» ,&m* *•« *™ n -jpa T ? ^ a lvav^ i » B»W *PB remw R b*o IK 
. ._._._ , . iV PD31IP3 l»3 |p pR 
1PT pfi 331PV11 PUenp H IK ,DP o o " n 
.*HD »! 1P>PDS?im«p t^ R P l i p IP>11D 
"5P»P3 P3P3P»-11?P331R B ' ^ y i BVl'D DP 
•"O R 1RD B'J ODRB DP tR ,0^11 P3*JO08» 
lit If!'* B»B-1«D 1P33T R ]jninB6«D^R $ft 
IRQ D>3 DBRS Dp .DD^H BRT . .JPD8VM 
,P»3 ,3P3 H *)P38 ,IPE8 !8*B V^ DR1 %TR 
TI'ehpD *1'1K I8<10 BRT M O > ] PPRD , 
,np3»R i'R pT80*ipmc n pR . a ^ b w P3P1 
.Itnpi >VD'D TPDDS'DaMV i p i B3»S»n 
,n»m |pa D^PBC o i t p PR D»R3n 8T I^D 
»l . ^ ' n D I'R 1P3 PR B"R^ BP3i"lB iPD 
"R I'R DRT .PPlllT TT1»R D^DTP 11083 
n MW "anipoppDi3Ro *an:B»n, c n « o 
!|W*|jn"3ir IV DRll 1PBBRP 1P1 ,!PTV'"138D 
1P11 -IPDP1B pR IPHP3 IV DR« 1pB'>31R H 
IP3P'T1PC 03nRO"iPBR 11R D3'TP»'3,D n 
,yv lis oopn "I IPD*IP ,DpB-n"» son 
P»^ >TUTfl .JP38I P013 P-1P13R J1R IP0PD18P *l 1"R lP38n &P3'RnPD |*W ]P0 (VP ,U 
•iR l u ^ o i R wjn'"a W>T»B '1 ? piRo "tyi ^«3 m W38» «t onkw ,-np5i" i p ^ j Jpi IV^P^OIR P3P*-'"3 iP n o n 8 nm » ^n lP r VT fifiVV 
»ltR .DpDjm PR DBO'Ml ,DD^D JPD'IP |W »»1 OHRlt lV3«n ^3'81PD " I ^JBJ" |»0 tPP 
-rjn .>noDn3'R pe 5pnpn DRI V * nn im TP'n pR oia»s |^»n D3»& DP ? IP5PDP3 IP5MI 
•^'R DVIORT1W, :TD JP'nt? T f o W ' 8 1KB * . I *>1083 
JJ"31R tP>-R "WD D»vn»11 PBU B3»TP |t« 338^ B>3 DW1 ,DPT IP3PP8 DRT 38T ^R 
n D<3 ^0DH3'R \"X pR DPCt1«W PBW j»»1 03POOn8BV1 W V u . H I'D *1P3"« 0»n P>11V 
fn»HD 0C8» PR 11>3# ;pnPDP3 R •WB"3"IR P 3 W * »1 »5jT|»OW BlPf HP3PO IROD 
•3R I'R 1P3P5 IP1PDP3 K PR OJWn*» PDT3 IR ; pH80'P3>trO IV. ^jj«J »>i JR ^pf>l"D 
.ipnDDn;'R r u n ipoosynipc PV;R3 jn?«» DMR D«a«T3 "I 
R) 1HPD |P3'D3"n po D5»BD H "3 -W IP3".VP3 V ' 0»P "W -in*P I'R H« ^ K 
T ' l DRIt i*T JP38I. ' ,n*l 1RB "«n«fl blO'3'0„ R.pD P381D im 
• 
.-iypi»ii o j y t r w on*^ -ijn 44 
DW|"P IP3KT1 DO |P"1BD DDPCP3 DVT^ KD 
•M Bin joeptrpa cm pK DmvarK -tfys 
BKN PODjyinBjny pR pooya »1 p't iyns 
npD no DBytrya DKI pK .JJWTP | W . j » 
>T ivftRMsw ira 9, .^J"m imm ovar i i 
in* ,pn»i *an w oipacps n iv mim* 
O'KH njn JWP P* DP iPsJjffc iv SIVIBB DIP 
.nynnp nnino pn fcanp ,iynnc DBMP 
w HIM *« lyopiia D$»nD3p i^a -iy-i 
pm'.lp iv nm MI ,paMTfi 5"DD n jya'Drpa 
ipvcwmn iv »\m^tt fin IP^K'TPDK^ H 
.lPO»n5jn»"K-injn3M 
K pK "IPD»3-IK n iP^pii : I'M P3«TB n 
pn P»I3KD yivD»rtfawp-c"0D»H(b'BKP 
-«rw p* -tfp3 "wnyo iPap^npB ,2* ipcpa 
? W33 tP33i33np3 jnyoys ipaam IPD 
IPSiraTin 1* D*3 D3MH |B^B ipn '» 'ilk 
r>« D-IPI t o ,*iyD"3"iK n jyapn 0*1*11 K 
-n*5p K p w p^K DKI PK ,D*E*TB ipayn 
'iiffti fel pK 1*3 "I o*n [po m .flips -p-i 
jyilO |PPV|3MD D1«D KlK pK TK ,D3"B> VO 
"P3 pH "lyplBDC ^P'D 1*3 pM 1PD»31K n 
MtK PB 1B3*T TPO''3TM n .DTtOKaT* IPO 
-P3 IV 1U t'K DP .IVlnQtt 1Y 13*31*3 I*5B 
pK prvKtoKn* po jPjn'H n IK ^viyn 
vt pa DYOP3D>IK impii i.p**r I*'YB"IPBS*P 
.D'B*"1B DP3P3"K -.KB IPDO^KD'SKP 
T 
.BJITSB UTTIB , m » T9B*T 5BJ3 *I 
• 
- 1P3P11 IM'nP PK IP*l"-> |PC3pO P33KD 
[pupa tPttf*u «i*w DPJIB ,Dy*iip iP'Vion 
.QDS^ytya -an IY IPIKB» K ip-i* *P3>K IK 
jypip DKII paiBp n Tt jpa'Dpa n iPf-iiv 
s^^nso'iK JK VIM m PIBO IVMTD "ipi *MM 
'•peoyo "p3,B3*i»DBD»ph j c n n 9 pK »nya 
MllD3'»0 ,^n M 1MB DP^ IKO rj |Jtt3Mn DMM 
IPB»3P0 P3?ym .Mbn D5IP W sanpoB* M PM 
iyn JIB D"t" npo3y?c npn po ma Un>n 
Tro M D*n »t tM ,00 ipnpocnpD p« p-»P 
-3P3 "ip-i3Pt»tt3 TPtSmnam VIM aawvii PB 
.P I«3 ipn 3p'S\v iP3y5 K lyaKo DKII |pc? 
.!»« O»31K ID K impn*B Dyi»9 P"3 n :»IK 
• : . . 
D*K11 ,35*D1P 1P3*n pK P1KK11 P3P3"K V>1 
03PPP3 D-1PB'P1KDD 'BV13V1 PB P'KIPB K 
5p*B O'o ivpnavD jhvD»ipBWifp imn»D 
IPTD«3K DKII n- iP3«r »«M .nn^vn inpo 
-PPVK njn nKB 
•3KB yiVDKiyBKBP PtpH 1KB I8>B Ijn 
:Da^*B *tt TK jypn 
po D'-miB p3»$p PK po^na iJtftnQ K 
;3'T3 onyop y3inp'cnpE pD npi"5p jyviB 
•mya DO .JKIT^KDKDK yivDBiyBKKP K pn 
^PDPDtf Ip lB DMDP |MK p o nmD P'K m 
.TV3DPO K p>t JP3PP 5*t 
DBPt?Pa in*K |K 03'IH I * ' V K P 3 K 3 1 « H 
^yaipa x PB ^KD'SKO D^nuvyasK m D*D 
inw-iniD ipTP* DD"M Din .itftn n r ^ o 
l5p3 PD1D K—IK^KI 2S0 P'TK OWO TP30P3 
DH'K IPP DP pK [P-nKEK D3»5 JPP np DM11 
.DP3P3 PDK1V1B PJ"T 1Y imPOJP DO 
iypH3KB npns pnaKB jnvDKnyBijKP <i 
•'I K V1K IK 338B3K PD K^K ft tm3na 
pM SKO'EKP DK.1 DByc-pa DKT .IPIBS jpnys 
tpnpa a>3-«| «n8*i n ;DOIP ya-onKB o«n 
JMtP^ M'DKDM IPTP'T PD DnP30PD H .JP31I 
-PBK«P n IPB»IP w 3'irro p'T o o IPD^KII 
PTMMM H 1PDJ*« *U ^ P3* ; PTMM11 Pl1*Din 
DD'ipiPD Djni n 5"it ,|y^n jpoia D'D IPB'^P 
5n ;PDD*Dl?P3 p'K .t>HB DDKP "1KB IJT1P11 
: IJOMH y DBBc^pipa piTDinpBKKP n no 
-ip ipiw niino pip-irauupniY DO IKD n 
DKT .DIVTUJ n IWniVS* DnpSDpO tP3*1> 
D?M DiynwoppBUKD IIB 03KnoP3 onpn 
tim nP3K .IPJS'K 'pDDjna n po TP3"K 
mWO p 3 P 3 ' • K i^r IPD'IP OP11 Vl\D M 
IV K! ,PH3MD 1P3P3"K pU pM D3H-3P3— 
IiK 3-D3'n«B nnvo pn *i«i "w DPII—;pa«i 
D1PTIB IPBrUB |1M ipt IP3npliP33«'K DO 
•iv .DPI rin jnKKii n ip^cpni* im« 
1P3yp i i n np Dyn D'cipa KIDOPP n s r ? 
W IPB^ .pTpBDMK--JT1KMW P3P5^3P31P3'K H 
-un Don*3 "3npi PK IP?"1B P3'^3 , w t 
*™ i i i n™^ r 
DJnmnp .onwDpinn im TIKBB M PB DPD 
,i'K aanp3 -lyosrip TPT pK ,D-ip3Dpo H PB 
W ^ K i m * i r w v r i . n PB - w w »K 
• 
-; • i 
' 
' • • > ' : 
•m <k 
.njjjnyn DJPOIH: D H « ^ njn 46 
P311TD PK D' D"» DWp* [ID D'MSMpD H DK11 
.")»T .paico iV3"i DIKI yap* 3*IK .pnKiw 
3»w J E T O p*T iv V' PHBDD i n T O IPD 
Jpoip eytfo DKH 3"V3P"P'i D*IK »5npn DV 
ipsmapj D3"KTVD |PD JPP ,VTMK*ID PQ 
-ripe DP 3*IK J'*v ^piwa TPIK 3"V3P5KII 
pD IPDIP IP3P5D OHII ipaiKa PD'iiP3 iitf 
3I3P3 V*l PK DMTJ Kp'TPDK PK ^3»?PD'n 
pK .HDona'K'ipmHD p;p3"K t ^ J I 0 *^ 11( 
Itjno iv DKT T.ITPD B D3BDP3 PPKD o«n IPD 
I31K bnya'nyo S'MVipi .K'31BD*5KP pK 
nyaopy yt^oya P W K TK aanp'an n 
liK ya«")o nyi D*O 5IPD V* twofiypya IPD 
pD 3P» i'nMK "» ;ya"T ,D'IK DI«H DP m 
-IPD .opoya (pipn *I*IK 33n30-iy p«a K 
-iya'K |yo *nm i n IPVJTPD TPIB jpto'mv 
P0"W IP>K"1D IJTO 1PP DM3 K 1KD .D*3 DB'W 
ipasn -lyooic n ,TPT '5P PD*»II opoa npi« 
-p* *p*.K nnp' K pn D"P3,nMis> n DP*?V3 
a?«n *ipnp5" 35«n $ f !W»o "I -11"* 
.D3K11P3 
oap^pap'iK OBH HODVW'K PIP ' DPDS 
njn IK .opmpa Dtn ,Tpa*apiv ip i s TWO 
n r a H iv Danyuyaiv *PDOK i n o«n D5IP 
.non^o TPI pD ins Dm PK 
o IPDBppa T 'K nPaa D«n nsn£o H 
pK own KpnpoK 3*IK J O B "im HUD HKIBT 
p w 'T w i n ,|Po*>p3 iptavaip yoenp n 
-IK D T ' I D pD'iivs .VanrvK wh iPonyaaB w 
.ijnap* pn:pDaepp *n IKC DPPVT IPD*O 
DP.ipa» ,*HT»"3 33P1DP ti'DK PK KpnPDK 
1K3«» .nmriD PDM1P3 IP^yOB'lVIV D'3 DIBS' 
D«n non^o n .DHIX jn»3 w ,n»n.ro ^3 
|PP1KD» 8 IP3P3P3 |P*T00n3»K pa^ptK 
K IPoip aim n^sa PK DDIP^BD a"-sa 
DTPPWWD oim nrno DIBD IPTP1 ism D^V 
TD»f») iyaH3p T ' Dim non^o ui IK .JPTPII 
-pa ^utean ^ip IPO tajm ( w a DK« ,IPDIP 
i'K DP ,»an .nmno p^^ KpnpJDK B O W 
DU »*K DP PK iP>D»MV!PD IV DK11 BD'3 
.]P3^3»nPD IV 
ie'tlffi^'fc 
DiWa DP pM JBnD IV inPD SI 1PD"3-lK H 
PJTHBD H .b3P01K3 K PK 3"V injt*} p f j * 
PK D1*1PD D"IKD K—PD^PSKT 1P3"I DBrlPD 
*T DKT PPKD PK IS'DK -IlTOKJlV DIKP'ODyS 
P1K>P PK m a P1KOC* I'K DP D11K11 P3KI11K 
.(IPinK* fmfypM 'Kii^n) . v n o 
a a w ' D ' i iva'DPOpys D5"DD y"3 <T 
;IP^B"P3 DP'TlpaD'lK TP.TTD KT PK DW* 
•mpi ]P38n ajn«D IP^"* 1 IK ,oo"a DKT 
H 3P^ 5lV .JP331PT11 P3^0DBE^P1P3 PD'113 
V1K DT'ID PTP13K IP3»I o5"DD P,3'CV*K 
.'TO 
'TO T'TD DID PK PIK^P *1 PK T3 D'3 
n .]p5n'D ipn« iPP'iaKD 3»V 1 ^ w ay 
H 3'IK pK 3»V %nPD IP j^nKD D$'*DQ P*«3 
Tap CD«3 iPo5«n3B !P5pn D5»DD ya'D3"n 
•IPD^Bnaif n o »T v w Djm' ,iP^n«' P3'^ 
pK 3"V TIPD IBnD3*'1K «nBT IPO JPll ' 
PK .ipnpa iv inyo B I T^VOKS T*K ,ena^D K 
nyop3 IPD IVp ,ipnp3 iv ~\nvv tn I'K Dy jp^ 
JIK IPD'OIK Tnjna oiyiifE pra .ipap'Tiyo 
.»IK5DD»3*1K 1P3'3P1VKT PK DP 
,-lPD'OTK '^DDpyD 'T ,Dy DD".T ,IP3*'I 
. n o T I K iP'naonJ'K w j a w pK ipapn n 
• * * 
-pa Jyn 'im DKH pa j^m ,non?D fl PK 
n y ' i KPMPDK PK «n 5m3»n cpn onpDB1 
p ' p ' i n j r e p i t? ' I PK DV'K—IPOKJBC P O P 
•IPD D31HD ?D»3 33^TPDB' 
H IPD8fP3 33BD3B (ID tt«H HDn^D ^1 
->D «1*1K VWHf K IPC1BHP3 D«n M—PP'3K3 
n5yi DPI pH rBsc'D B D38DP3 drvbuB 
pK noonj'K IPDDKP n onvDirpa ,DPP*IBD 
D' r»iMK p^n^ Bn Din D?PD'TPP3 .HDIKD -on 
"pn arm* ivip^DinnvaViPDyTipaaiK PK 
.1WDD 
-ip H pc D"mpa*T3iK pn n^H3 n ipa» 
VI own jyo .Ipa'KnKC I»J"I lyDtCBO pDf 
i.p&8onB33iK oyi iv DanynyaiY pmap^oo 
jiT^'D 90 pa>^op IID ^yi3Bn nyi -lasonv 
^K0-)PT IinPll D^PDPP33« D'3 [PP IPP3PD 
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